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Our leadership position in financing the
world's biggest projects is well known.
But the fact is, our involvement in project
finance isn't limited to financing giant
infrastructure and energy projects.
Today, the same techniques are being used
by Chase to develop new business opportunities
working with companies of all sizes, ranging
from large corporations seeking increased
vertical integration to entrepreneurs with major
© 1990 The Chase Manhattan Corparatlon.

project ideas.
More and more, these companies are
recognizing the advantages of Chase's unique
combination of structuring skill and placement
power.
A fact which is best demonstrated by the
tombstones of recent deals we've shown here.
Our global network is key.
It allows us to raise capital, whether senior
debt, mezzanine debt, or equity, in
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all major markets.
It provides the mechanism to bring together
suppliers, contractors and long -term product
Purchasers from around the world.
It's helped us to build an in -depth
understanding of local business practices and
tax and legal codes. It also allows us to apply our
expertise wherever in the world your
corporation does business, domestically or cross border.

If you'd like to know more about how we
can work together with your company to leverage new opportunities, call: Bill Rockford in
New York at ( 212) 552 -1706, Richard Ingham in
London at (71) 726 -3425 or Tony Sprow in Hong
Kong at 843 -1216.
You'll learn why having one of the world's
biggest banks working for you is one of
the best ways to develop any new business
opportunity.
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STANPYLIPOW,NAA
PRESIDENT,1990-91

Cover: NAA President Stanley R.
Pylipow in his office at fisher
Controls International. See p. 23.
Photo by Bud Mason, Mason
Photography.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®
(ISSN 00255-1690) is published
monthly by the National Association
of Accountants,10 Paragon Dr.,
Montvale, NJ 07645-1760,(201)
673 -9000. Price $10.00 per copy.
Subscription rates, per year. $56
(included in dues, nondeductible);
nonmembers, $110.00. Second class
postage paid at Montvale, N.J., and
additional mailing offices. To ensure
uninterrupted mail service, send
present address label and new
address including ZIP number to
Membership Records Dept., NAA,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Allow six
weeks for change. NAXa telex
number is 9102609487; facsimile
number is 201-673 -0639.
POSTMASTER: Send address
changes to MANAGEMENT
A C C O U N T " , Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760.

BY ROBERT F. RANDALL
Senior vice president and
chief financial officer of
Fisher Controls
International, newly
elected NAA President
Stanley R. Pylipow sees
more opportunities than
problems for the
Association. His message
this year: Take pride in
yourself and your
profession because you
count!

26
EVERYTHINGYOU
ALWAYSWANTEDTO
KNOWABOUTCHECKS
BY LESLIE N.
MASONSON
In today's uncertain world,
you need all the help you
can get to manage your
company's cash effectively,
or you'll end up in
bankruptcy. This detailed
look at how banks process
checks will aid your
collection policy.

31
REPORTING
CORPORATECASH
FLOWS
BY STACEY L.
KRONQUIST AND
NANCY
NEWMAN- LIMATA
While the FASB's
Statement of Cash Flows
provides general
presentation requirements,
it is not very helpful when
it comes to dealing with
such specific issues as
discontinued operations. A
look at how other
companies are dealing with
the Statement's dearth of
guidelines may help your
company reduce the
amount of time it spends
developing, analyzing, and
selecting a cash flow
format.

37
PREPARINGFOR
ACCOUNTINGSYSTEM
CHANGES
BY HENRY J.
JOHANSON
A Coopers & Lybrand
consultant who is directly
involved in current
manufacturing industry
practice describes what is
taking place now and what
he sees as the future for
management accounting.

42
APPRAISALSAT
WEYERHAEUSER:
IMPROVINGSTAFF
PERFORMANCE
BY LESLIE F.
SORENSEN
Objective performance
reviews, especially in staff
groups, require continuous
detailed analysis of what it
is that constituites a
particular level of
performance and how to
measure it. Here is how it's
done in the Financial
Services Department of
Weyerhaeuser Company.
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Fixed Asset
Management
Accounting
System,
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From E. F. askel1,
of course!
fate -of- the -Art Tkhnology c ha nge s

t he wo r ld of F ixe d As s et
Ac c o unting with p o w er feat ures th at g ive
you ev e r y t h in g you
need in o n e s ur p ris ing s y s tem. You do n' t have to b e c o ntent
wit h lim ite d fun c tio n p a c k age s .

See For Yourself Why You Should Switch:
1. Print any report, for any year, at any time. No need to wait until after
year end. 2. See all major calculations including entire asset life history as
assets are entered . No need to print reports to correct mistakes. 3. "Real"
help screens for every important field with examples. Most operators never need to
referto the manual. 4. No "codes" to learn. Methods like " MACRS" "ACRS°
"SL:'are spelled out, making data entry and reports intuitive. S. 16- character asset
ID. 6. Unlimited number of short years. 7. Up to five sets of books for each asset (no
wasted disk space if you use less!). Federal, AMT. &&P, State, Financial and many
others. 8. Instant consolidated reports with no extra steps. A must for proper reporting of consolidated groups. 9. Uses the latest "Al" techniques to suggest proper useful lives and depreciation methods, including AMT. Eliminates guesswork by less
experienced operators. 10. A comprehensive "Tax Law For Fixed Assets" section

R

More than just another upgrade, it' s a who le new way of
lo o king a t as s e t man ag em en t. F in ally
you ar e in c o m m an d
with o ne of the mo s t s elf-exp lanato ry s ys tems d evis e d fo r
as s et m an ag eme nt . F r o m th e c r ea to rs of TKR/4, the
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SUCCESS STORY.

Ac c o u nt an t' s P ra c t ic e M an ag em ent S ys te m.

The money -beck guarantee is your way to risk
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your order or return this
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included at no extra cost presents all tax laws since 1971 in chronological order.
11. Automatic application of Section 179 Expense. 12. Automatic application of
MACRS"40%r Rule" and mid - quarter convention. 13. Automatic preparation of
AMT figures with totals presented for both pre-1987 and post -1986 for Form 4626
and Form 6251 tie-in. 14. All reports print in detail or "Totals Only" 15. Over 28
standard reports (including E A.S.B. %) sortable on up to five user- selected fields
plus range criteria on 16 different fields. Print only the data you wish and in the order
you wish it! 16. Built -in Report Editor with search /replace and column block cut and
paste allows easy editing of completed reports for those situations when, "if this column was just over there:' 17.Only Fixed Asset System with built in industry standard "SQL" Report Writer as an option. Design your own reports and even your own
relationships between records and fields! Export data to ASCII. DTF, or CSV riles for
use with spreadsheets or databases. Even design your own "templates" with built -in
editor. 18. Written entirely in "C" language for enhanced speed and performance.
19. Single User and "true" multi-user version (optional) with transaction logging
and timestamping for most popular networks, including Novell. 20. Designed
with latest "SAA' techniques including pull -down windows and pop -up lists.
21. Unlimited capacity. 22. Store data on floppies or hard disk. Great for accounting
firms. 23. Written by CPAs• this is a continuing evolution of Version 5.5 of our existing Fixed Asset Accounting System used nationwide since 1978. Up to date through
TAMRA.24. Insurance Reporting System. 25. Mass changes and asset cloning eliminate repetitive work. 26. No need to establish file sizes before new client entry.
It's all automatic!
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OPINION:THEAICPA'S
PROPOSALFOR
FEDERALACCOUNTING
REFORM
BY ROBERT N.
ANTHONY
Last September, a task
force of the AICPA released
a discussion memorandum
titled Federal Financial
Management Issues &
Solutions. This former
assistant secretary of
defense says the proposal
states the wrong issues,
and the solutions address
the wrong problem. The
focus of attention should be
on the budget system
instead of the accounting
system. He recommends
revising the federal budget
structure so that funds are
appropriated in a manner
that facilitates the
management control
process.
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READERSRESPONDTO
ACCOUNTINGETHICS
CASESTUDY
BY CURTIS C.
VERSCHOOR
The controller of a toy
company was faced with an
ethical decision involving
inventory valuation. What
should she do: Follow strict
GAAP and perhaps be fired
or submit to pressure from
management and
jeopardize her entire
career?

This month MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING& was produced with brandnew, sta te-of-the -a rt Atex computer typesetting and production
equipment. Only a few publications nationwide are using the system,
which hit the market last year. Material is input via IBM -compatible
personal computers, coded for pagemaldng (layout) purposes, and linked
into a PS/2 computer where pages were created on screen in WYSIWYG
(what you see is what you get) format. Finished pages were proofed on
an Apple LaserWriter Plus la ser printer. Pages then were coders in a
Postscript language, copied onto disks, and sent to an output device called
a Linotronic 300. The final output from the L300 is film or reproduction
quality paper. Bringing almost all of the pre -press operation in -house
will save the Association a substantial amount on production costs. The
production department - Kimberly Bender, production coordinator (and
chief layout person) and Ta mara Boicik, production assistant —
supervised by managing editor Kathy Williams (coder and liaison with
Atex te chies) persisted in the face of innumerable bugs and software
glitches in mastering the new technology and dropping the magazine on
time at the printer. Editors Susan Jayson and Claire Barth and assistant
editor Deborah Lynch kept the copy flow running smoothly, furnishing
photos and captions and proofreading pages as expeditiously as possible.
Robert F. Randall, Editor.

14
MANAGINGYOUR
CAREER
I've lost interest in my job.'

18
FINANCIALMANAGER

Banlu-tiptcy tax issues.

56
ETHICS
Moral mazes in
management.

Views expressed herein are authors'
and do not represent Association
policy unless so stated. Publication of
paid advertising and new product and
service information does not
constitute an endorsement by the
Association of the advertiser or the
product or service.

of the same name. This publication is
available in other forms of media
through Information Access
Company. For more information call
(800) 227 -8431. Quantity reprints of
any article in MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® is
indexed in the Acwuntants'lndvx and

ACCOUNTINGS or back issues
(subject to availability) may be
obtained from Special Order
Department, NAA,10 Paragon Drive,

also in the on -line database

Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760.
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Take your corporate rate
on the road.

V i9W AT &I

When your employees make business calls away
from the office, your company may not be getting
the savings its entitled to. That's unless your employees use TheA7&TGaft Catd for Business.
Only AT&T ties calling card usage to every interstate volume discount plan we offer such asA7&T
PROS" WAn and MEGACOM* WA7S So regardless
of the size of your business, you always get the
discounts you deserve. And your savings go where
your employees go. From a phone booth in
Muleshoe, Texas, to a hotel in the Big Apple.
But the advantages go beyond savings and
easy access to the AT&T network. When you add
our flexible EXECUBILLS
`&Yvkg you get a

more efficient way of tracking and monitoring
card expenses.
Billing is custom tailored to work the way your
company works, whether you have one local office
or marry offices across the nation or around the
world. You specify who receives statements and
the level of detail each statement contains. We
can even personalize your cards with your
company's logo.
Your phone system just isn't complete without
The A7&TGallingCarylfor Business and EXECU
BILL xrvke Find out how your company can get
it free. Cal l your AT&T Account Executive or
1800 222 -0400, Ext. 2150.

5� b 555

The ANT Calling Curd for Business.
AnotherM&T advantage.

ATST
The right choice.
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William J. Bruns, Jr., and Kenneth A. Merchant, Boston, were presented the
Lybrand�Gold�Medal�—the�highest�award�in�the�1989�-90�manuscript
competition�—for�their�article,�"The�Dangerous�Morality�of�Managing
Earnings." The article is scheduled for publication in the August 1990 issue
of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING©. Dr. Merchant, professor of accounting at
the University of Southern California in Los Angeles, also received a
Certificate of Merit for his article, "How Challenging Should Profit Budget
Targets Be?" Dr. Bruns is professor of Business Administration at Harvard
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EDITOR
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KathyWilliams

Un i v e r s i t y .
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SusanJayson

The Lybrand Silver Medal was presented to Don E. Collins and Al Phillips,�Ithaca�–Cortland,�for�their�article�"Transition�from�`Pile�Accounting'�to
Just–in–Time:�A�Case�Study."�Their�article�is�scheduled�for�publication�in

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

ClainBarth
PRODUCTION
Kimberly Bend er
Bojdk

the Oc to b er is s ue .

John W. Hill, Bloomington, was presented the Lybrand Bronze Medal for
his article, "Legal Risks for Management Accountants." His coauthor, Lester
E. Heitger, who is not a member of the Association, was awarded a Certifi-

Tamara

EDITOR IAL AS b(s r.4NT

Deborah Lynch

s a t e o f A p p r e c i a t i o n. T he i r a r t i c l e wi l l a p p e a r i n t h e N o v e m b e r i s s u e ,
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These top three manuscripts were selected by the Lybrand Awards Committee from the 10 top- ,scoring manuscripts submitted during the year.
Members of this year's Committee were: Dennis M. Boll, CMA, treaswer /controller, Osborne Hankins MacLgren & Redgrave; Leslie A. Burton,
CMA, manager, corporate accounting, B.F. Goodrich ; R o b e r t L. W o r r a l l ,
CMA, vice president, accounting policy, USA Transfer Agency Co.; Caroline
D. Strobel, CMA, professor of Accounting, University of South Carolina; and

Doryne Gerstein

Fred Newton, Department Director, D e f e n s e C o n t r a c t A u d i t A g e n c y .
Authors�of�the�22�other�award–�winning�manuscripts�were�presented�Certificates of Merit for their outstandin
H$
g ontributions to mana
� g ement accounting literature during 1989 -90. A complete list of the winners together with

CIRCULA
TION
NancyMatyasi
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Stephen Barlas; Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA; Louis
Bisgay, CPA; Israel Blumenfrucht, CPA; James
Bulloch, CMA, Arnold Chassen; T. Carter
Hagaman; Robert Half; Roger H. Hermanso n;
Patrick L. Romano. CMA, Howard L. Siers.
MANAGING

PUBLISHER

the titles of their manuscripts will be published in the August issue.
Approximately 500 manuscripts were submitted in the manuscript competition and 86 were published during the year. Each manuscript submitted
through the NAA chapter competition is required to meet the following criferia for accepPt a n c e :

Montvale, NJ 07645-1760-- Dotyne Gerstein, NAA,
10 Paragon Dr., (201) 573 -6275. (Fax 201573-0639)
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•�The�manuscript�must�not�be�a�poem,�outline,�abstract,�thesis,�school
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and cost management, corporate financial management, corporate and personal tax planning, and multinational accounting issues. We encourage you
to submit a manuscript for publication on a current issue affecting the management accounting profession. We also recommend that you write only
about the subjects you know best. According to our previously published au -

thors, the experience of havin g an article a ppear e in a major accounting p ub-

lieation is a satisfying and rewarding one.
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A Xerox plain paper
fax will do a lot of things.
Thisisn't one of them.
With Xerox plain paper fax machines,
you get your faxes on ordinary cut sheet paper. The same paper you use
in your office copier.
That means faxes that don't curl.
Faxes that don't smudge. Faxes, in
short, that look as good as originals.
What's more, you can write on them,
file them, distribute them —all
without having to copy them.
But plain paper is only one of the
reasons you should get a Xerox fax
machine. Our Xerox 7033, for
example, not only gives you plain
paper faxes, it gives you all kinds of
advanced features that make faxing
faster and easier than ever. Like one

of the fastest transmission speeds
in the business. And up to 2,400
pages of memory,

We think you'll agree the advantages
are plain.

Then there's our Xerox 3010, an
extraordinary plain paper machine
that combines high - quality faxing,
digital copying, and image editing.
All in one machine.

National
naliry,
A,+ard
Iu w

Winner

And these are only two of a growing
line of Xerox plain paper fax
machines. Which means you're sure
to find the machine you need, at a
price you can afford.
own
Callus at 1- 800 - TEAM -XRX,
Ext. 295A (1- 800 -832 -6979, Ext.
295A) or fax us at 1-716 -244 -1998
to learn all the advantages of

A 1990 XEROX CORPORATION. XEROX! 7033 and 3010 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION.
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Xerox plain paper faxing.

Xerox

LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

ROBERTF.RANDALI,EDITOR

BRUSHISTOO BROAD
n "What's Going on in Business
Schools ?" (May 1990), Prof. Weis
expresses some admittedly
extreme views about collegiate
business education. I agree with
many of the points made in the article.
However, broad generalizations are
used which do not apply to many, if
not most, business schools.
The author gives little justification
for the statement that academic
economists are used to teach
accounting. None of the 18

Crunching numbers does
not control spending. Take
advantage of these proven
techniques to MANAGE
cost for bottom line results.

HOW TO CONTROLCOST
NEB?lty

E

FORPROFIT
AND
PERFORMANCE
by Richard P. Mager,
CPA and
Management
Consultant.

SENDFORYOUR
COPYTODAY!
$19.95 1- $2.50 S/H
30 -DAY
MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

A.G. MERRICK PUBLISHING CORP.
2021 Midwest Road -Suite 300
Oak Brook, Illinois 60521
Circle No. 9
10

tenure -track faculty on my staff is an
academic economist. Further, all of us
have taken courses in auditing,
advanced accounting, and income tax.
In addition, 16 of the faculty have
passed the CPA exam and three are
CMAs. Many accounting
departments across the country have
faculty with similar qualifications.
Without getting into a debate
about the merits of theoretical
research, I believe that most applied
research benefits business
practitioners and helps to improve
teaching for the benefit of the
students. Few people would argue
that the NAA research studies and
the research reported in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUN'T'ING and
other practitioner - oriented journals
is "arcane and useless."
James A. Hendricks
Square D Professor of Accountancy
Northern Illinois University

THREECHEERS
Three cheers for William L. Weis and
his article, "What's Going on in
Business Schools ?"
The academic world has focused its
attention on research of which so
much is so irrelevant to the real world
and forgotten that the main reason for
its existence is to teach students.
This attitude is probably the main
contributory factor to the
ever- increasing and unsupportable
trend in the tuition costs being
experienced.
Richard K Robinson, MBA, CPA
Shelton, Conn.

LIPSERVICE?
Articles and columns in
M A N A G E M E N T ACCOUNTING
continually espouse the importance of
the CMA certification in a
management accounting
environment. With this in mind, isn't
it interesting that only 10 of the 103
members nominated to national
leadership positions for 1990 are
CMAs? The message sent by the
nominating committee to the
membership of the NAA has far more
impact than all the "CMA News" and
`e'en Myths for Not Pursuing the
CMA" published by your staff.
Now that all CMAs are required to
belong to the NAA, it is time for the

NAA to stop paying lip service to CMA
certification. A requirement that all
national leadership obtain
certification would be an important
first step to proving this commitment.
Julian A. Moore, CMA
Member -at -Large

CONFLICTING MESSAGES
I would like to comment on two recent
articles, Arthur Wyatt's "Creating
Loopholes Subverts Objectives," (Oct.
1989) and Scott E. Fredrick's
"Tapping the Hidden Value of Your
Assets," (March 1990). Fredrick
appears to advocate the manipulative
application of accounting standards, a
practice considered unethical and
unprofessional by Wyatt.
Fredrick suggests the use of
sale - leasebacks to take advantage of
the fair market value of assets which
are presented on the balance sheet at
historical cost. He states "the
management accountant and CPA
play a crucial role in structuring the
lease" so it qualifies as an operating
lease. In other words, Frederick
would like to present users with the
fair market value of assets but conceal
liabilities! As I emphasize to students,
SFAS 13 is designed to restrict
companies' ability to exploit
off balance sheet financing. If the
lease transaction is truly the
acquisition of an asset and a related
obligation, it should be reported as
such in accordance with the intention
of SFAS 13.
As Wyatt points out, accountants
have an ethical responsibility to
interpret and apply accounting
standards consistent with their
"intended objective." Standards
should not be manipulated in a
manner which best suits individuals'
purposes even though that manner
may comply with the letter of the
standard.
The apparent inconsistency
between these two articles was
brought to my attention by accounting
students who, as the accountants of
tomorrow, should perhaps be our
primary target when attempting to
improve ethical standards. I think the
journal should be more
discriminating in evaluating possible
unethical messages in its articles.
Dr. Karel A. Davis
Associate Professor ofAccounting
Butler University
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGWULY 1990

CMASUGGESTIONS
This is a constructive reply to `Ten
Myths for Not Pursuing the CMA"
(May 1990). I write with the bias of a
CPA, but have been an NAA member
for many years.
Myth 2 states that many
employment advertisements now
read "CPA/CMA preferred" or just
"CMA preferred." This just does not
conform with my impression from
scanning ads in the Sunday Business
section of the New York Times. On
May 13, the total is more than 38 ads,
with not one listing "CMA required or
preferred."
This is a very small sample, but it
suggests that employers put of lot of
weight on academic achievement.
One suggestion might be to give credit
to CMA candidates for one or more
parts of the CMA exam where there is
a record of proven academic
achievement.
Myth 3 ("no need of CMA for
advancement ") and Myth 10 ( "don't
need to learn anything more") are
rather similar. I wonder —do they
apply to many of the nominees for
office in NAA? Only ten out of 103
nominees for national office are
CMAs. Interestingly, five of the ten
are professors.
The CMA program has been in
place now for 17 years. I think if some
substantial percentage —maybe 50%
or more —of the nominees for high
office were CMAs, it would generate
interest and enthusiasm among NAA
members who do not yet have this
designation.
John Keyes
Montpelier, Vermont

SURROGATEPARENTS
While William Weis (May 1990)
identifies several important and
relevant problems, I do not share his
perspective or conclusions on some of
them.
His arguments assume a view of
college professors as dedicated
surrogate parents willing to sacrifice
quality of lifestyle for the privilege of
teaching. He absolves students of any
responsibility for the quality of their
education or usefulness to society.
Overlooking years of declining
entrance examination scores, Weis
implies that changes in accreditation
at business schools is the root of poor
quality students. I believe the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGfJULY 1990

problems are much more complex
than portrayed here.
Weis also portrays research in
business issues as meaningless waste
of valuable resources, although all
other research and practical
application of that research, must be
managed by complex organizations
and accounted for. I feel it is unfair to
judge the "value" of research based
upon a working title and no real facts
about the research proposal,
regardless of discipline.
William A Riggs, CPA
Richardson, Texas

NEWSTRATEGIES
In `°The Legacy of the $7 Aspirin"
(April 1990), the author introduces
the idea of a new product costing
technique linked to escalating
medical costs. Rising medical costs
have shed increased scrutiny on
absorption costing across
decentralized cost and profit centers
in hospitals.
The objective of absorption costing
is to use measures of activity to
allocate costs yielding an equitable
result. What is unique for hospitals is
the comprehensive total care of
patients while satisfying complex and
overlapping federal and state
government regulations that
mandate significant administrative
overhead.
Government- mandated regulation
impacts major areas in product
costing including arbitrary service
allocation statistics and underfunding
of patient service costs.
Unreimbursed Medicare and
Medicaid patient charges are
significant. These patients typically
utilize 40-55% of routine hospital
services.
The issue of "shifting" costs is a
public policy question on the
cost - benefit of healthcare, not of a
hospital's objective to recover
legitimate business costs.
The total care of patients is a
responsibility the public expects from
hospitals. The concept of a patient
room charge or pharmacy item
absorbing other department Costs is
not an issue, unless it is unclear why
the costs are warranted.
James E. Merrill
Manager of Cost Accounting
Glen Falls Hospital
Glen Falls, N.Y.

ANNOUNCING A
REVOLUTIONARY
AUDIT TOOL
FOR YOUR PCI,

Flagstaff Engineering, working with
one of the world's largest accounting
firms, has worked for two years to
produce a professional tool designed
by auditors for auditors.
Solve the problem of capturing audit
information from a computer, with the
revolutionary software solution called
Prospector. At last, you can open the
world of mainframe and minicomputer
information to your PC. Request a
data file from the MIS department and
read the file into your PC, without
programmer assistance. You don't
need to ask the MIS department
"What's the format of the file ?" or
"Can I have a copy of the record
layout?" Just say, "Please, give me a
copy of the Capital Equipment file on
a 1600 BPI tape" or "Get me a copy
of the Payroll file on diskette ".
Using an IBM PC running Windows,
Prospector will find the structure of
the file using pattern analysis and
artificial intelligence rules to let you
see the data fields on the screen. You
can then select the data fields and
specify the output file format needed
for your audit program such as Lotus.
It's that simple — no programmer
needed. Data files can be read from a
9 -track magnetic tape, 3480 or QIC
cartridges, any size diskette including
8 ", optical or hard disks.
Flagstaff Englno*dng is one of
the largest manufacturers of OCR,
document storage, diskette, optical and
magnetic tape conversion systems for
the IBM PC. Working with thousands
of customers in over 100 countries, we
are experts on understanding tow data
files and text documents are stored
by computers. Call us today at 602
779 -3341 or send us a FAX at 602
779 -5998 for more information on our
products.

LFF-

FLAGSTAFF
ENGINEERING

1 120 Kaibab Lane
Flagstaff. AZ 86001
Circle No. 4
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ODDS INCREASE
FOR CORPORATE
TAX INCREASE
n an ominous development, Citizens For Tax Justice (CTJ), the
Ralph Nader group, has come out
with a new report explaining why corporate income tax payments are lower
than anticipated. It was a CTJ report
that served as the early impetus for
Congress's decision in 1986 to toughen depreciation schedules and eliminate the investment tax credit. This
time, the new CTJ report may lead to
legislation ratcheting up the alternative minimum tax or some other reform measure. What makes thi s a
near certainty are efforts by the Bush
administration and Congress to find
new revenue to close the fast -burgeoning federal deficit. Higher income
taxes on individuals are not likely.
Corporations are a much more inviting target. President Bush is concerned that if the fiscal 1991 deficit is
not cut to $64 billion as specified by
the Gramm - Rudman - Hollings budget law, automatic spending cuts
would go into effect, creating political
problems for the Republicans in the
1992 elections. According to CTJ, lagging corporate tax payments have
much to do with reduced corporate
profits because the effective corporate
tax rate has unquestionably ascended. "The key question is `why are profits down ?'" Robert McIntyre, director
of CTJ, told the Senate Finance Committee recently, "American corporations have redirected their income
streams away from shareholders and
toward bondholders by substituting
debt for equity. By paying tax- deductible interest rather than dividends,
companies have reduced their taxable
income." Some business groups already hear CTJ's footsteps. Paul
Huard, vice president of taxation and
fiscal policy for the National Association of Manufacturers, says, "We'd all
12

PaulHuard
be better off if Congress focused on examining and comparing the relative
corporate tax burdens of the United
States and our foreign competitors
rather than obsessing over whether or
not the '86 tax act raised corporate
taxes as much as expected."

CORPORATE TAX
NONCOMPLIANCE
A recent report from the General Accounting Office (GAO) identified some
of the major reasons that big companies fail to pay the proper amount of
federal income tax. Large corporations were one of four groups addressed by the report, which was issued during hearings on the "tax gap"
held by the Ways & Means oversight
subcommittee chaired by Rep. J.J.
Pickle (D.-Tex.). The report was summarized by Paul Posner, associate director for tax policy and administration issues at the GAO. Big
companies, generally those with $10
million or more in assets, accounted
for 19% of the tax gap, or $15.8 billion,

IRS CONSIDERS
CEP CHANGES
An IRS task force has made controversial recommendations urging the
establishment of a National Policy
Board in Washington, D.C., to better
manage Coordinated Examination
Programs (CEP). These exams generally cover companies with assets over
$250 million, although companies
with more than $100 million in assets
and particularly complex returns are
sometimes included in the program.
IRS Commissioner Goldberg says,
"There are a number of serious questions regarding the quality and bottom -line results in this area." Internal recommendations, now out for
public comment, propose a new National Policy Board for CEP, which
would be headquartered in Washington and have offices at the regional
level as well.
■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with
than 12 years of experience
reporting from Washington, D.C.
more

WASHINGTONREPORT

based on 1987 figures. Companies
came in behind sole proprietorships,
which were responsible for 20010 of the
gap. Large corporations were guilty of
mishandling reporting of expenses
more than any hiding of income. The
GAO said: "Our analysis of the main
CEP (Coordinated Examination Programs) issues in June 1989 showed
that the sources or timing of income
and expenses often involve issues
such as depreciation, the proper tax
year for income or deductions, disallowed deductions for capital expenditures, and income and deduction allocations among related businesses.
The report also said companies "aggressively used vagueness in the tax
law." The banking and petroleum industries were the worst offenders,
with food service and utilities running
a close second. IRS Commissioner
Fred Goldberg also pointed out that
large companies run a much smaller
chance of being audited than previously, from 47.8% audit coverage in
1978 to 25.5% in 1989. He said those
numbers "are an obvious cause for
concern."
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NAA PROFILES IN SUCCESS

Charles J. McDaid, CMA —Vice President, Finance
Tidewater Mack, Inc. —Chesapeake, VA.
Success? It's the hallmark of Charlie McDaid's financial management career. At 24
he assumed the post of Controller at Tidewater Mack, Inc. 'Today, as Vice President,
Finance, he's one of the youngest VPs in the business. Charlie attributes this success to his Certified Management Accountant designation. Here's what he has to say
about it:

`. . . T h e C MA i s an essential tool for any aspiring
accountant. . . I recommend the Certified Management
Accountant Program with great en thusiasm..."
If you're after a top- management title, make sure you have a CMA after your name.
For more information call 1-800 - 638-4427, or write to the address below.

CMA: Three Letters That Spell Success
ATI N ,

r

' 919. 5y

National Association of Accountants — CMA Program
10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1759
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`I'VE LOST INTEREST IN MY JOB
ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
I came out ofcollege with a degree in accounting and immediately was hired by
the firm with which I am presently employed. I've been a cost accountant here a
little over 11 years and while I've had promotions and raises, I'm not viewing
my career as an inevitable dead -end. I've lost interest in my work and find myself
going through the motions every day. I think what bothers me most is that it does
not represent how I envisioned myself ending up when I came out of college. 1
went to a good school, studied a subject that I liked and was good at, and anticipated a steady progression through my working life. It hasn't worked out that
way and I'm uncertain about what to do next. Obviously, I could look for another
job in the field but rm afraid that won't satisfy these negative feelings Five developed about what I do for a living. Any suggestions?
sort of question you
se is a particularly
ficult one for me to
swer. There are obously many variles, most of which
ly you can identify
and make decisions about.
Your assumption that finding a
new position within accounting will
not mitigate your current unhappiness leads me to the natural conclusion that it is accounting work itself
that no longer appeals to you. Only
you would know that, but I would caution you to not jump to conclusions.
There may be elements of your current job, having nothing or little to do
with accounting itself, that are causing you unhappiness, things about
which you might not be aware. The
general atmosphere, or "corporate culture," could be at odds with your individual needs. You might be unhappy
with the individuals with whom you
work and to whom you report. Perhaps your cost accounting department is structured in such a way that
it precludes new challenges that we
all need from time to time to renew
our professional interest. I'd take a
close look at these possible factors and
rule them out before making a decision to leave the accounting field. If
such things are at the root of your unhappiness, seeking another accounting job with another company might
be precisely what you need.
I'd also advise that you attempt to
evaluate the expectations you brought

T
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with you from college. Many things
have changed in our society over the
past 11 years. They've changed so
rapidly it is necessary for individuals
seeking career success in this climate
to be flexible, open - minded, and to be
able and willing to adapt to external
factors. Like most people, you
followed a fairly prescribed path. It
used to be sufficient for a young man
or woman to identify a career choice,
attend a good school, graduate with
decent grades, and find a job in that
chosen field. Then they stayed with
ROLLER COASTER
DIVISION

PROF ITS
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that field and climbed the ladder the
best they could within it.
That is no longer the case for many
people. More men and wo men are
finding that their choice of a college
major does not necessarily dictate the
sort of careers they end up in. An increasing number of people are using
their basic education and experience
in fields far removed from their original goals and expectations. In other
words, some of your present discontent might result from a too rigid set
of expectations that you've been carrying with you since college. On top of
that, when things don't work out as
well as we plan, we sometimes view
ourselves as failures, rather than recognizing that as human beings, we
can, and should, reevaluate our lives
from time to time.
If a change is in order, make that
change from a positive perspective. It
could be that you are applying your
management accounting skills to the
wrong industry. One thing that hasn't
changed is the fact. that those who become most successful generally do so
by spending their working lives in areas in which they have a deep personal interest.
An accountant who loves music— perhaps was a musician in college —will find added satisfaction applying his or her accounting skills to
some aspect of the entertainment industry.
The key is to "know thyself." Once
you do, you then have a better basis
upon which to make decisions concerning your career, as well as your
life in general.
Because of the dramatic changes in
our industrial and business sectors,
there are as many new and exciting
opportunities as there are problems
created by the turmoil of such things
as mergers, acquisitions, and takeovers. You aren't trapped. Realize
that. It will help you make more reasoned decisions about what to do to
get yourself out of this slump.
■
Mr. Half is founder of Robert Half International, Inc., a financial and data
processing recruiting firm with 150 of
fices on three continents. His latest
book is How To Get a Better Job in
This Crazy World (Crown Publishers).
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"Right here, of course, there's usually a little
sign that says, 'Keep your seat belt fastened
and do not stand up in the car'."
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NEWS
KATHYWILLIAMS,EDITOR

merican
manufacturing
ompames need to
increase the level of
automation in their
factories, say executives of
mid -sized manufacturers.
In a recent national
telephone survey of
manufacturers, 67% of the
respondents said
companies employ too little
automation, 21% said the
level is just right, and only
2 7b thought there was too
much automation.
The technologies used
most frequently by the
group are computer -aided
design (CAD) and
just -in -time (JIT)
inventory systems. Others
in use are flexible
manufacturing centers,
computer -aided
manufacturing (CAM),
manufacturing resource
planning (MRPH), and
computer - integrated
manufacturing (CIM). The
survey takers also found
that an overwhelming
majority of the respondents
(700/) said that, contrary to
popular belief, automation
has not led to a decline in
job satisfaction for
shop -floor workers.
The telephone survey
was conducted by the
Wirthlin Group, a national
opinion research
organization, as part of the
1

CREDIT CRISIS
IN THE U.S.?
s the United States
facing a credit crisis?
No, says Gail D. Fosler,
Conference Board chief
economist. "The
pronounced slowdown in
bank lending activity is the
result of weak demand by
business, not by a
nationwide credit crisis... "
She says that the
increasingly less important
role played by banks in
supplying credit to
business and the real
estate sector is "the most
important reason to
disregard the risk of a
credit crisis." She says that
commercial banks are
supplying less than 15% of
all new business credit, as
commercial paper,
nonbank lending sources,
and state and local
government bonds pick up
the slack. In real estate,
commercial banks and
savings and loan
associations account for
less than 400 of all
mortgage - related lending.
Fosler adds that while
slower credit growth is not
damaging the economy, it
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MANUFACTURERS
CALL FORMORE
AUTOMATION

Grant Thornton Survey of
American Manufacturers,
a twice--a-year poll of
industrial executives. This
random sample included
250 manufacturers with
annual sales between $10
million and $200 million.

is sending a "troubling"
message to the Federal
Reserve. "With the growth
in lending sources outside
of the banking system, the
Fed doesn't have the same
control it once had because
it must depend on the
efficiency of credit markets
to translate interest rate
changes to the real
economy, which means the
Fed must stand firm
against pressure in
Washington to lower
interest rates. If the Fed
lets inflation move out of
the 4% to 4.5% rate to
which the economy has
grown accustomed, interest
rates could rise sharply."

WHATPERKS
DO YOU HAVE?
n you have a
lephone in your car
yet? If the answer is,
yes, then you are right up
there with other executives
and their growing list of
perquisites. A 1990
Executive Compensation
Survey taken by the
National Institute of
Business Management
(NIBM) disclosed that the
car phone is one of the
fastest rising perks in the
United States. In 1988,
27% of CEOs had the perk;
this year, it's 36 %. The car
phone also has become
popular with the CEOs'
staffs.
Employment contracts
also are growing in
popularity: 17% of
CEOs/presidents and 11%
of other top executives now
get them, while two years
ago the figures were 11%
and 7%, respectively.
Companies are
spending a median of
$9,000 annually on each
executive's perks, which is
$2,000 more than in 1988.
Companies in financial
services spend the most
($11,300 per executive),
while those in the retail

trade spend the least
($5,000). The top 10 perks
are, in order of rank,
company car/limousine
(business), disability
coverage, entertainment
expense account, telephone
credit cards, company car
for personal use,
supplemental life
insurance, car telephone,
physical exams, tax
preparation assistance,
and club membership for
dining/social purposes.

YOU CAN GET THE
SALARYYOU WANT
ow is the best time to
get the salary you
want, James
Challenger, president of
Challenger, Gray &
Christmas, Inc.,
international outplacement
consulting firm, says. Ifyou
have "proven skills in any
category relating to
company revenue such as
sales, marketing,
production, and finance,
[you] can win the salary
[you] desire, provided [you]
are confident in (your]
abilities and know how to
present salary demands,"
he explains. There are
several reasons why.
First,the job market
reflects higher salaries.
Median salaries have risen
to $50,000 and over,
according to the firm's
first- quarter survey. In the
1980s, they were $40,000.
Second, employers are
willing to meet salary
demands so they can
attract the people they
want.
Third, there is
increasing competition
among employers for the
most qualified people.
Fourth, job candidates
know they can get what
they want. If one employer
doesn't meet their
requirements and they are
qualified, another
employer will.
■
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HARDWARE/ SOFTWARE REVIEWS

CLAIREBARTH,EDITOR

FINANCIALNAVIGATOR
nancial Navigator is a personal
inancial tracking program firom
MoneyCare, Inc., that will satisfy
an accountant's approach to money
management. The software can
provide personal financial tracking
for individuals equivalent to full
accounting services provided for
businesses. It is a true double -entry
accounting program that can produce
more than 65 reports, including
balance sheets, income statements,
budgets, cash flow projections, and
detailed transaction reports by
account or by payee.
This software, while user friendly,
has the power to meet the needs of the
most sophisticated money managers.
Its capacity seems limitless. (With
version 4.0 you can have 2,500
accounts!) The program is menu
driven and can be used in Novice or
Expert mode. Function keys allow for
easy transition between modes and
between menu options. The initial
setup and learning curve can be
shortened if you take advantage of the
training classes, service providers,
and support agreements that
MoneyCare provides.
With the Master Chart ofAccounts
as a guide, users can determine the
categories to appear on their
personalized financial statements, or
they can use the Prepared Chart of
Accounts, a good starting point for
most people. The system allows
multiple bank accounts and multiple
distributions for a single transaction.
For an individual, one database
can incorporate both personal and
business accounts. System qualifiers
can be used, for example, Telephone,
Telephone/Business; or
FIT- Withheld/John,
FIT- Withheld/Susan, that will allow

F
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financial statements to be generated
for the entire base or for only a
specified segment.
Enter information once and a
transaction that occurs monthly will
be computed automatically and
distributed to the various accounts.
This is particularly helpful for
mortgage payments (principal,
interest, and escrow breakdown) and
payroll checks (salary, FIT, SIT,
FICA, insurance, and miscellaneous
deductions). Some of the other
features I especially like are that the
software:
• Protects data with passwords,
• Can write checks,
• Shows active key functions at the
bottom of screens,
• "Remembers" the account
associated with a specific payee,
■ Permits the creation of new
accounts while entering
transactions,
■ Does not require month -end
closing.
For the professional or sophisticated investor, multiple databases can be
maintained on diskettes or on a hard
disk. The latter is highly recommended for data integrity as well as ease of
operation.
Financial Navigator provides
special features for users with
marketable securities. Executive
stock options can be managed and
monitored. The Securities Portfolio
Analysis report uses one line per
security to provide a concise analysis,
including number of shares held, cost
basis, present value, and dividends
recorded. You can update security
prices over a modem with a
companion product, Navigator
Access.
Tax preparation may never be fun,

but Financial Navigator alleviates a
lot of the misery. Each transaction is
also a tax schedule entry. Financial
Navigator automatically classifies
accounts for the generation of Form
1040 and Schedules A, B, C, D, E, F,
and Passive Activity. It allows user
override to assign tax codes. System
qualifiers permit multiple Schedules
C, E, and F for separate tax entities.
Year -to -date schedules can be
produced for tax planning. Version 4.0
has added six new tax codes for oil and
gas investors.
The program is fully documented,
with a comprehensive user's manual,
demonstration data, and a quick
reference card. Advanced application
guides have been produced by leading
financial professionals, for example,
Tracking Marketable Securities: A
Financial Navigator Application
Guide, by Arthur Andersen & Co.
Financial Navigator version 4.0
requires an IBM PC or compatible,
384K of memory, DOS 2.0 or higher,
and an 80- column monitor. The
software costs $399. It is a product of
MoneyCare, Inc., 253 Martens
Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94040;
(415) 962 -0333 in California;
elsewhere, (800) 824 -9827.
Maxis Thomas, CPA
Phoenix, Ariz.
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KEYPLAN
uccess begins with
M%planning--setting concrete goals
%Ifwith a timetable. KeyPlan, a
project planner for the Macintosh,
provides tools that can aid in
establishing goals and managing
resources, time, costs, and income.
The program is compatible with any
Macintosh that has a minimu m
configuration of 1MB of memory, plus
two 800K drives or a hard disk drive
(recommended). The program runs
under system 6.02 or later.
The program comes with two
manuals; one is called Getting Started
and the other is a user's guide and
reference manual. The Getting
Started manual is brief, 58 pages, and
takes the user through a
project- planning example aimed at
introducing the basic features of
KeyPlan. It took me about two hours
to complete the session.
For the most part, the Getting
Started tutorial is user friendly. One
minor drawback is the terminology,
M A N A G E M E N T A C C O M M G U M 1990

which was confusing in a few
instances. For example, the planning
project illustrated in the tutorial is a
plan for attendance at a "congress."
Congress in this sense means "a
formal meeting for discussion and
solution of some important matter." I
discovered later that this definition of
congress is included in a
supplementary Read Me file. Another
confusing term used several times in
the tutorial is `inverted," which in this
case means that the field on the
monitor has changed color —from
black to white or white to black. There
is an adequate glossary that helps
with some of the unfamiliar terms.
The program is unique in that it
allows you to examine your plans in
five different ways, called views.
These views are: Outliner, Plan, Bar
Plan, Graph, and List. Each view
shows a plan consisting of tasks and
milestones. Tasks are actions that
must be taken — things that must be
done to achieve the ultimate goal.
Milestones mark progress —they are
important events in the journey
toward achievement of the goal.
The Outliner view displays each
task and milestone in a traditional
outline format. The Plan view option
shows the plan in a PERT chart that
allows an examination of the critical
path and a bird's –eye view of the
relationship between various
elements of the plan. It demonstrates
how those tasks in the critical path
have a direct effect on the completion
date. The Bar view is a Gantt chart
that displays the plan in a graphic
time line showing the duration of the
individual tasks and milestone dates.
The Bar view shows which tasks
should be in progress on any given
date and how close to completion a
given task should be. True to its
name, the Graph view allows
graphical representations of key
variables in a plan, while the List
view is a display of the plan in a list
format.
Most of us do not think in terms of
PERT or Gantt charts, so there is a
learning clurve in using this program
and understanding its capabilities.
Once a new user moves sufficiently
along that learning curve, however,
KeyPlan can help make a manager
successful in implementing projects.
It helps to document a plan
carefully with exact timetables and
resource needs. Progress can be
tracked using the Macintosh's
internal clock or Gom a time and date
defined by the user. Incurred costs or
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JULY 1990

resource use also can be monitored
through a command called the
Optimizer, which initially shows only
total costs and total duration of the
planned project. A subcommand
reveals variances from the planned
cost and project duration. This is a
strong control aspect.
KeyPlan is best suited for
ap plicatio ns that involve a com plex
web of tasks and m ilestones. One of
th e ex am p le files helps to illustrate
th at p o in t. It is the planning for a
hypothetical gold— processing plant,
detailin g 100 tasks.

The suggested retail price for
KeyPlan is $395. To obtain more
information, contact Symmetry
Corporation, 225 E. First Street,
Mesa, AZ 85203; (602) 844 -2199.
Michael P. Griffin
Southeastern Massachusetts
University
Circle No. 27
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Choose the line of credit that
lets ou facethemusic.
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No doubt about it, long hours and hard work can turn anyone into a savage beast.
When you're ready for a soothing change, a line of credit from Security Pic Executive/
Professional Services can get you back in tune.

Designed just for the National Association of Accountants.
That's right. This is the only line of credit developed exclusively for the National
Association of Accountants. In other words, perfect for you.

Not just the same old song and dance.
Finally – a credit line that's easy to use. You'll have the flexibility to use the money
for anything you want.
Treat yourself to box seats at the symphony, surround yourself with sound in your new
media room, or get that special something that will make your heart sing. It's your choice
– just write one of the free checks we'll provide, or call our office.

You're our first priority.
Customer convenience comes first. That's why you can apply by mail. And that's why
you can get up to $20,000 or more with just your signature.
But there's more. We'll show we care by giving you one of the best rates for unsecured
loans available – only 6.4% over the prime rate. Plus, there are no application fez, annual dues,
or prepayment penalties.

Start getting more out of life today.
Getting started is easy. just complete and send us this coupon, or call toll -free at
(800) 274 -6711. We'll rush an application to you.
Then get ready to face the music – and come out singing the sweet song of success.

SECURITYPACIFIC
EXECUTIVEIPROFESSIONAL SERVICES
14201 East 4th Avenue. Aurora, CO 80011
SecurityPacific Executive /Professional Services. Inc. is an equal opportunity lender. Approval of all loans, regardless of amount,
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YES! I want to apply for the most convenient line of credit ever!
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Nationwide, mail this coupon to Security Pacific
Executive/ Professional Services, 14201 East 4th
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(800-0189tNAA1'
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FINANCIALMANAGER
ARNOLDJ.CHASSEN,EDITOR

• Regulatory reductions in benefits
for many senior managers,
• Increased administration costs,
• R i s k of severe sanctions for
overfunded plans, and
• Increased likelihood of government
scrutiny.
Defined benefit plans are qualified
pension plans that provide for a specific retirement benefit. The benefit
may be a st ated dollar amount or,
more likely, a percentage of an employee's preretirement compensation.
Employers that have defined benefit plans are well established, have
steady earnings, and are not highly leveraged. Usually, these plans are created to favor older, highly compensated senior management teams.
It is fair to say that defined benefit
plans have been subjected to more
complex, frequently changing, administratively challenging, and overall restrictive provisions than any other
area of the Internal Revenue Code.
These changes include the following.
Sanction on Overfunding. When a
plan understates the value of its assets, current contributions will be
higher than necessary. Sometimes
this is done intentionally to increase
an employer's yearly tax deduction.
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 calls for
overpayment penalties as high as
30 %, in addition to the regular tax.
Investment Assumptions. Traditionally, actuaries tend to make conservative investment assumptions for
18

BILE 1
Aelirement
Age

1990
Maximum

1982
Maximum

6 15
I, 55

$102,582
46,000

$136,425
75,000;
$

efined benefit pension plans are on the
decline. According
to pension administration
industry
sources, more defined benefit plans
were terminated than established in
1989. This trend can be explained by:

defined benefit plans. This practice
serves to protect plan sponsors from
underfunding. But it also caused the
removal of excessive funds from the
tax base by plans with investments
that greatly outperformed assumptions. Presently, plans must use an
assumption of approximately 81yo.
Many sponsors feel this assumption is
too high.
Plan Integration with Social Security. Contribution savings stemmin g
from Social Security integration have
been reduced sharply. Thus, contributions to benefit plans for rank and file
employees have been proportionately
increased.
Mandatory Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation Premiums are currently $32 per participant per year —a
dramatic increase.
1990 Limits on Annual Plan Benefits.The maximum benefit an employee may enjoy at retirement has been
reduced (Table 1). Currently, maximu m benefits are indexed to increases in the Social Security Wage
Base.

$

WHATEVER
HAPPENED TO
DEFINED BENEFIT
PLANS?

New Nondiscrimination Regulations. Section 401(a) (4) rules will require many plans either to cut maximum benefits or raise benefits for
lower paid participants.
As a result, plan decision makers
have increased risks and administrative expenses for a decreased benefit.
Originally, many p l y were established
to
shift
surplus
to
tax - preferenced contributions for the
benefit of senior management. Plan
sponsors are finding it increasingly
more difficult to maintain this objective. Consequently, it is no wonder
that the number of defined benefit
plan terminations is exceeding plan

establishments.
What should a company do when
its defined benefit plan no longer lives
up to original expectations, but the
company's objectives remain the
same? I posed this question to Nathan
Kolbes, enrolled actuary at Plus
Plans, Inc., and Mark Jewett, head of
Pension Administration at the Mutual of Omaha Companies. They suggested that companies take a close
look at combining two qualified defined- contribution plans: an employer- matched 401(k) plan and a target- benefit money - purchase plan.
401(k) plans have been enjoying
great popularity for some time now.
They allow employees to reallocate
current compensation voluntarily on
a tax - deferred basis to a retirement
savings plan. Investment gains also
are tax deferred.
Managemen t's purpose in establishing a 401(k) plan is to encourage
employees to contribute generously to
their own retirement. If management
communicates the advantages of the
plan effectively and matches employee contributions, participation levels
are usually high. Employer contributions are not required to vest immediately, and levels can be based on profits. These plans have been well
received by employees, and, in fact, often are cited as contributing to positive morale.
Target benefit plans combine some
of the features of defined benefit and
defined contribution plans. Annual
employer contributions for each participant are determined using cost factors to produce the target benefit at
retirement. Like defined benefit
plans, these factors increase contributions for older participants. When investment earnings are higher than
projected, actual retirement benefits
also will be greater and vice versa. Future contributions are not reduced by
stronger than projected investments.
Once a target benefit is established
for a particular employee, contributions only fluctuate if compensation
changes affect the target benefit. Unlike defined benefit plans, target benefit plans allow contributions up to
25% of a participant's compensation
not to exceed $30,000.
Target benefit plans enjoy the following advantages over defined benefit plans:
■ There is a fixed commitment. Variances from investment projections
do not affect future contributions.
This allows for a levelized budget
MANAGEMENT ACCOUN=G/JULY 1990

for contributions, which most
CFOs appreciate.
• Contributions are made annually,
not quarterly.
• Interest assumptions can be quite
conservative. They can drop well
below 8 01o, often allowing maximum contributions.
• Plans do not have to be covered by
the Pension Benefit Guarantee
Corporation.
• Schedule B actuarial information
attachment is not required.
• Annual benefit communication is
simpler and more easily under-

greater than scheduled . When additional funds are needed for some "preferred" employees, plan savings can
be used to establish a nonquahfied
"top hat" plan to create additional
benefits. Nonqualified plans enjoy relatively few regulations and can discriminate.
Obviously, these ideas are not
without risks, and they may not be appropriate for all situations. Consequently, I recommend that your company consult with expert employee
benefit consultants and administrators prior to making any changes in

■

its pension plan.

Arnold J. Chassen, CLU, CHFC, is an
advanced market consultant with the
Mutual of Omaha Companies. If you
have any questions or suggestions
regarding information covered here,
please contact Mr. Chassen at (609)
782-0801.
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• Participants receive an annual
statement of the funds allocated to
them.
The primary advantage of combining target benefit and 401 (k) plans is
that rank and file employees provide
the majority of their own benefits
through their own 401 (k) contributions. The target benefit plan will
bridge the gap between a participant's
401(k ) benefit at retirement and the
target benefit.
Most of the contributions for this
plan will be for the older, more highly
compensated employee. This is because these employees will have further to go from the 401(k ) to reach
their target benefit and less time to
get there. Thus, this group should receive maximum level employer contributions (25% of compensation up to
$30,000). Plans that use very conservative investment projections will reward participants with greater than
targeted benefits.
Employer savings come from:
Employer Contribution Savings. A
significant chunk of total contributions are funded by elective employee
contributions.
Administration Savings. Savings
can be as much as 50010of administrative expenses for a defined benefit
plan. There is less government reporting and no ongoing actuarial work.
Investment Risk. Unlike defined
benefit plans, participants are subject
to investment risks and rewards and
the plan sponsors are not. The benefits received by the participants are
dependent upon investment performance.
It is possible that $30,000 annual
contributions for "preferred" participants may not adequately fund a retirement benefit for some highly compensated employees. It is also possible
that strong investment performance
can create retirement benefits far
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JULY 1990

V need a top -notch CFO"
bookkeeper
r

This is a job for
ROMAC
From CFO to bookkeeper, ROMAC has the solutions to your staffing

problems. For 24 years ROMAC has attracted the best specialists because
we're specialists ourselves, with an insiders understanding of the positions
you're trying to fill. Rely on ROMAC for your permanent staff and
temporary assignment needs.

Full Time, Part Time, All The Time
This is a job for ROMAC

VptROMAC
Prime framili,c Irxatrom av nlable. Fcw intixmatim call Rick Sandler at (800)341-0263.
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BANKRUPTCY
TAX ISSUES

SUSANJAYSON,EDITOR
special IRS task force
is looking at the judicial stock- for -debt
exception to cancellation of indebtedness
income. Section 108
(8) (A) states that
cancellation of indebtedness income
will be created where the stock interest received by the creditor is nominal
or token. The factual question here is
whether the creditor has really become a stockholder.
In a 1988 technical advice memorandum, TAM 8837001, the IRS held
that stock representing 10010 of the
amount of the debt exchanged for it
was meaningful so that the issuer did
not have cancellation of indebtedness
income. Practitioners have used this
holding as a rule of thumb in the absence of other guidance. Nelson
Crouch, chief of branch 1 in the IRS
Office of Assistant Chief Counsel (corporate), recently commented that the
IRS is seriously thinking about a safe
harbor for the value of stock received
as a proportion of debt exchanged.
If bankrupt issuers are anxious to
avoid an ownership change under section 382, they prefer to exchange limited preferred stock for debt held by
newer creditors who are not regarded
as having a continuing interest in the
corporation under section 382(1)(5).
The question is whether this preferred stock satisfies the stock -fordebt exception. The IRS position is
that it should not. Stock that is ignored under section 1504(a)(4) cannot qualify. In an important new ruling (IRS letter ruling 9012039), the
IRS did not rule on whether a bankrupt corporation that issued both
common and preferred stock to creditors should have to recognize cancellation of indebtedness income.
The rationale for the IRS's position
is that stock that is limited as to its redemption or liquidation value will
20
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TAXES

never grow to be worth the adjusted
issue price of the debt exchanged for
it, which is the
of the judicial
"substitution of liability" analysis.
Common stock, on the other hand, has
the potential to grow to be worth the
adjusted price of the debt exchanged
for it, even though it may be worth far
lessthan the debt on receipt. Therefore, if the value of the preferred stock
is capped at an amount that is less
than the adjusted issue price of the
debt exchanged for it, cancellation of
indebtedness income has been created. (Tax Notes,May 21,1990, p. 903.)

MAIL -ORDER
SALES
The Supreme Court's 1967 National
Bellas Hess decision barred state taxation of mail -order sales by
out- of-etate vendors. Now that
one- quarter of all retail sales in the
nation are made through the mails or
television, states are ready to collect
taxes on these sales more aggressively. Recently, Colorado Senate President Ted Strickland noted that states
are losing at least $2.4 billion per year
on untaxed sales by out --of -state vendors.
Since 1985, states have been taking action to imp ose use taxes on
mail -order sales by out --of -state vendors. Thirty -one states have approved legislation on the taxation of
these sales and two more state legislatures are considering such legislation.
The first states to pass legislation
passed bills saying simply that if Congress permits states to impose such a
tax, their state will collect it. But subsequent legislation has specified that
states already have the right to tax
such sales. About 17 states actively
try to collect use taxes and probably
three of them that have passed new
legislation in 1990 will join that effort.
States are taking two approaches
to taxing mail -order sales, says
Christopher Zimmerman, director of
the National Conference of State Legislatures Committee on the Federal
Budget and Taxation. The first approach, which has been taken by California, is not to reject the Bellas Hess
decision directly but to suggest that
many direct -mail marketers have an
economic presence in the state and to
tax them. The second approach, taken

by North Dakota, is to say that Bellas
Hess is no longer good law because of
the changing character of retail sales
and to challenge it more directly.
So far, states have won only a few
modest court victories in their efforts
to collect taxes fi-om out -of -state sellers, and it is believed that states may
have to lose in court until they get into
the U.S. Supreme Court. (Tax Notes,
May 28, 1990, pp. 1048 - 1050.)

TAX BRIEFS
Speaking at the recent Citizens for a
Sound Economy/Tax Foundation
Conference, Chief of the American
Stock Exchange and former House
Budget Committee Chairman J i m
Jones suggested that Congress level
out the tax bias that favors debt over
equity and encourage savings
through measures such as President
Bush's Family Savings Account Plan.
He also recommended that Congress
levy a consumption tax so other taxes
could be reduced to help the nation's
international competitiveness.... In
the 1970s,the federal government established refundable earned income
tax credits (EITCs) as a way to move
many poor families out of the welfare
system and above the poverty line. In
1986,the federal government expanded the EITC, malting it refundable
and setting it at 14% of the first
$6,500 of wages for a taxpayer with
one or more children. The maximum
EITC for 1989 was $910 for such taxpayers earning $10,240 or less. The
credit decreases with income, phasing
out entirely for households earning
$19,340.Currently the IRS does EITC
calculations for about 700,000 tax
filers who fail to check the credit on
their tax forms.... Viet Nam veterans
may exclude agent orange settlement
fund payments from income for tax
purposes, according to IRS news release IR-90-79.Moreover, the income
realized fi-om the investment of the
fund's assets is not taxable to either
the fund or recipients of fund distributions.... A member of the Senate Finanoe Committee tax staff says that
any major unrelated business income
tax (UBIT) reform this year is unlikely.
■
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CMA
NEWS
CMA SUCCESS
STORY

JAMESBULLOCKCMA,EDITOR
Editor's Note: This is the first in a
series which will profile the careers of
successful CMAs. These profiles will
appear periodically throughout the

coming year.
t the age of 28, Charlie
McDaid is one of the
,youngest VPs in the country.
vice president of finance
for Tidewater Mack, Inc., in
Chesapeake, Va., McDaid is involved
in the supervision of all accounting,
operating and personnel functions,
development of short and long -term
strategies for the company, capital
budgeting projects, internal control
studies, and more.
Originally from Brooklyn, N.Y.,
McDaid had the unusual opportunity
to complete 34 college credits during
his senior year of high school. He was
graduated from Hofstra University
with a BBA in May 1983 (after just
three years). He received the
Assemblyman Gregory R. Becker
Honor Award for Academic
Excellence and maintained a 3.2
grade point average.
McDaid was employed by Arista
International Airlines in New York
City until he relocated to Virginia. In
1986, at the age of 24, he was named
controller at Tidewater Mack, Inca He
was later promoted to vice president
of finance and has been employed
there since. Tidewater Mack, Inc. (a
Mack Truck dealership in
Chesapeake, Va.) is one of the largest
and most modern truck dealerships
on the East Coast. Situated on more
than 16 acres, Tidewater Mack sells
mid -size and heavy -duty Mack diesel
trucks, parts, and service. The
company was founded in 1970 by
Richard E. Doub, who began his
career with Mack Trucks more than
30 years ago.
Asked what influence the CMA
has had on his career, McDaid
MANAGEMENT ACCOUN=G/J= 1990

explains: "As a financial manager, I
am constantly faced with situations
that require great problem - solving
ability. The CMA has helped my
career by developing the analytical,
decision- making, and leadership
abilities necessary to directly confront
these situations and accomplish the
assigned tasks. As a result, I have
become a greater asset to myself and
to Tidewater Mack, Inc."
McDaid's personal life has
benefitted, also, from his CMA
designation. Old Dominion
University in Norfolk, Va., waived
nine courses in the MBA curriculum
due to the comprehensive content of
the CMA examination. As a result,
McDaid expects to earn his MBA at
Old Dominion University in 1992.
The May issue of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING© contained an article
by Karl Reichardt, CMA — "10 Myths
for Not Pursuing the CMA." McDaid
draws attention to Myth No. 5: I Am
Afraid I Will Fail, or Will not Achieve
an Award - Winning Score. McDaid
encourages his colleagues to try
anyway. "I didn't pass the entire exam
on the first try. But I didn't give up.
In fact, I have more respect for the
person who fails and returns to try
again than I have for the individual
who is afraid to try at all."
McDaid's advice to accountants
who are interested in advancing their
careers is simple: "The CMA is an
essential tool for any aspiring
accountants who wish to develop their
skills, obtain professional recognition,
and become the financial leaders of
tomorrow. I recommend the CMA

program with great enthusiasm and
encourage all accountants to obtain
the CMA and reap the benefits this
professional designation has to offer."
As the CMA program grows, so
does the recognition afforded this
professional certification. More and
more, people like Charles J. McDaid
are discovering that the CMA is the
right path to take for financial
managers and management
accountants who are concerned with
the advancement of their careers.
For an information kit describing
the CMA program, contact the ICMA,
10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ
07645 -1759.

NEW CORPORATE
SPONSORS JOIN
ICMA
The past year has seen the CMA
Corporate Sponsorship program grow
tremendously. A total of 48 companies
now proudly call themselves CMA
sponsors, and the number increases
each month. The ICMA is proud to
welcome our newest supporters:
• Anheuser -Busch Companies --St.
Louis, Missouri
• Whirlpool Corporation—Benton
Harbor, Michigan
• SMI Steel — Birmingham,
Alabama
• Hearthsong- Sebastopol,
California
• Nordic Fiberglass, Inc.W a r r e n ,
Minnesota
In addition, GTE Corporation,
based in Stamford, Conn., recently
renewed its CMA Corporate
Sponsorship.
Encourage your employer to
become a CMA Corporate Sponsor.
For a Corporate Kit, which describes
the CMA program and which lists
corporate sponsors and the ways in
which some of these companies
support the program, write to ICMA,
10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ
07645 -1759.
■

Cathy Reilly
Cathy Reilly is marketing manager,
NAA/CMA programs.

CharlesJ.McDald(r.)CMA
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SMALLBUSINESS

you want to ask) so the source will be
able to find the information for you
quickly.

FRANCHISE
INFORMATION

KATHYWILLIAMS,EDITOR

KNOW YOUR
STATE'S
EMPLOYMENT
LAWS
psonean
s into other states or start-

Z

ing a business might consider sending
for a copy of Employment Law in the
50 States,a reference guide published
by the National Association of Manufacturers. The booklet summarizes
state laws, leave policies, access to

L

by
Irvin N. Gleim & Dale L. Flesher

• New 1990, Fourth Edition
• Covers all 4 Parts
• Two - Volume Format
I - Outlines & Study Guides $23.95
II - Problems & Solutions
$23.95

Accounting Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 12848 • University Station
Gainesville, FL 32604 (904) 375 -0772
or call 1. 800.87 -GLEIM
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records, regulations and proposals on
wrongful termination, correct termination procedures, and many other
topics. To receive a copy, send a $25
check to CUE/National Association of
Manufacturers, 1331 Pennsylvania
Ave., N.W., Suite 1500 - North, Washington, DC 20004.

SMALL BUSINESS
HOTLINE
The Small Business Administration
has various kinds of information
available via its Answer Desk recorded messages. All you have to do is dial
the number, then sit back and listen.
To reach the main number at the Answer Desk, call (800) 368 -5855 or
(202) 653 -7561. The voice on the recorded message then gives you directions regarding extension numbers
and additional information. For example, a directory of available services and information on starting a
business can be found on ext. 1; information on financing a business is ext.
2; conference registration information
and information on the retired executives program can be found on ext. 3;
information on services and local information is ext. 4; facts about small
business are found on ext. 5; and timely, "hot" information can be found on
ext. 6 (changes often). For direct access to a human being at the desk, call
(202) 653 -7562. The personnel are extremely courteous and helpful.
Information on the Export/Import
Bank is available through the Small
Business Advisory Service hotline at
(800) 424-5201. When calling a
hotline, you should call early in the
day to avoid crunch periods in the afternoon; get your contact's name, address, and phone number in case you
have to call back; and be as specific as
possible when asking for information
(it helps to know ahead of time what

Numerous small business studies
have shown that individuals who opt
for franchising when they want to go
into business for themselves have a
higher success rate, reduced risk, and
an enormous head start over anyone
going into business alone. They have
financial backing, marketing support,
training programs, and a "known"
quantity with a proven franchise system. Where do potential business
owners find out about franchises? Info
Franchise News, Inc. has just published its 21st edition of the Franchise
Annual Directory, which describes
5,626 franchisors in America, Canada, and overseas. The businesses listed
include
everything
from
Kwik Kopy Printing to Zap Fax
(credit card operated worldwide fax
service) to Video Van video delivery
service.
The 43 categories of franchise listings include a description of the type
of business; names, addresses, and
telephone numbers of the people to
contact for information; number of
company -owned
and
franchisee- owned units; required royalty,
franchise fees, total required investment, and financing available. They
also include a description of the type
of business and the market.
The directory also includes a handbook section that describes the history
of franchising, the pros and cons of investing in a franchise; a checklist of
questions to ask about your potential
business; addresses for further inquiry, including regulatory bodies; and a
sample of contracts. The directory is
available for $39.95, which includes
handling and first -class postage, from
Info Franchise News, Inc., 728 Center
Street, P.O. Box 550, Lewiston, NY
14092, (716) 754-4669. The same
group also publishes the Info Franchise Newsletter, a monthly report
that monitors the business of franchising. It is $12.25 per month or $147
a year, and readers may request a free
sample copy.
■
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STANPYLIPOW

NAAPRESIDENT,1990M91
Take pride in yourself and your profession because you count!
Pinnacle Group, Inc., show that business people rate accountants very high in ethical conduct. Some polls show accountants holding the number one position in the public's
esteem.
Accountants —NAA members —are at work in their corporations, communities, and community organizations quietly and efficiently working to achieve the best results from
the funds expended. President Pylipow believes they make
a difference. "Employers are more successful, and communities are better places to live because they reflect the
achievement of the individual NAA member in the workplace and in society.
".'hose are the real heroes," he points out. `People who
can cut nonvalue -added cost or turn capital over faster.
However, far too often they don't get the accolades that they
deserve.
"Our members count!"
That is the message he is going to bring to chapters,
campuses, and employers all around the country this fall
as he strives to increase pride in the profession and in the
Association. (See sidebar, Association Focus, 1990-91.)

THENAABALANCESHEET
Stan Nipow
BYROBERTF.RANDALL
"I would not have the job I have ifit were not for NAA"
&fttanley R. Pylipow, newly elected President ofthe National Association of Accountants for 1990 -91, is
uite candid about the role he believes his 27 years
of membership in the Association has played in his
career. Mr. Pylipow is senior vice president and chief financial officer of Fisher Controls International, Inc., St. Louis,
Mo.
He was elected President of the Association at the NAA
Annual Meeting in Orlando, Fla., June 18.
What did he gain from NAA membership? "Organization skills, presentation skills, motivation skills, the satisfaction that comes from almost always being current on developments in the profession —those were all lessons that
came out of NAA. On the personal side—the friendships.
As my nomination became known I got letters from friends
all over our country."
He's proud to be an accountant, and he believes every
member of the Association also should have pride in the
profession. This pride is solidly based, he will tell you. Recent public opinion polls, including one conducted by The

W
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nee Association is a balance sheet," he says. "We have
lo t more assets than we do liabilities. We've got a big
t worth. Our strength is the 93,000 members who
are interested in continuing education. The members
joined for a reason: They're interested in the mission of continuing education. And if they're interested —and the leadership is committed— there's no way we can lose."
He sees no major problems to fix —"all I see is opportunities." But, he emphasizes, "Every NAA experience has to
be a reinforcing experience. If we don't make every NAA
experience an enjoyable one then we have failed. Having
fun and being professional are not mutually exclusive."
The need for continuing education and the kind of leadership training NAA offers through participation in chapter
activities has never been greater, he believes. But societal
changes, including the pressures on two - wage-earner families, have forced the Association to take another look at its
educational products and its delivery system.
"We need to have educational programs that in the eyes
of employers are pertinent to today's needs and prepare
their company for tomorrow. We need to hear from our
members' employers as to what types of educational programs they need and what they're willing to pay for them,
and we have to design accordingly. We have a program being developed in the Education Committee right now which
is a career path progression from entry level accountant to
officer's position that is attempting to address what knowl-

T
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Stan Pylipow In his den at home.

ASSOCIATIONFOCUS,1990-91
This is a time of great opportunity for our Association! We
are fiscally sound; our computer upgrade and creation of a
member - responsive database is on schedule. We have
strong staff leadership; an expanding campus visibility; a
recognition and certification program of growing national
prominence; a long -range plan and a Board of Directors
mandate. Our Association does not require further change
or any new initiatives. It is simply time to implement the
plan! Our membership and our profession are asking only
one thing of us: TO LEAD.
We must do so in four ways:
■ Develop a partnership with employers to assure that our
members are receiving the best in professional
development, in skill training, and in keeping their skills
current.
■ Match our educational offerings to meet TODAY's and
TOMORROW'S needs. They must be accessible, affordable,
worthwhile, and fun.
■ Escalate recognition of the Certified Management
Accountant designation as THE measure of proficiency in
financial management.
■ Expand our campus presence and our dialogue with all
educators, thus helping our students to develop a life -long
commitment to continuing education.
As we renew our commitment to the mission of this Association, I believe there is one truth that requires emphasis: Our Members Count!
"Count" means that they matter —they make a difference. Employers are more successful, and communities are
better places to live because they reflect the achievement
of the INDIVIDUAL NAA MEMBER in the workplace
and in society. Please join me in leading our members to
increasing their pride in themselves and in our profession.
Let's give this effort a very simple name:
"I Count!"
Stanley R. Pylipow, President, 1990 -91
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edge level and what specific experiences an employee must
have. We are testing that with employers, and we're then
committed to developing the individual modules to meet
those needs.
"They're often referred to as two different things
rporate development and education. But they're one and the
same, and they have to work together if the member, employer, and profession are to benefit."
The Certificate in Management Accounting is another
dimension in the NAA educational program. "Me Certificate in Management Accounting is a measurement of proficiency. An individual who sits for the CMA is making a
statement about how serious he or she is about the profession. They're making a statement to themselves, to their
peers, and they're making a statement to their employers.
When they pass the examination, then they have established themselves as having reached a superior level of proficiency. It also says they are committed to continuing education to hold their Certificate. It is a powerful statement
for somebody to make.
`The employer needs to understand how powerful that
commitment on the part of the employee is and how important it is to the company that the employee wants to sit for
that examination. It is an even more powerful statement
when the employee passes that exam."
All controllership personnel in Fisher are advised, but
not required, to take the CMA exam because it offers a solid
base of knowledge in the financial area. Fisher reimburses
the cost under its tuition refund program. Successful candidates are recognized at a company function and presented with a bronze plaque of their CMA certificate.
Fisher's parent corporation, Monsanto, has been a major
supporter of the program since its inception. Monsanto
sponsors the ICMA Student Performance Award for the
student achieving the highest grade on the examination.
The company has been offering an in -house review course
since 1974. President Pylipow notes that since the establishment of the course approximately 100 Monsanto staff
members have earned the CMA designation.

STAYINGCURRENT
en some of his colleagues went into public accounting, Stan Pylipow says, they found that in order to
keep their license they had to stay current. But
there is no such obligation for the approximately 75% of accounting positions created each year in industry.
"Today there is not a requirement for accountants in industry to stay current. So if it's really important to stay current we need to form that habit on campus. That's why student members are so important to us and why NAA is so
important to students."
That is the way NAA can capture future "Captains of Industry"—just as they stride off campus, diplomas in hand.
A way to capture captains of industry when they're second lieutenants is by getting them to join a chapter and giving them meaningful work. "They learn how difficult it is
to get things accomplished in a volunteer organization
where there are no results reviews, there are no raises,
there are no promotions. They learn if they can get things
done in that environment they're pretty good leaders and
when they take that back to the workplace it becomes kind
of exhilarating."
President Pylipow might be describing his own NAA
"initiation." "When I joined Chicopee Manufacturing —which is a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson —on a
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training program, every time I went to a new department
the department head asked me to go to a meeting of the
Raritan Valley Chapter. When I came back from my military service I realized everyone who was a manager or supervisor was a member of Raritan Valley Chapter of the
NAA. That's how I became a member."
Carrying the military metaphor fin Cher, President
Pylipow suggests we also can get the majors and colonels,
who have never been part of NAA, through educational programs. "If we develop programs that meet employer needs
we can ask them to be speakers and instructors. It's a rewarding experience, a welcome change from their usual
work. We can also offer the opportunity to serve on the
MAP and Research committees."
He recognizes that there are interruptions in every career and that some members drop out of service as an NAA
officer or director for some time. But they always must be
made to feel there's a way to come back. "We have to have
in our new database a record of who the really interested
members were so when they are able to come back we can
bring them back in," he notes, referring to the new integrated database NAA is in the process of i n s t a l l i ng on its AS
400 computer.

STRONGFINANCESTAFF
orn i n Coudersport, Pa., in 1936, Stan Pylipow earned
his B.B.A. degree in accounting from St. Bonaventure
University, Olean, N.Y. He worked for a Johnson &
Johnson division, Chicopee Manufacturing, 1957-66.
While in the New Brunswick, N.J., area, he served in
several positions in the Raritan Valley Chapter and was
elected president in 1970 -71. National committee service
followed with stints on the Committee on Chapter Operations, of which he was chairman, and the MAP Committee.
He was elected national director, 1979 -81, and NAA vice
president, 1983 -84. He served as chairman of the Committee on Research, 1986 -88, and was an appointed member
of the Executive Committee just prior to his election.
He joined the Mobil Chemical Company in 1965 and rose
to the position of vice president. He then moved to
Monsanto Company in 1974 as assistant corporate controller. After he helped Monsanto merge Fisher Controls, he
transferred to that subsidiary in 1979 as vice president, finance and administration. In 1983 he was elected to the
board and named to his present position.

His message this year:
You Count!
At Fisher Controls, as senior vice president and chief financial officer and a member of the board of directors, he
is responsible for controllership, tax and treasury, law, information management, strategic planning, and flight operations.
When President Stan Pylipow was asked to serve as
NAA President he was pretty confident that his staff could
take up the slack while he was on the road for NAA. Fisher
has four strategic business units, and three of the four have
finance directors who have their CMA. The vice president
and controller of Fisher also has his CMA.
Fisher is a highly decentralized $900 million operation
with a 30 -member headquarters staff including a sevenMANAGEMENT ACCOUNMNG/JULY 1990

person controller's staff.
It supplies products and
systems for measurement, control, and supervision of manufacturing
processes. These products include industrial
control valves, data acquisition devices, controllers, consoles, and complete distributed control
systems. With operations
in 27 different countries,
Fisher business requires
Stan Pylipow to spend
several weeks in Europe
every year and in As
every other year.
Nevertheless he still
finds time to play golf
and a weekly game of
racquetball when he is at
the headquarters in St.
Louis. He also devotes
time to the Ecumenical
Housing Production Corporation, serving on the
board of directors. This
nonprofit organization,
for which he helped to secure financing, buys and
rehabilitates deteriorating homes in stable
neighborhoods and manages them for rental to
low- income
families.
Stan end his wife, PWI&
Monsanto awarded him
the 1988 Volunteer Excellence Award for his efforts on behalf of the EHPC project.
He also was recognized by the Lindbergh Chapter of Professional Secretaries International for raising the awareness of the ever - changing role of the professional secretary
and PSI's certification program.
At his side throughout his career --and his NAA servim —has been his wife Phyllis. The Pylipows have five children: Dave, Jim, Vicky, Ken, and Sandy, and three grandchildren.
Fisher's logo (see photo on page 23) is a closed loop that
typifies the control process. Sensors in the loop monitor the
state of the process being controlled and automatically adjust to reflect information from the feedback process. As
President Pylipow sees it, NAA members are in a similar
kind of loop: As their companies require additional capabilities or knowledge, members communicate these needs
to the NAA volunteer leaders and staff, and the Association
responds by supplying the proper educational meetings
and materials.
His message during 1990 -91 is going to be that the NAA
loop is working and that it only needs fine- tuning. Members
can strengthen the process by participating in Association
activities this year and making their views known.
After all, "You count"
■
Is this article of interest to you? If so, circle
appropriate number on Reader Service Card.
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Everything You Wanted to Know

ABOUT
CHECKS

Or collecting faster than a speeding bullet.

BYLESLIEN.MASONSON,CCM
s most of you know from
dealing with banks as
consumers, banks place a
old on the checks you
A.
deposit for a specific time period
before you can use the money. This
time delay is needed to determine
whether the check is good. The bank
from which a check is drawn may
bounce a check for many reasons:
■ The account from which the check
is drawn has insufficient funds,

which means there is not enough
cash in the account to cover the
check amount. This kind of check is
called an NSF check.
■ The account is closed.
• The check is missing a signature,
or the signature is invalid or
forged.
• A stop payment has been placed
against the check.
A bounced check, referred to by
bankers as a `return item," is a rare
occurrence. Fewer than one percent of
all processed checks bounce.

Banks place a hold on ell checks
because of the infinitesimal chance
that a few of them will bounce. The
banks do not want to be left in the
position of receiving back unpaid
checks after they have made funds
available to their depositors. The
reason why all checks are held is
simple: The bank does not know
ahead of time which checks will
bounce.

BANKS MAKE MONEY ON
CHECK FLOAT
neidentaBy, banks make a
significant profit on check float on
checks held beyond two days. For
example, a bank may place a hold on
an out -of —town check for seven
business days, when in actuality the
check clears back to the drawee bank
in one day in most instances. The
bank has earned six days of float
earnings on that one check. On a
$3,000 check, for example, that
amounts to earnings of $4.00 ($3,000
x .08/360 x 6= $4.00). Imagine how
much the bank earns on millions of
dollars of checks when the bank
receives use of the money days before
the depositor does.
Prior to 1987, banks held
consumer - deposited checks from one
to 15 days, depending upon the source
of the checks and the individual
bank's hold policies. With the passage
of the Expedited Funds Availability
Act in 1987, and in particular the
execution of the Federal Reserve
Bank's Regulation CC, the hold times
have been reduced to a maximum of
seven days in most uses. This
legislation was brought about by
Congressional and consumer —group
protests about the delayed
availability of deposited checks. Both
groups argued that the holds on
checks were unduly long and that
check depositors were entitled to
faster use of their money.

THE MORE YOU KNOW
at are those funny--looking
numbers on the bottom of
your business checks?
Figure 1 shows a business —sized
check. You'll notice that it is different
from your personal check.
MICR (Magnetic Ink Character
Recognition) was developed in 1956
by banks, equipment manufacturers,
and check printers to automate the
manual process of sorting checks. The
banking system began using this
26
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because it is drawn on the same bank
where it is deposited (known as an
on-us check). Basically, the check
stays at Chase and is processed
internally. Chase MICR encodes the
dollar amount, processes it, credits
your account, and debits your
customer's account. The customer
receives the check with his or her
bank statement.
Case 2. Local check. Suppose that
today before 3 p.m. you deposit a
check in your Chase account that is
drawn on Manufacturers Hanover
Trust Company in New York City.
What availability would you expect to
receive on this check, and how will
Chase clear this check?
You should receive no
worse than o n".gv
FIGURE 1/A CORPORATE CHECK
(next -day) availability on
the check, because it is
Freonaly National Bank
Chec k No.: 0001
Digilal Design, Inc.
H4011 Ha 1 m eadow ! W i
t)lackaanrAla,
—Mt..n Branch
Me
FL
32256
10
drawn on a local bank in
Jac ks onvil le FL 32256
Date: 6-15.90
HIIII.733- 09091904.737.0908
the same city. Chase MICR
encodes the check, sorts it
into a bundle with other
Pay E.eacily: Ttwnry Thousand and (X)1100 Dollars
Amount: 3 20,01111 -p0
checks drawn on
Manufacturers Hanover,
Non - Negotiable
Les Masonson
Pay
Cash Management Resources
and brings them to the New
To The
20 McGa
Road
York Clearing House at 100
Order Of.'
Monroe, NY
NY
10950
Aa
Broad Street. There they
are given to Manufacturers
Hanover.
10
I r • 00 0 l,o 1:068 38 3 90 71: 389 2 7ao.89 3811'
000 20000001'
Actually, all 11
commercial bank members
check
transit- routing
account
dollar
of the New York Clearing
serial
code
number
amount
House exchange checks
number
with each other in the early
morning hours each
weekday. The banks settle
matches the number printed on the
by a bank's check reader /sorter and
up at the end of the day on the books
face of the check. This number is used
were repaired.
of the Federal Reserve Bank of New
to reconcile checks at the end of the
York where each bank has an
accounting period. Checks that have
account.
FUNDAMENTALS OF CHECK
been paid or are still outstanding can
Case 3. Transit check (out-of-town
CLEARING
be easily identified.
check) drawn on a Fed city. Suppose
Transit - routing code. The next
ow let's cover how checks
today you deposit a check in your
field is the American Bankers
clear. The easiest way to
Chase account that is drawn on the
Association transit - routing field. This
explain this subject is to use
Bank of America in San Francisco.
number identifies the specific drawee
examples. The banks and
What availability would you expect to
bank. The first two digits represent
availabilities mentioned in the
receive on this check, and how will
the Federal Reserve District in which
following examples are not
Chase clear this check?
the bank is located.
necessarily reflective of the actual
Believe it or not, you will probably
Bank Identifier. The third digit in
availability that they offer. They are
get one -day availability because the
the transit - routing code indicates
used for instructive purposes.
check is drawn on a bank in another
whether the bank is in a head office
Case 1. Onus check. Suppose you
Federal Reserve city. Of course, you'll
city (1) or another city. The fourth
have a checking account at Chase
have to deposit the check by Chase's
digit usually specifies the availability,
Manhattan Bank in New York City.
internal deadline to receive next -day
and the next four digits represent the
Today you deposit a check from one of
availability. Remember, both New
bank's unique identifier. The last digit
your customers that happens to be
York and San Francisco are two of the
(7 in the figure) is a verification digit
drawn on this bank, What availability
12 Fed headquarter cities (Table 1).
that is used to identify encoding
would you expect to receive on this
Typically, checks deposited in a
errors during processing.
check, and how will Chase clear this
major bank in a Fed city can be
Dollar Amount Field The last field
check?
cleared to a bank in another Fed city
is the dollar amount field. The
You should receive zero -day
in one day. That is why you receive
amount is encoded on the check either
(immediate) availability on the check
one -day availability.

system in 1961.
The key portion of the check is the
MICR line across the bottom. The
MICR line is printed in magnetic ink
by the check printer during the
check - printing process. The other
information on the check is usually
printed in regular ink. Bank check
sorters can read these characters
automatically at the rate of thousands
of checks per minute.
Check serial number. The MICR
line contains four distinct fields that
must always be printed in the same
location on each check. The first field
contains the check serial number. In
our example, the serial number is
0001. The MICR serial number

t

by the first bank in which the check
is deposited or by the depositor, and it
is done with a special MICR encoding
machine. If you scan your personal
checks received from the bank in your
monthly bank statement, you'll see
that they are all MICR-encoded in
the dollar amount field. Many
retailers and utility companies
"pre- encode" their customer checks
with the dollar amount before
depositing them in order to obtain
lower per-check pricing.
Some of your checks may contain a
white strip attached to the bottom
edge of the check or be placed in an
envelope with a clear glassine
window. These checks were rejected

f

t

t

N
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TABLE 1/ CODES
Federal Reserve District Codes and
Cities
07 Chicago
08 St. Louis
09 Minneapolis
10 Kansas City
11 Dallas
12 San Francisco

01 Boston
02 New York
03 Philadelphia
04 Cleveland
05 Richmond
06 Atlanta
R

R

ABA transit- routing codes (without the
check digit) for selected banks and
other institutions
Citibank (NYC)
First Chicago
Valley National (AZ)
Chase (Syracuse)
U.S. Treasury
U.S. Postal Money Order
U.S. Central Credit
Union — Wichita
Republic Savings
Bank— Benton
American Express
Travelers Cheque

0210 -0008
0710 -0001
1221 -0002
0213 -0937
0000 -0050
0000 -0020
3011 -8962
2839 -7203
8000 -0005

After MICR encoding and sorting
the check, a bank has four options in
clearing an out-of-town check. In this
case, Chase can use one of the
following methods:
1. Local Fed office. The check may be
delivered to the Fed office in
Jericho, N.Y., to be processed to the
Fed of San Francisco and
presented to the Bank of America.
The Fed has 48 offices in the
United States, most of which
process checks. These include the
12 head offices, 25 branches, and
11 regional check processing
centers known as RCPCs. The Fed
system clears about 34% of all
checks.
2. Direct Send to Drawee Bank.
Chase may send the check directly
by courier to the Bank of America
with other checks drawn on the
bank. This is called a direct send.
Couriers deliver the checks using
private planes or commercial
aircraft.
3. Direct Sent to Fed Bank. The check
may be sent directly by courier to
the Fed of San Francisco to be
presented to the Bank of America.
4. Direct Send to a Correspondent
Bank. Chase may send the check
directly to a correspondent bank
(for example, to First National
Bank of Chicago), which will
28

forward the check to the Bank of
America. A correspondent bank
performs check processing and
check clearing services for other
banks. Their availability deadlines
and their pricing are competitive
with direct sends to the drawee
bank or local Fed office.
Chase's decision of which
check -clearing method to select is
based on economics. Factors to be
evaluated are the time of day Chase
receives the check; the availability
offered by the drawee, Fed, or
correspondent bank based on its own
deadlines; and the cost of sending the
check. The cost of using a direct send
is higher than the costs of using the
local Fed, but the availability
obtained is usually one day faster.
There is obviously a tradeoff involved
The higher the dollar value of the
checks is, the more likely the bank is
to use a direct send, if all other factors
remain constant.
Case 4. Transit check drawn on a
non -Fed city. Suppose today you
deposit a check in your Chase account
that is drawn on a small commercial
bank in a town in Montana What
availability would you expect to
receive on this check, and how will
Chase clear this check?
The availability you will receive
will probably be two days because this
check is not drawn on a Fed city or
another major city. Chase will
probably clear this check through the
local Fed because a direct send will
not provide any faster availability and
will be much more expensive.

Actually, most checks like this one are
called "country" items because they
are drawn on banks in smaller towns
and cities.

BECOME AN AVAILABILITY
SLEUTH
o you know the enact
availability you are receiving
on each check deposited at
your bank? If your answer is "no,"
don't be embarrassed Many business
owners and financial managers don't
know the answer. How do you
determine the availability your bank
is currently providing on deposited
checks? Take the following steps.
• Obtain a Bank Availability
Schedule. Simply ask each bank
you use for check deposits for a
copy of its availability schedule.
The format and details of this
schedule vary widely from bank to
bank.
• Track a Week's Check Deposits.
For one week, write down the
transit - routing code and dollar
amount for each check deposited
and total dollar amount of checks
deposited each day.
• Compare Transit - Routing Codes
to Bank's Availability Schedule.
Look for the transit - routing code of
each check, and write down the
bank's availability and its
deadline. For example, if the
schedule indicates that a 1210
transit-routing--coded check
would receive one -day availability
if deposited by 11 p.m., then you'll

TABLE 2/ AVAILABILITY STUDY
C he c k
T -R Code
0210
1210
0311
1113

Availability
C he c k
Gra nte d
$ Amount
1
1,000
1
9,000
2
12,000
2
3,000
Tota ls
25,000
'Dollar days - availability granted X check amount

Dollar
Da ys '
1,000
9,000
24,000
6,000
40,000

Assuming that this $25,000 de posit was made on Monday, the available funds on
Tue sda y s hould be $10,000 ($1,000 a nd $9,000 c hec ks). On Wednes day $15,000
($12,000 and $3,000 checks) should be available. The average availability of this
deposit is 1.6 days, calculated as follows:
Average availability =

Dollar days
Total dollar amount of checks deposited

= 40,000
25,000
= 1.6 days
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AVAILABILITY SCHEDULE
mmercial or Business Account
Availability Schedule. Look at
Table 3, which is a hypothetical
schedule. This schedule is provided to
the bank's business customers
(sometimes referred to as commercial
accounts). It is the same one provided
to the bank's consumer customers. As
you can see by looking at the routing
numbers, the availability on certain
out-of-town checks is five business
days! That stinks. Believe it or not,
many banks hold certain checks for
seven days.
Ask the bank if it has a corporate
availability schedule. Ask why you
aren't receiving corporate availability.
Keep in mind the following three
points on availability:
• Businesses should receive the
same availability as offered to the
bank's large corporate customers.
• You can negotiate with certain
banks to receive a fixed availability
on all your checks. This is known
as a "corporate float factor." For
example, you might tell the bank
you want to receive an average
availability of 1.25 days on all your
checks, no matter where they are
MANAGEMENT ACMLTNMNG/JULY 1990

drawn. Some
banks will agree
TABLE 3/ HYPOTHETICAL AVAILABILITY
to this, but other
SCHEDULE
banks will tell
Day Checks Available
Bank Transit - Routing Codes
you they can't
First business day
Cash traveler's chequos
change their
after deposit
Electronic payments
policy for you.
U.S. Treasury checks
That type of
Third business day
0210 -0006 0219. 0945 0602
response tells
after deposit
0210 -0012 03100004 0603
you about the
0210 -0030 0430 -0030
0219 -0105 0520 -0027
bank's personal
service motto. In
Fourth business day
2260
2213
0214
after deposit
2220
2219
2223
any event, make
0214
sure to speak
Fifth business day
Checks not listed above
with the
after deposit
highest-ranking
Note: This schedule does not portray any specific New York City
officer in the
bank. It is an incomplete schedule shown for illustrative purposes
branch you deal
only.
with to see if
there is anything
that can be done
for you. The more money and
provided to large corporations. Each
accounts (business and personal)
bank schedule has a different format,
you maintain at the bank, the
unique deadlines, and its own rules.
better your chances are for a
This schedule typically is used for
positive response.
assigning availability to customers
■ Make sure that your banks don't
who maintain lockbox accounts:
give you one -day delayed
availability on cash and electronic
1. Availability deadlines. Checks
payments. Here are two examples
must be in the bank by this time,
of common bank policies applied by
or else an additional day's
a bank to its small business and
availability will be added. For
example, a check deposited from
consumer customers:
Philadelphia National Bank will
1. Cash deposits are always available
be available in zero days if it is
on the business day after the day
deposited by 9:30 am. Otherwise,
of deposit. The same rule applies to
availability is one day.
all cash and Travelers Cheque
2. ABA transit - routing codes. The
deposits, whether made at a teller
codes for specific banks or cities are
or at an automated teller machine.
listed with their associated
2. Electronic deposits such as directly
deadlines. For example, the
deposited Social Security
transit - routing code 03104001 is
payments and wire transfers are
Philadelphia National Bank.
available on the business day
following deposit.
Each bank generates its own
availability schedule based upon its
Demand same -day availability.
mix of check deposits, its direct -send
Why is the bank delaying availability
cut-off times, its local Fed's
on cash? There is no excuse for it.
cheek - deposit cut -off times, other
internal operating constraints, the
WHAT YOU DESERVE
availability of couriers and air flights,
and competitive pressures from banks
any banks offer small
in the same city.
businesses the same
In summary, you should make
availability schedule as they
sure that you receive the corporate
provide large corporate accounts. If
availability schedule. This schedule
your bank does, that's a feather in
provides the fastest availability times
your cap! As you can see in Table 4,
that the bank offers. If you have a
this schedule is much more
small business and you find that the
comprehensive than the one -page
bank will not give your deposits
business account schedule. This
corporate availability, then find out
schedule from National Bank of
what you have to do to get it.
Detroit is only one page of a 10 -page
Also, shop around locally to
schedule which also contains
determine the availability offered by
supplementary tables.
other banks. Negotiate with your
This is the type of schedule
bank once you have the ammunition!
&

know if your deposit made the
deadline.
• Calculate Availability for Daily
Deposit (as shown in Table 2).
• Obtain a Daily Bank Balance
Report. Each day obtain the
balance in your account and the
availability granted. You can
obtain this information by phoning
the bank each day or by using the
bank's automated balance
reporting system. Compare your
figures with the bank's. If they
agree, then you are getting the
availability stated in the schedule.
If your numbers don't agree, then
resolve the discrepancy with your
bank.
• Compare Your Average
Availability with Account Analysis
Statement. You can obtain a
monthly account analysis
statement from most banks. N you
divide the average float figure on
this statement by the average
amount of your daily deposits,
you'll obtain the average
availability. As long as the bank
hasn't adjusted the average float
figure for noncheck transactions or
other adjustments, this calculation
should be accurate.
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TABLE 4/ AGGRESSIVE CORPORATE AVAILABILITY SCHEDULE
'National Bank of Detroit
Corporate Availability Schedule
Fe d . R e s .
D is t ric t

2nd
District
Con't.
3rd
District

Midnight 2:15am 5:30am 8:00am 9:30am 2:00pm 6:00pm Branch Branch 4:00pm
(M -TH)
(M -F)
(M -F)
(M -F)
(M -F)
(M -F)
(M -F) (M -TH)
(F)
(Sat)

E nd P o lnt -A B A *

Jericho RCPC
Utica RCPC
Philadelphia City

(0214,0219,
2214,2219)
(0213, 2213)
(0310,0360,
2310, 2360)

Philadelphia
National Bank
(0310 -0001)
Girard Bank
(0310 -0003)
Fidelity Bank
(0310 -0050)
Philadelphia RCPC (0311, 0312, 0313,
0319, 2311, 2312,
2313, 2319)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

0

1
0

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

2
1

1
1

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
0
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

0
0
0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

0

'Availability expressed in business days from date of credit.

Remember to determine the financial
impact of the delayed availability
before spending time and hard work
pursuing other alternatives.
Learning to read corporate
availability schedules is almost an
art. In many cases, you have to read
between the lines as well as all the
footnotes to understand clearly the
availability you are being assigned.
The key factors to look for are:

checks. Check with your bank and
carefully read the availability
schedule. Thrift checks are
denoted by transit-routing fields
beginning with "2" in the first digit.
FAS TE R THAN A S PEE DING
B ULLE T
n today's uncertain and
fast-changing world you need all
the help you can get to manage
your company's cash effectively, or
you'll end up in bankruptcy. Now that
you know everything you always
wanted to know about how banks
process and clear checks, you are
ready to tackle a key cash
management objective — collecting
your money faster Om a speeding
bullet.
■
Leslie N. Masonson, CCM, is
president of Cash Management
Resources, Monroe, N.Y. (914)
783 -1231, Mr, Masonson has
performed cash management studies
for hundreds of firms in industries
with annual sales ranging from $25
million to $50 billion. This article is
excerpted from the just - published
book, Cash Cash Cash: The Three
Principles of Business Success and
Survival, by Harper Business.
Reprinted with permission of
copyright owner. To order a copy, call
1- 800-638 -3030.
Is this article of interest
to you? If so, circle
appropriate number on
Reader servioe Card.
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• There is a cut-off (deadline). To
receive the availability, your
checks must be in the bank's
processing center by this deadline.
The processing center could mean
the bank's lockbox department or
its check processing department.
The deadline does not refer to
check deposits at a branch office or
main office teller window unless
these are specifically stated. So ask
your bank, if the information isn't
clearly specified.
• Later-in-the-day deadlines are
desirable. These are more
beneficial than earlier deadlines
because you may have additional
checks that will make only the
later deadline, but can still gain
faster availability.
• The deadlines are for checks with
MICR encoded dollar amounts.
These checks are referred to as
"pre- encoded" or
"pre-conditioned."
• Most banks' schedules are subject
to change. The bank may or may
not notify you of a change
beforehand. Some banks state that
the schedule is subject to change

without prior notification, so call
your bank every quarter to check.
• Availability is usually stated in
business days. Saturday, Sunday,
and certain holidays are not
considered business days. For
example, a check deposited on
Friday that the bank assigns
one-day availability will give you
usable funds on Monday.
• Most banks pass on 100% of their
availability to their corporate
customers. Others pass on a
percentage of what they receive,
but the full availability is
preferable.
■ Some banks use "fractional
availability." This refers to
providing the customer with a
percentage of the availability over
a two-day time frame. For
example, receiving availability
with a fraction of 97 % on a $10,000
check means that $9,700 is
available tomorrow and $300 is
available in two days. Fractional
availability is used to capture the
lost availability that a bank may
encounter owing to factors such as
equipment failure or weather
delays.
• Rejected checks may receive
one -day deferred availability. This
counts for any rejections that
result from internal bank
processing. Thus, high -quality
dollar - amount encoding by the
bank or by the company (if checks
are pre - encoded) is critical for
minimizing rejects.
• Some banks may assign delayed
availability to thrift institution
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BYSTACEYL.KRONQUISTAND
NANCYNEWMANUMATA
tatement of Financial
Accounting Standards 95,
tatement of Cash Flows,
requires companies to provide
a statement of cash flows as part of a
complete set of financial statements.
FAS 95 and its amendments provide
general presentation
requirements--classification of cash
flows of operating, investing, and
financing activities —with very little
detailed guidance.
This lack of specific
implementation guidance has
resulted in a variety of presentation
alternatives based on various
interpretations of FAS 95. Because
developing, analyzing, and selecting a
particular presentation method can
be a time - consuming process for the
preparer of a statement of cash flows,
this summary of presentations
selected by other companies for
similar circumstances may prove
helpful to your company.
We have based our summary on a
survey of annual reports of companies
in the National Automated
Accounting Research System
(NAARS) for fiscal periods ended
December 1, 1988, to June 30, 1989.
NAARS is a computerized database
retrieval system that provides access
to financial statements and footnotes
from the annual reports of more than
4,200 public companies.
In addition, a random selection of
50 business enterprises that trade on
the New York Stock Exchange,
American Stock Exchange, or
over- the-counter markets (`public
companies survey") for the fiscal
periods ending December 1, 1988, to
December 31, 1989, was performed in
order to identify and summarize
general trends relating to format of
the statement of cash flows.

CASH EQUIVALENTS
e focus of the Statement of
cash flows is to explain the
changes in a company's cash
during the reporting period in order to
assist the financial statement user in
assessing the company's liquidity and
future cash flows. The FASB adopted
the concept of cash equivalents to
encompass varying forms of cash (for
example, cash on hand, cash in
demand deposits, and cash invested
on a short -term basis). FAS 95
defines cash equivalents as
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNMNG/JULY 1990

REPORTING

Corporate
Cash Flows
The bottom line is —which cash flows
format is most useful and accurate?
Jos. PalmeNAFI

short -term, highly liquid investments
that are both:
■ Readily convertible to known
amounts of cash, and
■ So near their maturity that they
present insignificant risk of
changes in value because of
changes in interest rates.
Although the Board was aware
that any maturity guideline would be
somewhat arbitrary, it was
determined that such a guideline
would be useful to ensure that only
items so near cash were appropriately
reported as the "equivalent" of cash.
Therefore, the Statement indicates
that only investments with remaining
maturities of three months or less
when purchased should be reported
as cash equivalents. Accordingly, a
six -month CD purchased with a
remaining 90 days would qualify, but
a one -year bond does not qualify as a
cash equivalent when its remaining
maturity is three months. The FASB
staff has indicated that the
three -month criterion should be
adhered to, regardless of a company's
intentions with respect to holding the
instrument or its liquidity. Adherence
to the three -month criterion also is a
concern of the staff of the Securities &
Exchange Commission (SEC).
Not all investments that qualify as
cash equivalents are required to be
classified as such. For example, a
bank's trading account may include
investments with maturities of less
than three months yet the bank may
decide to present cash flows related to
those items as investing.
Consequently, the Statement
requires a company to establish and
disclose its policy with respect to
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items that are considered cash
equivalents.
Based on our public companies
survey, most companies disclose their
policy in the accounting policy
footnote. Limited instances also were
noted where this information was
provided on the face of the statement
of cash flows or in a separate note on
cash flow. Under FAS 95, any change
in this policy is considered a change in
accounting principle, requiring
restatement of earlier periods
presented for comparative purposes.
We noted diversity in practice as to
whether certain items, such as
"restricted cash" and
"reverse- repurchase agreements" or
"resale agreements" (under which a
financial institution has agreed to
repurchase a security) are considered
to be cash equivalents. A survey of 50
companies' annual reports in NAARS
that present "restricted cash" as an
element of the financial statements
was performed. Approximately 40% of
the companies included "restricted
cash" in their definition of "cash and
cash equivalents." Of those, most
disclosed it as a parenthetical note on
the face of the balance sheet, stating
that it included $X of restricted cash.
But only one of these companies
similarly distinguished restricted
from nonrestricted cash on the
statement of cash flows. The majority
of the companies excluded "restricted
cash" from cash and cash equivalents,
presumably because the funds are not
readily available to the entity.
Twenty -five percent of companies
surveyed that present
reverse - repurchase agreements or
agreements to resell securities
included reverse - repurchase or resale
agreements in "cash and cash
equivalents." Certainly, overnight
reverse - repurchase and resale
agreements should be considered
"cash equivalents." But if the term is
somewhat longer and the security
won't be converted to cash shortly,
there is a question as to whether these
securities would be considered
"readily convertible to known
amounts of cash" and, therefore,
might not be considered "cash
equivalents."

CASH FLOWS FORMAT
ecause of its focus on cash
flows, FAS 95 requires all
noncash transactions to be
excluded from the statement of cash
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flows. But information on noncash
investing and financing activities
must be presented in a supplemental
schedule or in the footnotes to the
financial statements. Based on our
survey, practice is mixed and both
forms of presentation are common.
Direct versus Indirect Presentation.
A company may choose to present its
operating cash flows either directly or
indirectly. FAS 95 encourages the use
of the "direct" method which presents
major classes of operating cash
receipts (for example, "cash received
from customers ") and cash payments
( "cash paid to suppliers and
employees "). Of the 50 companies in
the public companies survey, only five
used the direct method. The others
used the "indirect" method, a format
that reconciles net income to net cash
flow. Few companies in the survey
varied from the standard order of
presentation: operating, investing,
and financing activities. In cases
where financing activities followed
operating activities, there was an
apparent desire to emphasize
financing activities over investing
activities. In one case, financing
activities preceded operating
activities.
Reconciliation to Balance Sheet.
FAS 95 requires a statement of cash
flows to present the total of cash and
cash equivalents at both the
beginning and end of the period and
for such amounts to be the same as
similarly titled line items or subtotals
shown in the balance sheet. A survey
of over 150 companies' annual reports
indicated that these requirements are
generally met.
Numerous incorrect presentations
were noted, however. In many of
these cases, the description on the
balance sheet did not match that on
the statement of cash flows. In other
uses, enterprises presented only the
net change in cash and cash
equivalents in the statement of cash
flows. Beginning and end -of- period
total cash and cash equivalents, as
required by FAS 95, were not always
provided within the statement.
Moreover, some enterprises failed
to present a subtotal (for example, a
subtotal for the captions "cash" and
"short -term securities ") in the
balance sheet when cash and cash
equivalents represent the total of
more than the one line within that
financial statement.
Several companies reported bank
overdrafts as a current liability in the
balance sheet. Yet, the bank

overdrafts were netted against
beginning and/or ending total cash
and cash equivalents in the statement
of cash flows, so that amounts in the
two statements were not in
agreement.
Both the FASB staff and the SEC
have indicated that such a
presentation in the statement of cash
flows is not acceptable. The FASB
staff has indicated that bank
overdrafts are a form of short-term
borrowing and related cash receipts
and payments should be classified as
a financing activity.
Reconciliation to Income
Statement. FAS 95 requires a
reconciliation of net income (loss) to
net cash flowsfrom operating
activities to be presented. Such a
reconciliation serves to highlight
differences between net income and
net cash flowfrom operating activities
and therefore might be useful to
investors and creditors.
In those cases where companies
have experienced extraordinary gains
(losses), some diversity in
presentation of the reconciliation has
developed. Our survey of 50
companies' annual reports in the
NAARS database that presented
extraordinary items revealed that two
basic presentations predominate. One
presentation begins the reconciliation
with net income (loss) and reports the
extraordinary gain (loss) as a
reconciling item. This presentation is
common when the extraordinary item
does not impact operating cash flows
(for example, debt extinguishment or
tax effect of net operating loss
carryovers).
An alternative presentation begins
with income before extraordinary
items and presents a separate line
item within the operating section for
the extraordinary gain (loss) as
reported in the income statement.
This presentation is common when
the extraordinary item represents an
operating cash flow (for example,
settlement of a lawsuit).
Both presentations highlight the
extraordinary item. In addition, a few
companies modify the requirements
of FAS 95 by reconciling income (loss)
beforeextraordinary items to net cash
flowfrom operating activities, when
the extraordinary items do not relate
to operating cash flows (for example,
extinguishment of debt). As a result,
the extraordinary gain (loss) is
excluded as a reconciling item in
arriving at net cash flows from
operations.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNMG/JULY 1990

GROSS VS. NET
PRESENTATION
95 states that "generally,
ormation about the gross
ounts of cash receipts and
cash payments during a period is
more relevant than information about
the net amounts of cash receipts and
payments." This statement reflects
the Board's decision that meaningful
assessment of cash flows requires
gross reporting rather than net. But
the Board did acknowledge that net
reporting of cash receipts and
payments did provide sufficient
information pertaining to:

F

• Investments (other than cash
equivalents),
• Loans receivable, and
• Debt ,
provided that the original maturity of
the asset or liability is three months
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNPINGRULY 1990

or less.
Such items qualify for net
reporting because their turnover is
quick, their amounts are large, and
their maturities are short. Also,
amounts due on demand and credit
card receivables qualify for net
reporting.
Since the issuance of FAS 95, the
concept of "gross reporting" has
eroded both through amendments to
the statement and through practice.
Slightly over two years after the
issuance of FAS 95, FAS 104,
Statement of Cash Flows —Vet
Reporting of Certain Cash Receipts
and Cash Payments and
Classification of Cash Flows from
Hedging Transactions, amended FAS
95 to permit banks, savings
institutions, and credit unions to
report in a statement of cash flows
certain net cash receipts and cash
payments for:
• Deposits placed with other
financial institutions and
withdrawals of deposits,
• Time deposits accepted and
repayments of deposits, and
• Loans made to customers and
principal collection of those loans.
The Board concluded that for a
bank, savings institution, or credit
union, information about gross cash
flows for certain activities might be
more difficult and costly to provide
than for other enterprises and
usefulness of this information might
be questionable.
Fifteen months after the issuance
ofFAS 95, FAS 102, Statement of
Cash Flows - Exemption of Certain
Enterprises and Classifiation of Cash
Flows from Certain Securities
Acquired for Resale, was issued
amending FAS 95. FAS 102
effectively permits net reporting for
those entities that report under the
indirect method by classifying as
operating activities the purchases and
sales of securities and other assets
held in a trading account.
Our analysis of the investing and
financing activities sections of the
statement of cash flows for the 50
companies in the public companies
survey indicated that approximately
25% of the companies did not properly
present items on a gross basis in
either their investing or financing
activities. In several cases, "property,
plant and equipment" was presented
on a net basis (for example,

"Dispositions (acquisitions) of
property, plant and equipment ").
Paragraph 75 of FAS 95 addresses
gross reporting for this balance sheet
caption and states that "reporting
only the net change in property, plant
and equipment would obscure the
investing activities of the enterprise
by not disclosing separately the
capital expenditures and proceeds
from sales of assets." In addition,
some presentations included a
caption called "Other" or "Other, Net."
In one instance, "Other, Net"
accounted for approximately 800 of
the total "Net Cash Flow From
Investment Activities."
We also found that liability
captions, such as debt, are sometimes
being reported on a net basis in the
financing activities section. One
problematic area in the financing
section deals with borrowings under
revolving lines of credit. According to
our survey of 50 companies' annual
reports in the NAARS database that
present revolving or other lines of
credit, about half report borrowings
under lines of credit on a gross basis.
The other 50010 report on a net basis.
Either presentation may be
acceptable under differing
circumstances. The FASB staff has
indicated that cash flows on
drawdowns and repayments of
principal under a revolving line of
credit should be presented net or
gross based on the maturity of the
underlying note, not the duration of
the credit agreement. If a borrower
signs a series of 90-day notes to
support a credit facility, only the net
change in the principal outstanding
must be reported. If, however, only
one note (a master note) or a series of
notes with a term greater than three
months supports the credit line, the
borrowings and repayments should be
reported gross. Consequently, the
manner in which a company writes its
debt agreement will govern how it
reports under FAS 95.
/c

Segregation of Certain Current
Assets and Payables. FAS 95 requires
in the reconciliation of net income to
net cash from operating activities, at
a minimum, separate identification of
changes in receivables, inventory, and
payables. Although not in compliance
with FAS 95, our public companies
survey disclosed minor instances in
which some of these items are not
being reported separately. Of those
cases, receivables and payables were
frequently netted on one line.
Presentation of Interest and Taxies
Paid. FAS 95 requires separate
disclosure of interest and taxes paid
when the indirect method is used. The
Board believes that this, together
with information regarding major
reconciling items and changes in
assets and liabilities, facilitates
estimation of direct amounts of cash
receipts and payments by users.
Based upon our survey, most
companies that report using the
indirect method also report interest
and taxes paid separately. We believe
that even when these amounts are
considered immaterial, disclosure
should be made. The majority of the
cases reported the amounts on the
face of the statement of cash flows in
a supplemental schedule format.
Most of the others presented the
information in a "statement of cash
flows" footnote disclosure. Also, the
remainder separated the two pieces of
information and reported interest
paid in the "debt" footnote and taxes
paid in the "income tax" footnote.

CLASSIFICATION ISSUES
ne area where the general
guidance has been open to
varying interpretation relates
to the classification of certain cash
receipts and cash payments.
Paragraph 24 of FAS 95 states:
Certain cash receipts and payments
may have aspects of more than one
class of cash flows. For example, a
cash payment may pertain to an item
35

TABLE 1 /CASH FLOWS
Discontinued Operations:
Net gain from discontinued operations

17,000

Adjustments to reconcile income to net cash provided by
discontinued operations:
Gain on disposal of discontinued operations
Provision for depreciation and amortization
Provision for deferred income taxes
Changes in net assets of discontinued operations
Cash provided by discontinued operation6 .

that could be considered either
inventory or a productive asset. If so,
the appropriate classification shall
depend on the activity that is likely to

be the predominant source of cash
flows for the item.

Because this and similar la n g u a ge
in the background section of the
Statement are open to broad
interpretation, there is great diversity
in practice. For example, some leasing
companies have included the
principal portion of collections on
capital leases as operating activities,
based on the theory that the
equipment is their inventory. Others
include these collections as investing
activities. Consequently, it may be
difficult to compare the cash flows for
any two leasing entities. Similar
issues exist in other industries, such
as real estate and mortgage banking.

DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
epamte disclosure of cash flows
related to discontinued
operations is permitted, but not
required, by FAS 95. In the event that
an enterprise chooses to present such
cash flows separately, the Statement
requires separate disclosure for all
periods affected, which may include
periods long after disposal of the
operation. Any proceeds from the
disposal are required to be presented
as investing cash inflows.
FAS 95, however, requires all
income tax cash flows, including those
arising from a disposal, to be classified
as operating, because the Board
believes taxes paid cannot be directly
associated with a particular
transaction and any allocation would
be so complex and arbitrary that it
would not be cost justified. Therefore,
allocation of tax cash flows between
operating and investing activities
that relate to discontinued operations
is not permitted. The SEC staff has
also indicated they are opposed to
such allocations. In situations where
36

(10,000)
5,000
2,000
(5,000)
6,000

the gain or loss on the disposal causes
the tax effect to be significant, the
FASB staff has indicated that
footnote disclosure is appropriate to
describe the transaction.
In a selection of 50 companies'
annual reports with discontinued
operations, approximately 50%
provide separate disclosure of
operating cash flows related to
discontinued operations. Of those
companies, variations in the
presentation of the reconciliation of
net income to operating cash flows
were noted.
One presentation began the
reconciliation with net income (loss)
and reversed the entire gain or loss
from discontinued operations
(including that portion related to
operations of the discontinued
segment) as a reconciling item. An
additional line item was then
presented within operating cash
flows, reflecting cash used for
(provided by) discontinued
operations. One variation in this
section started with net income (loss)
and eliminated only the portion of the
gain (loss) on discontinued operations
that related to the actual disposal.
That is, the net income (loss) from
operation of the discontinued segment
was not eliminated. In order to arrive
at net cash flows from operating
activities, this method requires
changes in current assets and
liabilities to include those related to
the discontinued operations. This
variation avoids the need to provide
separate disclosure of operating cash
flows related to discontinued
operations for all future periods
affected.
Another presentation alternative
began the reconciliation with income
(loss) from continuing operations.
Cash provided by (used for)
discontinued operations was then
presented as a separate cash flow
item within the operating section.
A detailed reconciliation of

earnings (loss) from discontinued
operations reconciled to cash provided
by (used for) discontinued operations
was provided by some enterprises on
the face of the statement of cash flows
or in the footnotes. (Table 1).

BUSINESS ACQUISITIONS
AND DISPOSITIONS
95 requires cash receipts
and payments from sales and
purchases of property, plant
and equipment, and other productive
assets, including the purchase or sale
of a business, to be presented as
investing activities. The statement of
cash flows should reflect a line item
"purchase of a business (net of cash
acquired)" on an acquisition and
"proceeds from the sale of a business
(net of cash sold)" on a disposition.
Changes in assets and liabilities
which routinely would be presented in
either the operating or financing
activities sections should be viewed as
part of the net book value of the
investment and included in investing
activities.
Of the 50 companies surveyed from
NAARS, the majority followed this
presentation, with details provided in
a footnote disclosure, and where it
was required, supplemental noncash
disclosures were made. Several
companies provided a
n inireconciliation of the gross
purchase price less cash acquired
ending with a price net of cash
acquired. For dispositions, a few
companies inappropriately netted the
cash proceeds and the related gain in
investing activities (e.g., "disposition
of assets, net of gain "). This
presentation overstates net cash
provided from operating activities and
understates net cash provided from
investing activities.
The FASB staff does not view such
a presentation as correct. Total
receipts from this disposition should
be classified as an investing activity.
This view recognizes that the gain is
not a cash flow but simply the
difference between the net book value
of the investment and the sales
proceeds.
■
Stacey L. Kronquist is a manager and
Nancy Newman — Limata is senior
manager at Deloitte & Touche.
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Preparing for

ACCOUNTING

SYSTEM
CHANGES
Accountants must moue from the office to factoty floor.
BYHENRYJ.JOHANSSON
merican manufacturing is at a crossroads. More than at
y other time in
our recent history, manufacturers are faced with intense global competition. At
the same time, advanced
technologies, automation,
philosophies such as just in -time (JIT) and total quality management (TQM), and
concepts such as computer-integrated manufacturing WIM) are redefining the
factory environment.
To support this new environment, U.S. companies
mu st mak e corresponding
changes in their accounting
and managerial control systems. In their excellent
The rules have changed for effective factory floor management.
book, Relevance Lost, Robert Kaplan and Thomas
Johnson highlighted the major problem: a loss of relevance
of its never - ending focus on lead -time reduction, has by itthat occurs when there is a lack of synchronization between
self improved performance in the factory environment most
management accounting systems and the environment
dramatically. Just - i -time demonstrates that the tradithey are intended to support. About five years ago, a
tional cost management techniques are outdated and that
not -for -profit organization called Computer Aided Manuthere is a need for change, which is evident when comparfacturing- International, Inc. (CAM -D initiated a compreing JIT's effectiveness emphasis with the traditional cost
hensive project to determine the state of the art in cost
management emphasis on efficiency.
management and cost accounting in the manufacturing enJIT has been the source of great excitement in manuvironment. CAM -I's initial findings and the conceptual defacturing over the past few years. To hear people talk about
sign of a new cost management framework were released
it, JIT is the golden ring of manufacturing efficiency. While
to CAM -Ps membership about three years ago.
that mystique may be justified to some extent, many comWhat has happened with cost management since then?
panies leap into JIT with erroneous perceptions of what it
What are the trends, and where are companies investing
is and what it is not. JIT is not:
time and energy? What is the impact of these recent trends
on the organization and controllership function? What kind
• An inventory program,
of changes can we expect in the future, and how can we pre• An effort that involves suppliers only,
pare for them?
• A cultural phenomenon,
• A materials project,
• A program that displaces material requirements plani QUESTFORCONTINUOUSIMPROVEMENT
ning, or
anufacturers in their quest for continuous improve• A panacea for poor management.
ment in productivity have changed the ground rules
for effective factory floor management. The
Rather, JIT is an enterprise -wide operating philosophy
underpinnings of continuous improvement rest in the phithat has as its basic objective to eliminate waste. Under
losophies of just -in -time and total quality management.
JIT, waste is considered anything other than the minimum
Both focus on eliminating waste in any form. JIT, because
amount of equipment, materials, parts, space, and workers'
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGUM 1990
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time that is absolutely essential toadd value to a product.
The key operational phrase thus becomes "adding value."
JIT strives to identify —and eliminate — activities that do
not add value.
At the core of any just -in -time program are a number
of key characteristics supporting the overall philosophy:
• Visibility is emphasized so that problems or areas requiring improvement are obvious and are viewed as opportunities.
• Ou tput is synchronized with demand, and, consequently, manufacturing activities are linked to achieve this
balance.
• Simplicity is good, and complexity is bad. If an approach
is overly complex, the nature of the operation or problem
is not understood fully.
• The approach is holistic; that is, it needs the acceptance
and involvement of total company resources.
• Continuous improvement —the JIT journey is never ending.
While each continuous improvement program is tailored
to each individual factory, there are a number of common
elements or activities:
Awareness /Education. All personnel must gain both
awareness of JIT technologies and "dirty education." The
latter involves applying techniques introduced during the
awareness portion of this
activity. Everyone should
T
be involved in trying (and
I T
J
usually failing at first) to
improve operations. In the
long run, it becomes the
only means to assure continuous improvement.
Housekeeping. Housekeeping in the JIT sense means
more than just a clean workplace. It is an effort to establish
an attitude that each person is responsible for his or her
equipment, ensuring that necessary tools are in the right
place and that everything is clearly visible for all to see and
to which all may have access.
Quality Improvement. This activity should commence
early in the JIT journey. It takes more time to realize "zero
defects" than any other element of JIT. In JIT, the emphasis is on continuously reducing variance for improved
manufacturability. Staying within accepted or engineered
tolerance limits is not the goal of JIT; rather, JIT strives
to eliminate variance. The operator, not the inspector, becomes responsible for "zero defects." It is incumbent upon
management to provide the necessary tools and mechanisms to enable the operator to manage the quality process.
Whenever an error or problem is discovered, the operator
should be allowed to stop the process and take immediate
corrective action.
Uniform Plant Load. A significant contribution from the
Far East practitioners of JIT is the concept of uniform plant
load (UPL). The idea is simple: If you sell daily, then make
it daily. This means that every model within the product
group is manufactured in small lots on a daily basis. Whenever possible (and it almost always is), the end items are
manufactured to demand and not to stock. In order to foster
a make -to -demand environment, most companies have to
reduce manufacturing lead time dramatically. UPL is not
the master schedule or the final assembly schedule; it is the
cycle time required to meet —but not exceed - demand. It
is not how fast a machine or process can operate, but it is

a production rate for all components and assemblies that
is synchronous with the demand rate.
Redesign Process Flow. To achieve rapid throughput and
the productivity opportunities afforded by UPL, companies
must rethink the process flow or functional layout. The objective here is to eliminate any operations that don't add
value and then group dissimilar but dedicated equipment
together in a cell configuration. Wherever possible, cells
should be dedicated to a product group (focused facility) to
achieve maximum flexibility to UPL demand cycle time.
Setup Reduction. By dedicating equipment to product
groups, some setups or changeovers are eliminated. Where
multiple components must be shared by the same manufacturing resource, a significant reduction in changeover
time is necessary to make just enough for each day's demand economically.
Supplier Networks. The last activity in the JIT cycle is
to get the supply continuum to deliver only when needed.
Quality improvement commences at the beginning of the
JIT program, but the pull system is not fully implemented
until the flow and demand have been synchronized sufficiently. The key criterion for specifying JIT deliveries from
the supplier is a smooth demand at a commodity level,
which is where co-op contracts (JIT supplier agreements)
should be (rather than at the part -number level).
Manufacturers will continue to adopt continuous improvement programs such as JIT as a way of life. They will
do so because they present
an enormous opportunity
for improving their competitive position. AT &T is a
good example of the
broad -based acceptance of
continuous improvement
programs as the philosophical framework for significantly improving operations performance. At AT &T's manufacturing facility in Shreveport,
La., a case study documented in the business press, lead
time was reduced by more than 90 %, quality improved by
600 productivity increased by 65 %, and work -in- process
(WIP) inventory was reduced by 95 %. This is but one example of the hundreds of companies that have implemented a JIT/ IW -based program for continuous improvement. Others will follow.
Coopers & Lybrand performs a study annually —the
"Made in America" series—on the competitiveness of U.S.
manufacturers in which it looks at the pace at which manufacturers are adopting new philosophies. In 1988, about
14% of American manufacturers had moved to and implemented continuous improvement programs. This figure
represents a small number of Fortune 500 companies that
likely were driven by global competitive pressures to improve their overall performance. The survey shows that by
1993 about half of U.S. manufacturers will have moved toward JIT/TQM philosophies to support continuous improvement.
Because the benefits are enormous and because case
study documentation is in place, this movement probably
will continue as companies strive to improve manufacturing competitiveness. A key question then can be posed:
How can a modern -day cost management system assist in
the continuous improvement process? Cost management
should be positioned to drive the process and play an integral role in achieving the improvements. In most U.S. manufacturing companies today, cost management does not
play this role.
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creased carrying costs, and the sacrifice of quality and
delivery service.
■ Earned labor dollars whereby supervisors keep the
workers busy and generate excess inventory and departures from planned schedules. The key distinction is the
traditional emphasis on efficiency versus the need to emphasize effectiveness, teamwork, adherence to schedule
quality, and lead -time reduction.
What changes are taking place in manufacturing cost
management? One would think that the rate of change
would be significant given the acceptance of continuous improvement as a necessary direction for improved competitiveness. In fact, the rate of change has been slow. Cost
management change only now has been positioned as a
"must do" by many manufacturers.
In the early 1980s, a group of progressive American
manufacturers experimented with and began to implement
the JIT philosophy coupled with continuous improvement
programs. Most of these companies made remarkable productivity performance gains. Appropriately, these programs were driven primarily by operations management.
The controllership function in most cases was not actively
involved either in advanced planning or the day - to-day execution of problem- solving activities. As a consequence, as
the new environment began to take shape, operations managers relied less and less on the in -place cost accounting
systems for managing the business. When one uses these
leading companies as a gauge, one sees that changes in cost
management systems have lagged successful implementation of continuous improvement programs by more than
five years.
Changes that have taken place in cost management generally have focused on the combined objectives of simplification and improved information for planning and control:

Labor hasdisappearedasa s( niiicantelementin productcost
ANEW COST MANAGEMENT MODEL
e need for change in cost management systems can
e described dramatically by comparing JIT continu1 s improvement with the cost performance measures
typically found in today's systems. Achieving the never- ending objective of continuous improvement would result in:

T
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lot S ize =1
Time Between Operations = 0
Defects = 0
Setup Time = 0
Operations Perfectly Balanced
Minimum WIP Inventory
Parts Never Sit

Today's cost management measures are not focused on
and do not monitor these factors. In fact, the typical measures we find in the factory environment conflict with the
continuous improvement philosophy:
• Machine utilization that encourages keeping the machine busy, resulting in excess of inventory or perhaps
the wrong inventory.
• Purchase prices that encourage increased order quantities at the potential expense of excess inventory, inMANAGEMENT AOCOUN71NGIJUIY1990

• Inventory accounting is a requirement for financial reporting, but it does not add value to the product. Recognizing this as an opportunity, and consistent with the
JIT philosophy, some manufacturers have simplified the
process through the use of "backflushing" coupled with
technology such as bar coding. The opportunity to simplify usually follows dramatic reduction in work-in-process (WIP) inventory, a consequent benefit of the JIT approach. Transaction simplification for product tracking
and labor reporting also represents a simplification opportunity. Products simply move through operations too
fast to track, and redesigned process flows with a cellular orientation and product focus have minimized the
need to track the movement of labor on the shop floor.
Labor has lost significance as a direct cost, and exception
reporting rather than total reporting has proved adequate for some manufacturers.
• The movement to continuous improvement and the acceptance of JIT and TQM as driving philosophies often
have brought to the surface the need to experiment with
and sometimes implement programmatic performance
reporting. Some manufacturers routinely distinguish
between value- adding and nonvalue- adding plant costs.
This distinction is useful in measuring the progress of
continuous improvement programs or, at the very least,
bringing to the surface the need to address significant
opportunities proactively. Other manufacturers have
embraced cost of quality measurement and reporting as
a useful mechanism to set goals for planned improvements.
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• Cost drivers have emerged as a broadly accepted concept
and a useful device for targeting specific improvements.
Cost drivers are a subset of nonfinancial performance
measures that significantly impact cost but do not necessarily add value to the product. Examples are yield
loss and engineering change notices (ECNs). Both are
nonfinancial measures that cause cost to occur but do
not add value. Targeted for elimination in a continuous
improvement program, these cost drivers may be replaced later by other cost drivers as performance gains
are achieved. Forty cost drivers are too many; six to ten
appears to be the correct number to manufacturers that
have implemented this approach.
• As cells and focused factories have emerged, there has
been a general recognition that cost control reporting
must be vastly simplified and more timely. In these revised control reporting concepts, nonfinancial measures
such as productivity, schedule adherence, quality, and
lead time are emphasized. Only the resources controllable by the cell are included. On —line reporting and trend
reporting have replaced traditional month —end reporting that is usually coupled with a financial— historical
perspective.
• The change that has captured the attention of most
manufacturing organizations is activity —based account mg. The movement toward activity —based accounting is
fueled by the realization that traditional cost allocation
procedures can systematically result in cost distortion.
Labor has disappeared as a significant element in product cost, yet many manufacturers continue to do the
"peanut butter" exercise of spreading overhead based on
labor content in the final product. Manufacturers that
have moved in this direction have replaced labor —, material —, or machine — hour —based allocation procedures
with activity —based procedures.

ACTIVITY-BASEDACCOUNTING
e underlying principle of activity —based accounting is
that activities consume resources and products consume activities. The labor costs of supporting depart-
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ments can be traced to activities by assessing the portion
of each person's time spent on each activity, which can allow for restatement of departmental cost in terms of activities and their associated costs. Activity costs then are
traced to the product based on the amount of activity volume each product consumes. The overall impact is to produce more accurate product costs.
While the interest in activity —based accounting is quite
strong, it is also safe to say that only a few companies have
implemented it. Rather than a tool for cost reduction and
support of continuous improvement, activity —based accounting efforts so far have provided a tool for more effective product costing and profitability analysis. Through
elimination of systematic cost distortion, it enhances the
quality of information usually used to make profitability assessments. It serves as a pointer for improvement, for example, such as which products require improvement, by
how much, and in which activity areas. Experience to -date
has shown dramatic results with significant differences in
product costs before and after activity —based accounting
was in place.
Because activity —based accounting only now is emerging
as a solution model for improved product costing, its application justifies suggestions to the new users in certain design areas. First, the simplicity principle of JIT should be
emphasized. Often it is not, and, consequently, overly complex activity —based systems have been developed. When
complexity is a key characteristic of the solution model, you
probably have overengineered the design. Failure or at
least temporary setbacks are highly correlated with a complex model.
Second,activity —based accounting provides an ideal opportunity to rationalize the processes that the activities
support. Nonvalue -added costs in the "as is" situation
should not be institutionalized by activity —based accounting systems. They should be eliminated or targeted for
elimination. They should at least be identified early. Processes should be simplified and restructured with
nonvalue -added costs driven out. The "to be" scenario must
be developed. Remaining nonvalue -added costs should be
so labeled and made clearly visible in the system as activ-
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ities to be targeted for future elimination. Failure to do so
is clearly a missed opportunity to contribute to the continuous improvement effort.
Third,activity -based accounting can be used as a management tool. Rather than being limited to product costing,
it can be used to target key functional activities and their
unit costs for improvement. Goals can be set and programs
structured to continuously improve the unit costs of key activities. Activity -based accounting can contribute to cost reduction as well as improved product costing. Activity -based
accounting undoubtedly will be reshaped and broadened in
its application scope as experience is gained and as manufacturers move fiumher along with their continuous improvement programs. Forces suggesting future change are
shown next.

OVERHEADSIMPLIFIED
onsistent with the JIT emphasis on visibility, large
segments of overhead will be assigned or attributed
directly to the focused factory or cell. The entire problem of dealing with overhead allocation and activities will
be simplified because functions such as accounting, purchasing, engineering, maintenance, and material handling
will be organized to support clearly identified families of
products at the focused factory or in the cell. Visibility is a
JIT principle. Also, cost reduction pressure will result in
fewer levels and the elimination of large pockets of
nonvalue -added activities. In a certain sense, it can be said
that successful continuous improvement programs vastly
simplify the problem of relating activities to products.

C

ACTIVITYTOPROCESS
elentless competition will lead to an accounting focus
on key processes to manage the business and to assist
in time -based competition /cycle -time reduction. Activity costs will remain for functional management and cost
control, but the cost of key competitive business processes,
such as product design, product introduction, marketing
and sales, and, in general, business processes that allow an
enterprise to compete in a time -based fashion, will receive
much more attention. Process costs such as these
cross - functional organization activity costs are used for
functional management and are viewed vertically.
Time- linked activity costs that cross functional boundaries
define business processes. Business processes and the time
required to execute the process eventually will replace functional activities as the focal point for the management of
costs in American factories.

PRODUCTCOST-TO-COSTREDUCTION
anufacturing management will begin to demand a
more active accounting role in the continuous improvement program Cost reduction and continuous
improvement will force the accountant to play a new game.
Many companies face a dilemma —a clear recognition
that the cost management system currently in place is not
responsive. In moving toward the new cost management
system, the fundamental question of how the business will
be managed must be addressed at the outset. If continuous
improvement and time -based management will evolve as
the accepted operations philosophy, then accounting must
respond with a supporting approach that is focused on the
key control issues. Product ousting probably will be only one
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGIJULY 1990

of the control issues. Others may include:
• Visibility given to cost of nonvalue activities and cost of
quality.
• Use of cost drivers to help monitor cost performance improvement.
• Activity cost goals to drive down functional overhead.
• Focused business process reporting to assist in
time -based management improvement efforts.
• Ability to link new technology to activities and business
processes for improved investment justification.
• Benchmarking of activities and business processes within the enterprise and with key competitors.
Responding to cost management systems requirements
such as these demands the proactive commitment of the
controllership function early in continuous improvement
programs. This has not been the case with most American
manufacturers. The complete transition will take years but
will pay handsome dividends for those few companies that
can respond quickly to the challenges to provide a more focused cost management capability. A focused cost management system can drive continuous improvement programs
to achieve the competitiveness goals of the enterprise.
Acceptance of the need for change will occur over time,
but there are a few lessons to be taken fiom the leaders in
focused cost management:
1. Early involvement in TQM and JIT efforts. The accountant must be a member of the continuous improvement
team at the outset.
2. Broad -based education and training of all staff in continuous improvement and group problem - solving techniques.
3. Movement of accountants from the office out onto the
factory floor to gain acceptance as contributors to continuous improvement.
4. Strict adherence to continuous improvement principles
in all accounting work performed: keep it simple; trends
are better than history; rapid feedback; total performance, not efficiency; control the process, not the products; emphasize relevance rather than precision; and be
a catalyst of change, not a keeper of numbers. ■
Henry J. Johansson is national director of Coopers &
Lybrand's manufacturing industry practice in the United
States and has been directly involved in many ofthe firm's
most significant consulting engagements in the area of implementing new technologies such as just -in -time and total
quality management. A certified management consultant
and a certified practitioner in production and inventory
management, he has been a manufacturing industry consultant for more than 15 years. Readers may contact the author as follows: Henry J. Johanson, Coopers & Lybrand,
1251 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020, (212)
536 -2994.
This article is based on a speech Mr. Johanson delivered
at the 11th Annual Controllers'Conference sponsored by the
National Association of Accountants and the Society of
Management Accountants of Canada, October 25- 27,1989,
in Chicago.
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Appraisals at
Weyerhaeuser:

IMPROVING
Adhering to the principles
rinci les o f total

BYLESLIEF.SORENSEN
Certificate of Merit, 1989-90.
ost of us would
like to believe
that we reward
employees
on the basis of performance.
But this process in staff
groups often is totally subjective. At Weyerhaeuser
Company we have developed a formal process of individual performance appraisal designed to develop
people as well as reward
them on an objective basis.
We began the performance appraisal development process with the assumption that people want
to do a good job and that to
do so they must have a clear
Author Leslie Sorensen,L,discussesperfartrwce appraisalswithRonBkft
understanding of their responsibilities and manage■ Opinions of peers, customers, clients, and outside agenment's expectations. We then identified how and why we
cies as appropriate.
wished to use performance ap praisal. Key requirements in
this process are:
Because we wanted performance appraisal to apply
equally to all employees, regardless of department, it be• Job Performance Feedback. We want to reinforce good
came apparent that some standards were needed. So we deperformance as well as identify problems. We also want
veloped a five -part performance appraisal report form.
to open lines of communication to clarify individual reThis form was to be used to document evaluation of, and
sponsibilities and management expectations.
feedback to, each employee at least annually. Any form is
• Individual Training Needs. It is important to identify arsubject to a wide variety of interpretations, so training was
eas of weakness so as to choose appropriate types of
provided to each supervisor in the use of the form, with emtraining as well as to recognize areas where no training
phasis on how to write good standards of performance and
is required. This training assessment can assist manon common pitfalls in rating.
agement in providing career planning and counseling to
Inherent in this commitment to training is the second
employees.
key assumption: Performance appraisal skills can be
• Salary Ad ministration, Promotion, and Termination.
learned and improved through practice. This assumption
We strongly believe that all decisions in the areas of salhas been borne out by the fact that individual supervisors
ary administration, promotion, and termination must be
have developed and refined the process further on the basis
justified by documented data. Both management and
of successes and problems discovered in actual use and
the employee must have a clear understanding of pershared with one another.
formance criteria and objectives in advance of the rating
Currently, I evaluate each of my employees twice a year,
period.
using customized versions of the original form. The two
forms I use have evolved over the past 10 years as users
Certain types of information were identified as common
have suggested improvements to the original form.
to all of these purposes. They are:
• Periodic ratings by first -line supervisors based on specific employee actions on the job;
• Figures and hard data on whatever is relevant to the
specific job — such as production, profit, waste, and absenteeism;
42

THE FORM
e the specific form is not as important to a good
performance evaluation as the resulting communication, our long form does provide a convenient
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JULY 1990

STAFFPERFORMANCE
quality management, we are committed to continuous excellence.
guideline for generating discussion. The components of the
Performance Appraisal form are:
■ Header. This section identifies the form, the individual,
and the appraisal period. The title of the form was
changed from "Performance Appraisal Report" to "Performance Planning and Appraisal Report" (PPAR) to
emphasize the developmental aspects of the process.
■ Performance Objectives. The setting of performance objectives is by far the most important aspect of the performance appraisal process. A good standard of performance must be understood and agreed upon by both the
supervisor and the employee. It is far easier for most
people to do a good job if they have a clear idea of what
is expected.
At the beginning of each appraisal period, I sit down in
a conference room with each employee individually, and we
discuss what each of us believes are the most significant results, objectives, projects, and standards to be expected of
the employee over the next six months. We then address
key areas of importance in terms of specific objectives. Objectives must be job related, directly controllable by the employee, and attainable (although not easily). They also must
be specific and measurable. Measurement may take the
form of an absolute standard, a percentage comparison,
task completion status, or observation of specific behavior.
We then agree upon specific standards and criteria for success. I do not attempt to set a particular number of objectives but try to keep it at no more than six.
The more specific I can make a standard, the more the
employee can understand and accept it. This process also
forces me as a supervisor to be clear in my expectations.
Telling someone to "process invoices in a timely and accurate manner' does not say nearly as much as agreeing that
the goal is to prepare, mail, and post all invoices within two
working days of shipment.
Performance Factors section, the heart of the form, is
where I, as a supervisor, make the actual performance evaluation. I do so by assigning a specific rating (Superior, Excellent, Full, Adequate, or Below Adequate) for each of several factors that have been identified as important to the
job. These ratings are supported by written comments
about specific actions or behavior of the employee during
the rating period. I find it helpful to write the comments
first and then assign the rating based on these examples.
Each rating equates to a numerical value from five for "Superior" to one for "Below Adequate." These rating numbers
then are multiplied by predetermined weight factors to arrive at a total performance score. This score determines the
overall performance rating, which is keyed directly to salary and bonuses.
In completing this section of the form I review notes
made during the previous six months. The format of these
notes is as individual as the supervisor. I jot notes on my
personal calendar anytime I note a person doing something
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT1NGlJULY 1990

Performance appraisal
sessions can give supervisors
and employees a chance to set
goals together.
particularly well or poorly. Normally I don't pick up something for each employee in each area by this process, so I
also try to review my notes at least once a month and check
on areas for which I have no comments. The notes are by
no means a secret to be saved up for six months and thrown
at the employee in the formal performance interview. Because the goal is the best possible performance from each
person, unsatisfactory performance in any area must be
dealt with immediately. These notes also serve as a reminder to say "Thanks" when appropriate, something that often
is neglected.
This two -page section of the form has been modified in
two areas during recent years. The first change involved
tailoring the performance factors to the individual job and
the second, the weighting of those factors.
Today, Weyerhaeuser's Financial Services Department
uses the following performance factors:
1. Quality of Work. Provides adequate documentation
where expected. Goes beyond stated requirements as appropriate, to produce a better product or result. Shows
accuracy, thoroughness, clarity, and usefulness in completed assignments. Produces or accomplishes high caliber of work.
2. Quantity of Work. Accomplishes job objectives by following assignments and self- initiated projects through to
completion. Does acceptable volume of work compared
with what reasonably may be expected under existing
job circumstances. Meets reasonable deadlines for work
completion.
3. Job Knowledge. Understands principles, concepts, techniques, requirements, etc., necessary to accomplish job
duties. Keeps abreast of trends, developments, markets,
product innovations, and/or new concepts in the field
that may improve ability to perform job function.
4. Initiative. Takes action without being told. Is effective in
coping with unusual situations and problems. Has new
ideas, starts action, and uses originality to meet and
handle work situations. Can work independently.
5. Planning. Schedules work assignments in order to meet
deadlines and uses subordinates and resources most efficiently. Can set goals and prioritize assignments appropriately. Can cooperate effectively with others in designing work schedules or assignments. Anticipates
future needs or problems.
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6. Cost Control. Controls costs and meets budgetary and
profit objectives through such methods as returning
surplus material to stock, eliminating unnecessary operations, using resources prudently, meeting cost objectives, and so on.
7. Relationship with Peers. Keeps peers informed of pertinent job tasks, projects, results, and problems. Relays
information at the appropriate times. Seeks or offers
peer assistance and advice as needed. Is successful and
productive in working with peers on team projects.
8. Relationship with Supervisor. Keeps supervisor informed of progress on the job and possible problems
that may develop. Transmits this information in a timely manner. Complies with supervisoz's instructions and
works through the supervisor rather than around him
or her.
9. Relationship with Public. Establishes, maintains, and
improves relationships with external contacts such as
customers, suppliers, community leaders, and governmental groups. Conducts company business in an ethical manner.

The goal is the best possible
performance from each person,
no matter what level in the
company.
10. Relationship with Client Department. Establishes,
maintains, and improves relationships with internal
contacts. Is responsive to client requests and proactive
in meeting new situations.
11. Managing and Developing Subordinates. Directs subordinates in their assigned functions and follows up to
ensure desired results. Keeps subordinates informed of,
and enforces, company policies and procedures. Is sensitive to employee problems and attempts to find solutions. Keeps subordinates appraised of their performance. Identifies areas in which training is needed and
arranges work assignments in order to facilitate learn ing12. EEO /AAP Responsibilities. Works with others harmoniously without regard to race, religion, national origin,
sex, age, or handicap. Seeks ways to achieve organizational Equal Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Program objectives and timetables. Actively seeks
to enhance career objectives of minorities and women.
The weight assigned to each of these performance factors varies depending on the importance of each to a particular job. Table 1 defines the guidelines currently in use.
The 25% assigned to the "Relationship with Others" category may be split among the four groups (Peers, Supervisor,
Public, and Clients) as appropriate.

COMMON RATING ERRORS

N

o matter how well standards are written, actual ratings are still subjective to some degree. There are
a number of common rating errors or biases in judg-

ment that can be avoided or at least minimized simply by
being aware of them. Following are some easy pitfalls to fall
into and some suggestions for avoiding them, which may
be helpfiil.
Positive and Negative Leniency. These errors occur when
all ratings fall at one end of the scale. The rater wants to
be the "good guy" and never "hurl" an employee or, conversely, wants to "stretch" employees to the limit. The assumptions of never having a poor performer or "saving" the
top end of the scale for the ultimate employee are equally
false. Rating all employees at either end of the scale is simply narrowing that scale.
Central ?Tendency. Another common narrowing of the
rating scale is to rate all employees in the center of it. While
this method makes the rater never totally wrong, it also
makes him or her never totally right. People do have various strengths and weaknesses and rating everyone the
same does not help to capitalize on strengths or improve
weaknesses.
First and Most Recent Impressions. These biases occur
when a single event overshadows the rest of the appraisal
period. If the appraisal period is short there is a tendency
to rate individuals based on first impressions. If the period
is long, "What has this person done for me lately?" is an
easy out. Both these tendencies are avoided easily if you
keep in mind the total period of the appraisal and compile
notes throughout the rating period.
Contrast Effects. A contrast effect is a tendency to evaluate a person in relation to other persons. Doing so is an
error because each individual should be evaluated on the
basis of specific predetermined standards based on the specific requirements of the job. If a contrast effect is allowed,
a person who fully meets all requirements of the job may
be penalized by someone else's superior performance. The
easiest way to avoid this situation is to define levels of performance prior to the evaluation in relation to specific job
requirements.
Halo. The halo effect is a tendency to generalize all ratings because of a strong overall impression, either positive
or negative. Few people perform all aspects of a job equally
well or poorly. A person who turns out a large quantity of
work may suffer in the area of quality. Rating all aspects
of the job the same is defeating the purpose of the evaluation. A totally positive evaluation does not give an individual anything to work on and does not really help him or
her. A completely negative evaluation does not highlight areas of accomplishment. Rating each aspect of performance
in relation to a specific, predetermined standard will help
avoid the halo effect.
Stereotyping.Stereotyping is a common cause of the halo
effect. Attributing traits or characteristics to an individual
or group that do not relate to specific job performance not
only can distort a performance evaluation but, in extreme
cases, also can result in discrimination liabilities. A subtle
form of stereotyping that may be hard to spot is a tendency
to favor people who are similar to ourselves and to give low
ratings to those who are not. Again, the surest way to avoid
stereotyping is to base ratings only on specific, predetermined, job — related criteria.
Simply being aware of these common rating errors goes
a long way toward overcoming them. Determining specific
job duties, requirements, and criteria for success in advance of the rating period is essential. Making it a point to
jot down specific notes frequently throughout the rating period and basing ratings on the notes also helps avoid many
of these errors.
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PERFORMANCE LEVEL DEFINITIONS
peafic definitions of each level of performance are
printed in the next section of the form. I find it helpful
to review these often in the course of writing evaluations, because they are the standards for rating the performance factors. They also provide a final check on the overall
performance rating. These definitions are:

improvement must be established. If the employee's performance does not improve, the employee should be
transferred to a position where there is a much better
probability of success; or the employee should be terminated.
■ Below Adequate. Performance is below the criteria, or
standards of performance, for almost all aspects of the
work. Retention of the employee in this job is not warranted. The employee should be transferred to a position
where there is a much better possibility of success or the
employee should be terminated

■ Superior. Employee excels in virtually all aspects of the
job, having reached the ultimate in job performance on
a sustained basis. —
Performance is of a
rare quality found
TABLE 1 /PPAR WEIGHTINGS
only in a small perFinancial S ervices Department
centage of people
Exempt
in this occupation.
NonNon Exempt
Supervisory
Decisions and recSupervisor
Manager
Technical S kills
ommendations are
1. Quality of Work
20
20
10
10
invariably sound
2. Quantity of Work
15
15
10
10
and frequently in
3. Job Knowledge
15
15
15
10
high -risk areas in
4. Planning
10
10
10
10
relation to job re5. Cost Control
0
0
5
10
sponsibilities. In
Subtotal
60
60
50
50
terms of what is inSocial Skills
herently possible
6. Relationship with Others
25
25
25
25
on this job, ema. Relationship wtih Peers
ployee regularly
b. Relationship with Supervisor
perceives present
c. Relationship with Public
and future needs
d. Relationship with Clients
seldom perceived
7. Initiative
15
15
10
10
by others. Initi8, Managing R Developing
ates, plans for, and
Subordinates
0
0
10
10
accomplishes inno9. EEO /AAP Responsibilities
0
0
5
5
vative and highly
Subtotal
40
40
50
50
worthwhile objecTOTAL
100
100
100
100
tives.
■ E xcelient. V e0 ormance exceeds the
OVERALL PERFORMANCE RATING
criteria, or standards of performance, for practically all
aspects of the work. Employee performs even the difficult and complex parts of the job competently and thore final section of the form has space for entering the
oughly, including extra or unique tasks assigned. Deciperformance rating, which is simply a
sions and recommendations are usually sound and fairly
mathematical calculation from ratings and weights
often in the high-risk areas of the job responsibilities.
for individual performance factors. Additional space is inIn terms of what is inherently possible on this job, emcluded for appraiser's comments and signature, employee's
ployee is often innovative and initiates, plans for, and accomments and signature, and a second -level approval sigcomplishes worthwhile objectives, whether self-initiatnature.
ed or established by others.
I use this comments section to summarize the overall
• Fu l l . Performance fully meets the criteria, or standards
rating or to emphasize specific well-clones or opportunities
of performance, for practically all aspects of the work.
for improvement. Initial second -level review is performed
The employee's performance is steady, reliable, and
prior to discussion with the employee, although my mancompetent and is maintained with a minimum of superager does not sign the form until after this discussion. This
vision. Decisions and recommendations are usually
assures employees that the manager has reviewed any
sound and generally in the moderate risk or structured
comments they may choose to add as well as what I had
areas of the job. Employee generally is able to accomto say.
plish all established objectives and may contribute
worthwhile objectives on his or her own initiative.
THE SHORT FORM
• Adequate. Performance meets the criteria, or standards
of performance, for some aspects of the work. Job objecen a long -time employee has worked at the same
tives, however, frequently are not met or are met with
job for many years, it is unlikely that performance
only a minimum level of acceptability. Decisions and recwill change markedly every six months. In fairly
ommendations are often not sound and usually in the
routine jobs it also may be difficult to find specific comlow -risk, highly routine, or structured areas of the job.
ments to make about each area without sounding as if you
There is an urgent need to make a concentrated effort
copied the previous form. For these reasons, we developed
to improve the employee's performance. Deadlines for
a short form.

TZ
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The short form is identical to the long one except for the
Performance Factors section. Rather than listing and requiring ratings and comments about each factor, this section of the short form is split into Technical and Social factors. Each of these has an area for comments and total
points. Only those comments that address significant
changes in performance or highlight specific examples of
ongoing performance (good or bad) need be listed. The impact of the change on the overall rating also is shown. An
example might be, "Jane's error rate on payments to suppliers dropped from 3% to 20 Increased quality of work
from Full to Full +" Previous total points and new total
points also are shown.

THE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
REVIEW SESSION
e final stage of the performance appraisal proess is a meeting between the supervisor and
he employee. Once I have completed the
PPAR form and reviewed it with my manager I
schedule a specific time and location to discuss
the results with each employee.
I try to allow enough flexibility in my own
schedule to be able to offer a variety of days
and times to each employee for this purpose. A person who has a deadline to
meet in an hour is not likely to be able
to concentrate very hard on performance appraisal. Having been
through this process with many of
my employees numerous times
over the years, I generally have
a pretty good idea how long
each session will take. I always allow extra time.
The last thing I want to
do is to cut off someone
who really wants to talk.
I schedule a conference room for these discussions, away
from the work area, so as to assure the employee of complete confidentiality and avoid any possible interruptions.
As the standard agenda for these meetings, I ask the employee to read the PPAR. Then I respond to any questions
or comments the person may have regarding the evaluation, pointing out any additional items I consider particularly significant. This
procedure leads directly to setting new
standards of performance for the next
rating period. Allow ing time for discussing
anything else is also
part of the agenda.
In each of these areas I try to listen actively and encourage the person to talk. Nonverbal responses such as a smile
or a nod show you're listening, without interrupting. In
briefly, in my own words, what
some cases I will
the employee has been telling me. This is a way of checking
that what I heard is what was said as well as showing interest in the subject and promoting further discussion.
Should the employee object strongly to any specific
wording or even raise a valid contradiction to a particular
rating, I will discuss the issue and may change the offending section. If we should get to a point where we cannot

Tc

agree totally on the evaluation, I would try to get as close
to agreement as possible and make sure we understood
each other's expectations for next time. I also would encourage the person to make use of the employee comments section to note any objections.

STANDARDS SETTING IS
IMPORTANT TO ALL PARTIES
e standards - setting portion of the meeting is an in
teractive planning session. I try to encourage seF -critique and avoid heavy - handed laying down of standards. By starting on a positive note with questions such
as "What do you think are your greatest strengths?" or
"What do you feel went particularly well this past six
months?" I rarely have difficulty eliciting a response. By
the time we have discussed, praised, and laid out an action plan to capitalize on these strengths, the communication is flowing and the employee is usually ready
to be equally honest in responding to questions such
as "What do you feel you most need to work on in
the next six months ?" It is rare that an individual fails to mention an area I consider important. In fact, it is more common that I will suggest limiting overly ambitious standards or
soften the self - criticism.
Once key areas have been identified,
the actual standard setting is simply a
function
of
quantifying
and
documenting the precise standards,
measurement criteria, and expected level of performance.
There are times, of course,
when negative criticism is
necessary. If there is a seri-'
ous problem, I will have
discussed it with the employee previously, and
the discussion of this issue at review time will center on progress made since the
previous discussion. It is important to remember that the
goal of negative criticism is to change a particular behavior.
To accomplish this, the criticism must be heard, understood, and agreed upon.
The easiest situation is when the employee raises the
negative issue himself. If something already is recognized
as a problem by the individual, he or she also
may have some specific corrective action in
mind. I can simply
agree, offer assistance,
and perhaps suggest
alternative
corrections. An employee in
the learning phase of a job may have a lot of areas that need
improvement. I try to praise what has been accomplished
and limit criticism to a few key areas so as not to overwhelm
the person. As with everything else in the review process,
criticism must be directed toward specific job actions and
supported by objective evidence.
The tone of the criticism is also important. I try to make
criticism as supportive as possible without sugarcoating it.
I try to be clear and firm in my expectations, without personal accusations that put the person on the defensive. I
emphasize my willingness to work with an individual to

Weyerhaeuser

summarize

No matter how well standards are
written, annual ratings are still
subjective to some degree.
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prevent future undesirable occurrences rather than the
specific error. I always offer to help. In general, I will try
to time criticism so that it falls somewhere in the middle
of the discussion. Placing it at the beginning may create a
block to any further communication and placing it at the
end may give it undue emphasis.

THE FUTURE

his performance appraisal process has been in a continual state of evolution since its inception more than
10 years ago. Have we now developed the perfect process? Absolutely not! When we began this process, Corporate Financial Services was primarily a transaction processing department. While we still handle Accounts
SESSIONS SHOULD END WITH THE
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll, Invoicing, ConsoliEMPLOYEE'S AGENDA
dations, and General Accounting, our customers, whether
always end the session
they are other Weyer] . b y asking, "Is there
haeuser departments or
anything else you want
third parties, expect more
to talk about ?" While I try
of us these days.
to avoid highly personal
All department persondiscussions, the only subnel have been through at
jects I consider off limits
least a basic orientation to
are other employees and
Total Quality Manageactual salary changes.
ment. It has been strongly
Avoiding discussion of othemphasized to all employer employees keeps the atees from the CEO on down
tention focused on the indithat we, as a company, are
vidual's performance in
committed to this concept
relation to his or her own
of continuous improvestandards and avoids enment. It is not enough simcouraging
comparison.
ply to book transactions
Avoiding salary discusand respond to special resions during the perforquests. We constantly must
mance appraisal also
be working with all of our
keeps the discussion focustomers to solicit their
cused. If the employee
views concerning what we
knows that at the end of
should be doing for them
the discussion he or she
and to provide them with
will be told the salary ininnovative, desirable sercrease, there is a tendency
vices.
to rush to get to the "imporAs corporate and departtant part." Discussing salamental goals have evolved,
ry changes at the beginso must performance apning of a performance
praisal. We currently are
review session can be
planning specific `improveequally
distracting.
ment projects." One of the
Ron NOand Lane Sorensen setgoals.
Whether the news is good
very first to be undertaken
or bad from the employee's
will be revisions to the
point of view, it may encourage thoughts of how to spend
PPAR form to encourage behavior in support of the total
the extra money or resentful feelings, either of which will
quality concept. Initial changes under discussion include
interfere with the purpose of the meeting.
having a section on "Management by Improvement Goal
Topics discussed during this portion of the agenda can
Setting" and incorporating more information from customvary widely. Probably the most common response I receive
ers and co- workers into the evaluation process.
is, "No, I think we've covered everything I am concerned
It seems that the only constant in today's business world
about." Most of my people are not bashful or reticent about
is change. If the primary purpose of performance evalualetting me know if something is bothering them, without
tion is to provide feedback to employees regarding their bewaiting for the formal review to take place. Sometimes a
havior, then it is critical that the performance appraisal
person will raise an issue regarding changes that may
process also be reviewed constantly. If this review is not
cause problems if not addressed. This action has an obvious
done we are apt to reward people for NOT supporting deand direct benefit. Other tunes the issue may be a compartment and company goals.
■
plaint or a personal problem. Whatever the subject, at this
point it is the employee's agenda. I try to make sure everybody leaves the meeting feeling that they got a chance to
Leslie F. Sorensen is manager, distribution business supsay what they wanted and that I listened and will act acport; marketing, sales and distribution; and financial sercordingly.
vices for the Weyerhaeuser Company. She has served as
I close the discussion by requesting the employee's sigpresident of the Mt. Rainier Chapter, through which this arnature and comments, if any, on the PPAR form and by tellticle was submitted
ing them when they can expect their own copy, signed by
my manager. I also provide them with a copy of our muIs this article of interest to you? If so, circle
Yes
No
tually agreed upon standards of performance for the next
appropriate number on Reader Service Card
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rating period.
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OPINION:
The AICPNs Proposal for

Federal Accounting Reform
Itshould focus on the budget system, not the accounting system.
Formerly Assistant Secretary of
Defense, Controller, Dr. Anthony
believes the recent efforts to reform the
federal financial management system
are wrong. Instead of targeting the
accounting system, the AICPA's
proposal should focus its attention on
the budget system. He recommends
revising the federal budget structure
so that it authorizes spending
according to the principles of accrual
accounting, the same principles that
now govern the accounting system.

BYROBERTN.ANTHONY
e Rnancial Executives
L
titute "strongly supports"
it. Several Congressmen

T

`will

plaud it. The executive
committee of the American
Accounting Association endorses it.
provide
The preface says that it
complete, consistent, reliable, useful,
and timely financial information." It
has been endorsed by 48 of the 51
State CPA societies. "It" is a
Discussion Memorandum released in
September 1989 by a task force of the

American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA), titled Federal
Financial Management. Issues &
Solutions.
In my opinion, this Discussion
Memorandum states the wrong
issues, and its solutions address the
wrong problem. Its recommendations
will, if adopted, accomplish little.
More important, focusing on these
recommendations will be
counterproductive. Such a focus will
divert attention from the real
problem, which relates to the budget
system, not the accounting system,
and this will inhibit efforts to make
urgently needed changes in the
structure of the budget.
My conclusions are based on
experience with federal budgeting
and accounting systems that spans 40
years, including three years as
assistant secretary of defense,
controller; 15 years as a member of
the Comptroller General's advisory
panel; consultant to many other
government organizations and
commissions; and numerous
appearances before Congressional

committees.
TASK FORCE

RECOMMENDATIONS
e AICPA Task Force report
contains four proposals. Chief
Financial Officer. The first is
that there should be a chief financial
officer who would report directly to
the President of the United States
and would be appointed for a fixed
term of years.
The term "chief financial officer" is
a misnomer. At most, the functions of
the position described in the Task
Force report are those of a chief
accounting officer. The Secretary of
the Treasury is, and will continue to
be, responsible for many important
functions performed by chief financial
officers in business.
Designating a chief accounting
officer for the federal government is
not a new idea. In 1949 the Hoover
Commission recommended that there
be an accountant general. The
recommendation produced nothing.
In the 1950s, John Beckett, a
RobertA.Sebam

The federal budgeting structure urgently needs changes, says Dr. AnftM.
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highly competent academic, served
for three years as assistant director of
the Bureau of the Budget; he was
charged with responsibility for
improving financial accounting and
control. Nothing much happened. He
was succeeded by a number of highly
competent accountants. The name
change from Bureau of the Budget to
Office of Management and Budget in
1970 was a signal (to me, at least) that
the Office would henceforth pay
attention to budget execution as well
as budget formulation. It hasn't.
The current senior associate
director of the Office of Management
and Budget has the title of chief
financial officer, and he was
appointed by the President. Some
accomplishments have occurred in
this office in areas such as cash
management and electronics funds
transfer, but as the Task Force report
points out, the overall financial
management systems are still
inadequate.
The AICPA task force recommends
that the chief financial officer be
appointed for a fixed term of years, as
is the case with the Comptroller
General. This would surely doom the
CFO to an unimportant role.
In any well- managed organization,
the CFO works closely with the chief
executive officer. In government the
CFO should work closely with the
President, and agency heads should
understand that he or she has the
President's backing. This is unlikely
to happen unless the person is
selected by the President, as is the
case with cabinet secretaries and
officials in the Executive Office.
Appointment for a fixed term would
mean that a new President couldn't
choose the person he wanted, and he
therefore would be unlikely to back
the CFO. If there is a CFO, he or she
should serve at the pleasure of the
President.
Presidential Standard Setting
Commission. The AICPA Task Force's
second recommendation is for the
appointment of a presidential
commission that would recommend
procedures for developing accounting
principles.
History shows that the mere
existence of accounting principles
doesn't result in sound financial
management. Since 1950, the
Comptroller General has had
statutory authority to develop
standards for federal government
accounting. The General Accounting
Office (GAO) has developed a set of
MANAGEMENT AGc0UNYIIVcd9UEY 1990

general principles, published as Title
2 ofits Policies and Procedure Manual
for Guidance of Federal Agencies. In
1986, an interagency group developed
a detailed chart of general ledger
accounts, with a definition of each
account. These principles and account
structure are generally sound.'
In its Circular 127 the Office of
Management and Budget directed all
agencies to install a sound accounting
system. The fact is, however, that the
accounting systems of about half the
agencies are not consistent with the
GAO's principles. 2 Even more
important, in those agencies whose
accounting systems are consistent
with the principles, few managers use
the information they provide.
The AICPA Task Force report
admits that these principles have not
been adopted widely, and it says: `The
primary reason for this is that the
federal government still does not
provide an environment that insists
on compliance with those standards."
To my mind, this is not the primary
reason. As I shall explain, such an
environment will not exist so long as
the accounting system is inconsistent
with the budget. Recommendations
made by a new presidential
commission will be met by the same
lack of compliance as has existed for
the past 40 years.
Financial Statements. The third
recommendation is that Congress
should require the production of
financial statements for the
government as a whole and for
individual agencies.
Again, government financial
statements are not new. The
Treasury Department has published
annual financial statements for the
United States government since 1976,
and some agencies also have
published them. Very few people have
seen them or have expressed an
interest in seeing them. I know of no
executive branch decision or
legislation that has been influenced
by the information in these financial
statements. They result in a few
newspaper stories when issued, but
that is all.
Audited Financial Statements. The
fourth recommendation is that
financial statements of individual
agencies and of the government as a
whole should be audited.
I doubt that the reason for the
current nonuse of accounting
information is that the financial
statements are not audited. The
information presented in these

Are financial statements of government
agencies useful? Above, FTC offices.

statements is sufficiently accurate for
the type of macro decisions that might
be helped by them. If they don't help
decision makers or legislators, they
are a waste of effort."
The General Accounting Office,
with 5,000 employees, and the
internal audit and inspector general
offices of individual agencies, with
thousands more employees, currently
perform audits of government
programs, but audits of financial
statements, as such, are by no means
as frequent or as thorough as those
that are implicit in the Task Force's
recommendation. Financial
statement audits are skimpy (and in
many agencies, nonexistent) because
agencies consider the statements
themselves of little use.
The AICPA Task Force says that
the financial statements are not used
because they are not audited; the real
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THE BASIC FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT PROBLEM
e reason why attempts to
mprove the government's
nancial accounting system
have been unsuccessful, and why the
current attempt likewise will be
unsuccessful, is suggested by the
footnote on page 24 of the AICPA
Task Force report. This footnote
draws a distinction between financial
reporting, which is the subject of the
Task Force report, and budgetary
reporting, which is the system that
reports compliance with the budget.
The problem is that this distinction
does exist, it should not exist.
Agencies pay great attention to
budgetary reporting because it is tied
to the source of their funds —the
power of the purse predominates.
Financial reporting is inconsistent
with budgetary reporting, which is
why agencies pay little, if any,
attention to financial reports.
The Task Force report urges that
the difference between these two
types of reporting be understood. But
understanding the difference is not
difficult: Budgetary reporting
essentially is on a cash basis, whereas
financial repotting is on an accrual
basis.

T

THE NEED FOR A SINGLE
SYSTEM
erely understanding the
difference is not enough,
owever. The solution is to
have a single account structure and
set of principles--a structure and
principles that apply both to
budgeting and also to financial
reporting. Because of the power of the
purse, this system should be tied to
the budget. Because the budget
currently is not structured in a way
that helps managers control
spending, the budget system should
be restructured so that it authorizes
spending according to the principles of
accrual accounting, the same
principles that now govern the
accounting system.
The federal budget currently
consists of two quite different
components, an operating budget and
50

a capital budget.4 Although not
specifically structured as such, the
appropriation categories for most
agencies identify which items are
operating expenses and which are
capital acquisitions. The capital
component authorizes spending for
the cost of acquiring capital assets.
This is the same concept as that used
in the capital budget of business
companies, and is as it should be.
There are problems with the
procurement process, but they are
largely unrelated to the budget.
The problem relates to the
operating budget. The AICPA Task
Force report states that the operating
budget focuses on cash outlays for the
budget year. This statement is not
quite correct. The President's budget
does focus on cash outlays; and such
a focus is satisfactory at the
policy - malting level. That is the level
at which negotiations take place
within the Congress and between
Congress and the executive branch.
This is also the focus of interest for
political economists and other
pundits.

A good
expense -based
budget system will
give competent
managers the tools
to control spending.
But the process by which Congress
and the executive branch arrive at
decisions about the approved budget
is only part of the management
control function. Another equally
important part is the control of
ongoing operations. Indeed, the
functions of the chief financial officer
outlined in the AICPA Task Force
report are limited entirely to the
latter part. It is here that the current
system is inadequate. Although the
numbers in the President's budget are
on a cash basis, Congressional
appropriations are made in terms of
obligating authorityfor the budget
year. That is, they authorize agencies
to enter into specified dollar amounts
of contracts for operating
purposes —labor contracts, supply
contracts, and service contracts.
Managers focus on staying within

these obligation limits. What the
operating budget should do is
for
authorize the amounts of
operating purposes during the year.
"Expense" means resources
consumed, costs incurred.5
Resources are
consumed —expenses are
incurred —when employees work,
when supplies are used, when
contractual services actually are
provided. Expenses can occur in
different years from obligations or
cash outlays.
Assume, for example, that a
contract to paint a building is
awarded in 1988, the building is
painted in 1989, and the contractor is
paid in 1990. The present budget
system focuses on the obligation made
in 1988, whereas the expense
occurred in 1989 when the work was
done. Clearly, the cost was a cast in
1989. Managers control costs by
controlling spending in 1989, and coat
comparisons are made for 1989
Thus, the budget should state the
amount of expenses that are
authorized for the year. There is a
significant difference between the
amounts obligated in a year and the
expenses of that year in most agencies
that:
expenses

explanation is that agencies don't
make an effort to develop these
statements, let alone have them
audited, because they are not useful
Auditing useless information won't
make it useful.

• Consume significant amounts of
material, supplies, fuel, and
similar items, or
• Contract with outside companies
for significant amounts of services.
Furthermore, expenses should be
classified by programs, and the
expenses of each program should be
identified with the managers
responsible for executing it. The
President's budget emphasizes
programs, but the actual amounts
appropriated do not necessarily relate
to programs. Relating expenses to
programs and responsibility centers is
by far the best way of exercising
management control over spending.
Expenses incurred by a
responsibility center should be
charged to that responsibility center.
Again, this is not a new idea. The 1949
Hoover Commission report
recommended it under the label
"Performance Budgeting."

AN EXAMPLE: MILITARY
PERSONNEL
is not the way the system
works currently. The most
obvious example is the Military
MANAGEMENT ACCOUN NG/JULY 1990

Personnel appropriations of the
Department of Defense. In fiscal year
1988, these appropriations totalled
$75 billion, which was about 25% of
the Defense budget. The Military
Personnel appropriations are stated
as single lump sums for the Army,
Navy (including Marine Corps), Air
Force, and defense agencies.
Although in the accounting system
military personnel costs are assigned
to Defense programs (for example,
general purpose forces, strategic
forces, intelligence and
communication, research and
development), operating managers
pay little attention to the accounting
numbers (indeed, few managers in
the field even know of their existence).
To the managers of defense
installations (a base, supply depot,
hospital, school, research laboratory),
military personnel resources are free;
they are not charged against the
budget for which the managers are
accountable. The Operating and
Maintenance allotment they receive
to run their organization excludes the
cost of military persons. Because they
are free, little attention is given to
controlling military personnel costs.
This is why military personnel are
assigned to KP, to keep grounds and
golf courses in tiptop shape, and to do
other jobs that could be performed
less expensively by civilians. Hiring
an additional civilian is a charge
against the operating allotment;
using a military person is not.'

OTHER PROBLEMS WITH THE
PRESENT FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
tudies that I had made in the
1960s indicated that only about
half the costs of operating an
installation actually were charged to
that installation. In addition to the
military personnel item, many supply
items and many services received
from other organizations were not
charged. With the increased use of
stock funds, more supply items now
are charged to the installation that
consumes the supplies. Nevertheless,
the current budget allotment to an
installation is much less than the
actual cost of operating it.
Moreover, the cost of civil service
personnel charged to an operating
activity understates the actual cost of
these personnel because it typically
excludes the cost of fringe benefits,
especially pensions. Again, there have
been some improvements in this
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGlJ11Y 1990
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As assistant secretary of defense in 1967, Dr. Anthony (I.) participated in budget discussions with
Deputy Secretary Cyrus Vance and Secretary Robert S, McNamara.
practice in recent years.
Managers are taught that ending
the year with an unused allotment is
almost as sinful as obligating more
than the amount allotted. It implies
that the original allotment was too
large, and this is likely to result in a
cut in the next year's appropriation.
Managers therefore enter into
contracts near the year -end to sop up
unused allotments. Recent attempts
to curtail such practices have met
with only limited success. Motivation
to obligate all available funds would
be much less in a system based on the
control of expenses.
Why focus on expenses? A system
that focuses on expenses —that is, the
resources actually used in a
year —and on the managers who are
responsible for incurring these
expenses, has positive advantages. It
provides managers with an incentive
to control actual spending and to
make the right decisions on whether
to use in -house resources or to
contract out.
It provides a valid basis for
comparing the spending of
comparable units with one another,
which is an excellent way of
identifying units whose costs are out
of line. It provides a way of developing
standard unit costs for various
expense items (for example,
maintenance cost per vehicle mile or
per square foot of buildings), which
are valuable in formulating budgets.
Therefore, Congress should
appropriate operating expenses
according to the same principles that
the AICPA Task Force recommends
for the accounting system. It follows
that the solution is to change the
budget principles, not the accounting
principles.

PROBLEMS OF
IMPLEMENTATION
xercising management control
through expense control has
been recommended by reports
going back at least to the Hoover
Commission report in 1949.
Cost -based budgeting was required by
the Congress in the Budget and
Accounting Procedures Act of 1950.
Expense control is the basis generally
used in nongovernmental
organizations —both business and
nonprofit. Why hasn't it been adopted
in the federal government? I think
there are two reasons.
First, the staffs of the
appropriation committees and the
budget examiners in the Office of
Management and Budget find the
present numbers satisfactory. They
deal with summary amounts
classified by programs, even though
the actual appropriations are not
made in terms of programs. For the
decisions made at their level, expense
numbers would be essentially the
same as obligation numbers, so the
change would not benefit them
greatly, and they therefore are not
enthusiastic about it.
Moreover, they are suspicious of
expense accounting numbers. Cash is
cash, something that is easily
visualized; expenses are derived
according to the principles of accrual
accounting numbers, which many
people find mysterious. Also, because
of their unfamiliarity with accrual
accounting, Congressional staffs
suspect that accrual accounting
would be used to play games with the
budget.
Second, operating managers
recognize that an expense -based
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system will decrease their ability to
play games with the budget. As noted
earlier, the present system
understates actual expenses, permits
managers to obligate unused funds
near the end of the year, and provides
them with significant amounts of
"free" resources.
Note the paradox of these two
reasons. Congress thinks,
erroneously, that an expense -based
system is open to manipulation,
whereas agency managers oppose an
expense -based system because it
reduces the opportunity for
manipulation.
So, instead of tackling the problem
head on, groups like the AICPA Task
Force recommend that more attention
be paid to an expense -based
accounting system. Some observers
who recognize that expense -based
budgeting is the best way to go
nevertheless are deterred by the fact
that Congress has been unwilling to
take this route, and they therefore
settle for the alternative solution.
Their recommendations sound great
on the surface. History shows,
however, that they won't lead to
anything.
I don't mean to imply that an
expense -based budget system is a
panacea. No system will detect all
fraud or waste. However, a good
system will give competent managers
the tools needed to control spending.
And the great majority of government
managers are competent. Indeed, on
average their competence is equal to
that of business managers who
receive at least twice the
compensation for the same job. Good
management in government is
hampered today because managers
don't have the right tools. Many other
improvements in management
control in government are possible,
but these can't be introduced until the
basic information flowing from a
revised budget and accounting system
is available.
Neither do I claim that the
conversion to an expense -based
system is a simple task. Changing the
management control system of any
organization is complicated, and the
larger the organization, the more
difficult the task. The United States
government is the largest
organization in the free world.
President Johnson's attempt to install
a Planning, Programming, Budgeting
System (PPBS) in 1966 failed because
not enough time and resources were
provided for its implementation.
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Although difficult, the job is not
impossible. The government does not
have the problem of adjusting its
activities to short -run changes in
volume, which is a central problem
with most businesses. And although
government does not have profits as
an overall measure of performance, it
can develop other measures that are
useful if, but only if results are
compared with the expenses incurred
in obtaining those results.
Only one basically new technique
is required. In addition to
appropriating the amount of
operating expenses, there must be an
appropriation for changes in working
capital.8

Federal agency
personnel pay great
attention to
budgetary reporting
because it is tied to
the source of their
funds.
WHAT IS NEEDED IS TO
REVISE THE FEDERAL
BUDGET STRUCTURE
he federal financial
management system is indeed
unsatisfactory. However,
installing an improved accounting
system and making a chief financial
officer responsible for operating it
won't significantly improve
management control. What is needed
is a revision of the budget structure so
that funds are appropriated in a
manner that facilitates the
management control process.
Appropriations for operating
activities should be expense based
and identified with programs and
responsible managers.
Because the AICPA Task Force
does not even mention this need, it
will, like so many reports before it,
accomplish very little. Once again, the
transition to an expense -based
operating budget will be postponed.
This is why I feel so strongly that the
AICPA Task Force report is
unfortunate s

T

Dr. Robert N. Anthony is Harvard
Business School's Ross Graham
Walker Professor of Management
Control Emeritus.

'The main controversial topic in these principles
relates to depreciation (now termed "asset
consumption charge "). In Congressional testimony
as far back as 1956, I recommended that
depreciation not be recorded, at least initially. I
continue to hold this view, except that I now see
advantages in depreciating fixed assets that could
be leased (such as office buildings). In any event,
debating this topic tends to detract from the urgent
need for a reform of the budget structure.
"As reported in the OMB report, Managementofthe
UnitedStates, FY 1989, pp. 35,36.
'The 1989 OMB report, Management ofthe United
States, doesn't even mention the preparation of
financial statements in the list of topics worked on
during the year.
°In order to focus on the main point, I have omitted
other budget categories, principally transfer
payments. Also, I don't discuss revenue items.
Improvements are possible in these areas, but the
main weakness in the present system is in the way
spending for operating purposes is appropriated.
"As with many other statements in this article, this
suggestion is not new. The Budget and Accounting
Act of 1950 required cost -based budgets, and the
1956 amendment to the act required agencies to
submit cost-based budgets "as soon as practicable."
The Bureau of Reclamation submitted such a
budget in 1957. The House Appropriations
Committee rejected it forthwith and required that
the budget be redone in conventional terms. That
was the end of cost -based budgeting, even though
the Budget and Accounting Act is still on the books.
In 1967, a blue- ribbon Presidential Commission on
Budget Concepts recommended that budget
amounts be reported on an "accrued expenditure"
basis. Attempts to implement this recommendation
were made over the next five years, but in 1972 the
director of OMB decided that implementation
should be "deferred indefinitely." In part, the reason
was that the meaning of "accrued expenditures"
was not clear.
"The outlay of cash in 1990 is irrelevant for
management purposes. It is an inevitable
consequence of the contract. Nevertheless, the
Gramm - Rudman - Hollings Act focuses on outlays,
but this is because the system does not provide an
adequate basis for controlling expenses.
'This is not the place to go into the details of how
military personnel costs should be budgeted and
controlled. A basic distinction should be made
between combat forces and support forces. The
personnel costs of combat forces are adequately
controlled by Tables of Organization and similar
documents; the accounting system should collect
these costs only in broad aggregates. The control
system should focus on the cost of support forces,
which constitute at least 500 of total operating
costs. Expenses of military personnel assigned to
support £Drees should be controlled in the same
manner as civilian personnel expenses.
"The mechanics for doing this are described in Management Control in Nonprofit Organizations by
Robert N. Anthony and David W. Young (4th ed.,
Homewood, III., Richard D. Irwin, Inc,, 1988), pp.
543-6.
9
I appreciate the comments of John A. Beckett,
Mortimer A. Dittenhofer, John J. Lordan, and
Harold Steinberg, even though some of them
disagree with some of my points
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Readers Respond To

ACCOUNTINGETHICS
CASESTUDY

Should the corporate controller write -down Chatter Chicks?
Jos. Palmeri AR.

BY CURTIS C.
VERSCHOOR
e September
1989 issue of
MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING©

invited readers to
analyze the ethical
issues involved in a toy
company's decisions on
inventory valuation as
outlined in Cases in
Accounting Ethics and
Professionalism by
Steven M. Mintz, 01990
by McGraw -Hill.
Management
accountants are
uniquely involved with
ethical issues affecting
their employer, their
profession, and the
general public interest.
Management
accountants play key
roles in American
enterprise. They are
instrumental in
protecting the integrity
Ethical issues affect every kind of company.
of our system of free
capital markets and
materially assist U.S.
companies to maintain their
by a competitor's technological
competitiveness in world markets.
improvements. The combination of
Public expectations for increased
maintaining production levels despite
accountability from U.S. business in
Chatter Chick's declining sales had
terms of socially responsible decision
caused significant increases in
making will further enhance the need
inventories. Management, however,
for management accountants to
wished to present "attractive"
consider the breadth of their ethical
financial statements in a forthcoming
responsibilities. A number of readers
public stock offering and hence
took the time to communicate their
strongly resisted any current charges
thoughts concerning the Creative
against income. It was hoped that
Toys, Inc. case.
income from a new product
The Case Study: The corporate
introduction later in the year would
controller wished to recognize
make a reserve more acceptable at
inventory obsolescence in a key
year -end. The CEO also pointedly
product, Chatter Chick, in an interim
reminded the controller that bonuses
period. The obsolescence was caused
were based in part on quarterly
MA GEM MACCOUNPI =JULY 1990

profits, hence an
inventory write -down
would negatively affect
the welfare of many top
corporate officials,
including her.
The Responses: Some
readers concentrated
their response on the
accounting aspects of the
case rather than the
issues of ethics and
professionalism.
Accountants as a group
tend to be pragmatists
and concentrate on the
concrete rather than the
abstract. They believe
that numbers are most
important, and they are
not really comfortable
with issues involving
attitudes, behavior, and
perceptions. Although
the accounting for
interim reporting does
leave some areas for
debate, the case invited
the most comment on
aspects of accounting
professionalism and
ethics rather than
accounting theory. Two
reader responses were judged to be
superior by a panel consisting of
members of the NAA Committee on
Ethics. The Committee includes:
Howard L. Siers, Delaware,
chairman; Donald Baker, Atlanta
North; Vincent G. Beisch, Omaha;
Thomas J. Harrington, Akron; Robert
J. Hyde, Minneapolis Viking; Robert
Sweeney, Memphis; and Curtis
Verschoor, Northwest Suburban
Chicago. The panel offers its
congratulations and appreciates the
efforts of all readers who took the time
to write. Portions of the two best
responses are published on the
following pages.
I
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RESPONSE FROM C. DOUGLAS
POE AND JAMES R. HOLM
Standards of Ethical
onduct for Management
ccountants require the
controller to take action. The
Competence Standard states that she
has a responsibility to perform her
duties in accordance with relevant
laws, regulations, and technical
standards. The salient technical
standard in this case is APB Opinion
28. The Integrity Standard requires
her to communicate unfavorable as
well as favorable information and
professional judgments or opinions.
Under the Objectivity Standard, she
must disclose fully all relevant
information that could reasonably be
expected to influence an intended
user's understanding.
First, it should be determined if
any established policies exist which
set out steps to follow. For example,
the corporate controller of one large
company has given his home as well
as his work phone number to all
division and plant controllers. They
have been instructed to call him if
pressured to take any action which
would violate their firm's code of
conduct. Because this case did not
mention any such established
policies, we assume none exists.
A major consideration in this case
is the attitude and behavior of the
chief executive officer. His insistence
in 1987 that demand would rise in
1988 was reasonable, but prospects
for increased demand now seem
unrealistic. His other objections to the
write -down seem based upon a
willingness to engage in questionable,

T

if not unethical or illegal, practices in
order to enhance his position and
compensation. Whether this behavior
indicates a lack of scruples or is based
upon ignorance of accounting
requirements is uncertain.
The controller has already
informed her superiors of the
problem, but further delineation is
needed. Before she goes any further,
we recommend that she clarify the
relevant concepts with a confidential
advisor or perhaps contact the NAA
Ethics Counseling Service. If, after
consultation, she feels she must take
further action (which we assume she
will), the next level of authority is the
Board of Directors. Because this is a
publicly held firm, a portion of the
board most likely will be designated
as an audit committee. This
committee would be the appropriate
group for her to contact.
The controller first must establish
that a basis for a write -down exists. If
the sales price is below the cost to
produce, this fact should be pointed
out in writing to the CFO and CEO,
with citations from the literature,
indicating that the write -down should
be done in the quarterly financial
reports. In addition, production
should cease immediately and as
much raw material as possible should
be diverted to alternative products. If
the raw material cannot be diverted,
its value should be written down as
well.
Both the CFO and CEO should
recognize the validity of the
write -down and curtailed production
under these conditions, as no one has
suggested that the sales price can be
raised. If the CEO persists in refusing

to accept the write -down in the
quarterly financial reports, the
controller should submit, in writing,
an explanation of the necessity of the
write -down to the audit committee of
the Board of Directors and
additionally suggest that production
of Chatter Chicks cease. The
controller has a clear duty to inform
management when product costs
exceed sales prices, with no prospects
of increasing sales prices in the
current market. Such an action will
almost certainly result in an
antagonistic response from the CEO.
Should the Board refuse to record
the write -down in the interim reports,
the controller has no alternative but
to resign from the company rather
than be associated with financial
reports which are in clear violation of
GAAP and which may result in
shareholder lawsuits for fraudulent
practices. In addition, the controller
should begin immediately to retain
copies of all correspondence and
reports regarding the write -down. If
the CEO prevails and persuades the
Board to follow, he appears unethical
enough to blame the CFO or
controller when the
misrepresentation is detected.
If the basis for the write -down is an
anticipated volume decline leading to
either further reduced prices or
totally obsolete inventory, the
controller's ethical responsibilities are
less certain. However, approximately
a year's supply of Chatter Chicks is on
hand at current demand levels,
without allowing for further declines
in demand due to competition. Thus,
while the value of the inventory is
impaired, the exact time of
Jas.PaMnisNA9.

Inventory valuation can be difficult for a toy company, especially if sales suddenly decline.
FA
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impairment is less certain. The controller should prepare a detailed report on current inventory level, declining demand, and potential for
further discounting due to obsolescence and superior competition. Ifraw
materials can be diverted to other
products, Chatter Chick production
should cease. If the CEO refuses to accept the inventory write -down by insisting that demand for Chatter
Chicks will rise, the controller might
seek a compromise in the quarterly
reports by including a footnote describing the situation.
If the CEO resists any disclosure
(of declining sales and increasing inventory) in the quarterly reports, the
controller again should submit written justification for some disclosure,
first to the CFO, then to the CEO, and
finally to the audit committee. If all
refuse to disclose, the controller is not
ethically bound to resign until the
sales price actually does fall below
cost and no writedown is recorded.
However, one must consider whether
a successful career can be built at the
company, given that:
• Sufficient evidence is present to
suggest some mention of potential
future losses, if not an immediate
inventory write -down;
• The majority of the CEO's reasons
for opposing the write -down are
unethical, if not fraudulent;
• The probability that the CEO will
seek revenge for any action the
controller takes because he has
used threats already; and
• The willingness thus far of the
CFO and the board to follow the
CEO's lead.
These factors suggest that the controller constantly will be subjected to
ethical problems unless the company
establishes and adheres to ethical
principles.

RESPONSE FROM
DIANE B. HUDSON
e CEO is attempting to fool
investors with all his hopes of
recovery based on an unproved
product. A better alternative would
have been to write -down the
inventory when the decline in orders
began. Waiting until the fourth
quarter postpones the event. The
effect on profits would have been less
drastic with a correspondingly
decreased impact on stock price and
the amount of capital raised by the

T
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Jos.

public offering
of stock. The
CEO is now in
a situation of
do or die. If
the new
product is not
successful,
and sales
continue to
decline, the
company is
very likely
headed for an
extremely
difficult
period.
Management capability appears to
be low in the
company beTakingnoactioncouldmeanpersonalhardshipIacompanygoesbe*upt
cause inventory with declining value is allowed to increase.
Board of Directors and/or its audit
The Chatter Chick product is at the
committee. Her superiors should be
end of its product life cycle, yet maninformed of this action. Consultation
agement is ignoring this fact. Queswith an objective advisor is also aptionable practices will often appear in
propriate at this point. In the event
situations of incompetent managethat no resolution can be attained, the
ment.
controller will have the option of reThe controller's position is that cresigning. These actions also may result
ation of an inventory allowance will
in earlier dismissal and consequently
meet GAAP and fairly present the
personal hardship for her. However,
company's financial position. In the
taking no action also may result in
NAA Standards of Ethical Conduct
personal hardship if the company befor Management Accountants, objeccomes bankrupt. ■
tivity is included as a responsibility of
the ethical accountant. Fair and objecAuthor Statement Re: Creative
tive information and full disclosure of
Toys, Inc.
relevant information are the requirements of the Standards.
The number of orders for the quarters
The controller has complied with
12131186 through 6130188,
the policies for Resolution of Ethical
inclusive, are incorrect in the case.
Conflicts distributed with the StanThis error has been corrected in the
dards. The main points of the resolucurrent printing of the casebook. The
tion procedures are to follow the chain
author wishes to note that the ethical
of command to'owner, confidential
and professional issues raised in the
discussion with an objective advisor,
questions at the end of the case are still
and, finally, resignation if the conflict
relevant
is unresolved. The NAA has established an ethics counseling service to
aid in the resolution of ethical conC. Douglas Poe is assistant professor
flicts. The service provides a network
of the School of Accountancy,
of NAA members to serve as an objecUniversity ofKentucky, Lexington, Ky.
tive advisor in the resolution process.
James R. Holmes is associate
Another ethical consideration is
professor, School ofAccountancy,
raised when the CEO mentions that
University of Kentucky.
management bonuses are based on
Diane B. Hudson is a graduate
quarterly profits. Clearly, this is an
student at the University of Alabama
ethical conflict involving integrity. A
in Huntsville, Ala.
conflict of interest exists in this bonus
arrangement.
Is this article of interest
Yes
No
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MORAL MAZES IN
MA NA GE ME NT
BYPETERMADSEN,PH.D.
fter much observation and
deliberation, you finally
F —Sconclude that your immediate
superior has a problem with alcohol.
You are convinced now that he has
been making some bad on— the —job
decisions due to his problem and that
your unit's productivity has suffered
as a result. What obligation, if any, do
you have to take some action in this
situation? How would you determine
your obligations? Once you have
decided, how would you implement
your decision?
In the performance appraisal
process at your organization,
individuals are reviewed by peers.
The best worker on the staff is going
through the appraisal process. One of
the reviewers of this individual is
someone who you know is biased
toward minorities. The worker under
review is a black female. How would
you manage this situation? Would it
be permissible for you to rate her
higher than you might have in order
to balance the bias of the one
reviewer?
Being a manager has never been
more difficult. This appraisal will
come as no great surprise to those
who manage in today's workplace.
Not only are there the typical
demands for proven functional
expertise and skills in a discipline
such as accounting, even newer and in
many respects more stringent
demands are being made on the
energies of the contemporary
manager. Now the manager "in
search of excellence" needs to develop
skills in such esoteric areas as
leadership, team building, quality
56

PeterNadeen,Ph.D.
control, global competition, and the
management of diversity in the
workplace, among others. Merely
being adept at cost/benefit analysis is
not enough to see one through a
career in management these days.
Thus, there is an emerging need
for proficiency in navigating what can
be called "moral mazes in
management." These moral mazes
may be described as dilemmas or
quandaries that present hard choices
to responsible management within
organizations be they in the public,
private, or nonprofit sector. In fact, it
may be no exaggeration to say that
the modern workplace is a moral mine
field. A failure to manage a moral
maze correctly may result in loss of
career advancement and, in some
instances, actually end one's career.
Hence, the latest survival skill needed
by those who desire to be excellent
managers is that of moral reasoning.
In short, today's manager needs to
become a moral philosopher.
Although moral mazes in
management come in a variety of
forms and formats, they can be
nonetheless divided into two basic
categories. First, there are the
"macro" moral mazes. These issues,
problems, and dilemmas are
characterized by the fact that the way
they are managed —or
mismanaged —will affect many
people, let alone those who are
confronted directly by then-L Such
mazes would include reaching ethical
decisions about the directions of an
organization with respect to its social
responsibilities, about possible layoffs
and downsizings, about the

Peter Madsen is executive director of
the Center for the Advancement of
Applied Ethics at Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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ETHICS

environmental impact an
organization may have, and decisions
having to do with the manner in
which employees are treated.
On the other hand, `micro moral
mazes" occur in the everyday world of
work where human relations and
their intricacies rule. These
difficulties include reaching ethical
decisions about whether or not to blow
the whistle on one's organization or on
a colleague, about fairness in
employment practices, about sexism
and sexual harassment on the job,
and about issues dealing with the
maintenance of organizational
confidentiality. Micro moral mazes,
then, deal with common managerial
tasks that have a heavy ethical
component and force the middle or
other manager to make hard choices.
All of the items mentioned
typically require strong decision
making and analytic skills from
managers. They meet the condition
that a manager must apply the
appropriate ethical concepts,
principles, and theories to negotiate
the maze or suffer the consequences of
having mismanaged it.
Unfortunately, there has been
little formal training in the skills of
analyzing moral mazes made
available to managers. Our colleges
and universities are just now
awakening to see a need for including
ethics education in their curricula.
This dearth of educational
offerings has far — ranging
consequences because the managerial
ranks have found themselves
confronted by ethical questions in
ever more deepening complexity.
Managers stand in need of sharp
critical thinking skills that will serve
them well to tackle ethical issues. It
can only be hoped that our
institutions responsible for educating
practicing managers and
managers--to —be will learn from
managers themselves of the need for
moral reasoning in the workplace and
provide the proper venue for their
development into the moral
philosophers that they need to
become.
■
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TRENDS

IN EDUCATION

RALPHL.BENKE, JR.,CMA,AND
ROGERH.HERMANSON,EDITORS

ADVISORY BOARDS:
THE SLIPPERY ROCK
EXPERIENCE
BY JAMES R.KILZERANDPHILIP J.
KENNEDY

At Slippery Rock University in
Ll Pennsylvania, our independent
F - Madvisory board is charged with
evaluating the accounting
curriculum, the faculty, and the
students who ultimately benefit from
the courses' structure and content.
A key mission for this group is to help
the school's accounting department
understand and prepare for the
rapidly changing needs of businesses
and the society to which they will
contribute as professionals.
The board was formed in 1984 at
the initiative of the accounting
department faculty. The faculty
involved concluded that
management - level, experienced
professionals were required, as were a
strong personal commitment to the
board and its mission, a high energy
level, and excellent communication
skills.
Today our advisory board consists
of four alumni, two students, and 12
business representatives whose only
contact with Slippery Rock University
is a personal or professional
relationship with members of the
faculty. Their backgrounds include
public accounting, industry, and
government.
The precise mix of any advisory
board should depend on the objectives
of the university's accounting
program. For example, if the
program's goal is to graduate CPA
candidates for public practice, the
board should appoint more practicing
CPAs from various sized firms. In
Slippery Rock's case, the accounting
curriculum includes public
accounting, industrial, and
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/JULY 1990

governmental accounting education.
Therefore, our advisory board reflects
our program.
Additionally, several positions on
the board are reserved for
nonaccountants with backgrounds in
real estate, banking or data
processing. Users of accounting
information offer a unique perspective
as to what type of education is needed
to produce good accountants and good
business personnel.
The inclusion of students as
functioning board members is
valuable in the overall evaluation
process. Other board members are
able to get `reacquainted" with the
students' thought process and look at
courses and programs through the
eyes of those actually sitting in the
classroom.
Once the board was established,
the first two tasks were to develop an
organizational structure and
crystallize the board's mission. The
board was charged with critically
evaluating the college curriculum of
an accounting major at Slippery Rock
University. The board placed a high
value on a well- rounded curriculum
with an emphasis on the development
of communication skills.
A general criticism of all college
graduates by the business community
is their inability to communicate
clearly. The board members believed
that their organizations were
spending too much time and money
providing basic courses in writing and
speaking skills. Slippery Rock had
anticipated this problem and already
had introduced two additional writing
requirements referred to as "writing
across the curriculum."
The education process begins in
the classroom, but a significant
portion of that process occurs outside
the classroom. These experiences help
students develop communication
skills and organizational skills. They
also contribute to their maturity. The
advisory board recommended a
broader based internship program,
student participation in professional
groups (for example, the National
Association of Accountants) and the
introduction of a business visitation
program. The advisory board
members and the faculty noted that
student interest and participation in
advisory board meetings was a
helpful tool in the overall
development and evaluation of
accounting students.
The accounting faculty board
members are a highly qualified and

dedicated group. Each instructor or
professor is a CPA with a high level of
practical experience. To prepare
students for a rapidly changing world
and increased technology, our faculty
must continue to upgrade its skills.
Recognizing the budgetary
constraints of any university
program, the advisory board has
recommended that faculty fulfill
continuing education requirements
and maintain professional
certification. Also, the faculty should
be involved in professional
organizations and return to the
"business world" by participating in
internships during sabbaticals or on a
consulting basis.
We believe the advisory board
provides the following benefits to the
University and the accounting
department:
• Curriculum diagnostic review and
update,
• Catalyst for accounting
department long -range planning,
• Student and faculty development
suggestions and opportunities,
• New ideas based upon the
profession's changing
environment,
• Direct interaction with senior level
executives, and
• Increased opportunities for
students.
Slippery Rock University's board
will continue to pursue the goal of
excellence in education by being a
significant change agent. It's working
for us, and we urge other universities
and colleges to consider establishing
one as well.
■
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D., is
the ArthurAndersen Alumni /Journal
ofAccounting Education Professor at
James Madison University.
Roger H. Hermanson, Ph.D., is the
Ernst & Young Alumni professor and
Regent's professor at Georgia State
University in Atlanta.
James R. MIzer is a partner at Price
Waterhouse and former chairman of
the Slippery Rock University advisory
board,
Philip J. Kennedy is a chairman
accounting department at the Slippery
Rock University and faculty
coordinator of the advisory board.
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ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES

Motorola, Inc.; John Lordan, vice
president, business affairs, Johns
Hopkins University; John Macaulay,
director of operations analysis and
planning, Dresser Industries; Frank
Minter, professor, Samford University; and Timothy Murphy, vice president--finance and administration,
GTE, Inc.
Also: Jay Perrell, vice president--corporate accounting and reporting, American Express Company;
Stanley Ratzlaff, vice president and
controller, Pacific Enterprises; Hal
Rogero, vice president—administration, Publishing Paper Division of
Mead Corporation; John Stewart,
partner, Arthur Andersen & Co.; Norman Strauss, partner, Ernst &
Young; and Edward Trott, partner,
Peat Marwick Main & Co.

LOUISBISCAY,CPA,EDITOR

MAPCOMMITTEECOMMENTS

TRENDS

IN MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING

FASB OKAYS

SUPERMAJORITYVOTE
e trustees of the Financial Acounting Foundation have voted
o increase the number of votes
needed for the Financial Accounting
Standards Board to adopt a statement or issue an exposure draft from
a simple majority of the seven -member Board to 5-2. Adopted by 11 votes
to 5, the change will become effective
January 1, 1991.

T

CURRENTMAPCOMMITTEE
n case you are curious about who
currently establishes NAA's accounting and financial reporting
positions, here's a rundown. Robert
Weiss returns as MAP Committee
chairman. Bob is vice president and
controller, Schering- Plough Corporation. Members of the committee are
Martin Abrahams, partner, Coopers
& Lybrand; Phillip Ameen, manager
of corporate reporting, General Electric Company; Robert Anthony, professor emeritus, Harvard Business
School; Diane Butterfield, deputy controller, Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Company; and James Colford, financial consultant.
Also: Neil Holmes, vice president,
The Marley Company; William
Ihlanfeldt, assistant controller, Shell
Oil Company; Kenneth Johnson, vice
president and corporate controller,
68

e MAP Committee held its April
th meeting at the FASB office.
nteracting with FASB and
GASB representatives regarding current issues is of major benefit to the
standard- setting process, both to the
standard setters and to NAA. Out of
that meeting came four NAA comment letters to:

T

• FASB, regarding the FASB agenda
piss;
• GASB, regarding accounting for
pensions by state and local governmental employers;
• T h e International Federation of
Accountants, regarding multinational transfer pricing; and
• T h e International Accounting
Standards Committee, regarding
reporting of interests in joint ventures.
Copies of all comment letters may
be obtained without charge by writing
to Lorraine Lupinski, NAA, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.

FINANCIALINSTRUMENTS
STATEMENT
e FASB issued Statement No.
05, which requires disclosures of
information principally about financial instruments with off -balance
sheet risk. Statement 105 also requires disclosures about financial instruments with concentrations of
credit risk. SFAS 105 is effective for
fiscal years ended after June 15, 1990.

Statement 105 is the first product
of the disclosure phase of the project.
Subsequently, disclosure of other information about financial instruments will be considered. Recognition
and measurement issues are being
addressed in other phases of t he
project.

GASBISSUESTHREE
STATEMENTS
Statements by the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board were released in May:
No. 11, "Measurement Focus and
Basis of Accounting Governmental
Fund Operating Statements." The
Statement establishes basic principles needed to develop standards in
other projects.
No. 12, "Disclosure of Information
on Postemployment Benefits Other
Than Pension Benefits by State and
Local Governmental Employers."
No. 13, "Accounting for Operating
Leases with Scheduled Rent Increases." The Statement (a) differentiates between circumstances in
which the pattern of payment requirements is systematic and rational, and
circumstances in which other priorities are apparent, and (b) applies accounting provisions to suit the circumstances.
For information about ordering
GASB Statements, contact Order
Dept., Governmental Accounting
Standards Board, 401 Merritt 7, P.O.
Box 5116, Norwalk, Cl' 06856 -5116.

PROPOSALBYIFAC
e Financial and Management
Accounting Committee of the International Federation of Accountants has proposed issuance of an
International Management Accounting Practice, "Management Control of
Projects." IFAC is soliciting comments
on Exposure Draft 6 by September 15.
A copy may be obtained by writing to
Robert N. Sempier, Executive Director, IFAC, 540 Madison Ave., New
York, NY 10022.
■
Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, management accounting practices.
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YOUAREINVITED.FREESHOW.

SAVEONLOWCOSTCPECREDITS.
EARN14CREDITSPRIORTOAUGUST31DEADLINE.

Your opportunity August 8 -9 (Weds. &
Thurs) to attend a major computer show
for CPAs and clients. Keep up with tax
prep and in -house software. Learn about
new spreadsheets. Buying software and
hardware. Finding low cost software
packages. How to manage your practice
on one PC. Trial balance software.

• Free 2 -day show.
• See, examine, compare products at
the show.
• Convenient midtown Manhattan
location.
• CPE sessions only $30. per 2 CPE
credits. 14 CPE credits only $180.
• Timed Aug. 8 -9 prior to CPE
deadline Aug. 31.
• Save money. CPE discounts prior
to Aug. 1.
• Amex, Visa, Master credit cards
accepted.
• FAX to save time registering for
show & conference.

Select the sessions of your choice. Save by registering for full day.
WWS, Aug. 8
ky One
2CPEcreditsper session (8 CPE credits total)
1. General Session: Tax Package Information Panel, 8:30 - 10:10.
2. Concurrent Session: Tax Packages: Tips, Tools, Traps. 10:50 - 12:30.
3. Concurrent Session: How To Buy Software & Hardware. 10:50- 12:30.
4. Concurrent Session: Tax Planning Tools & Techniques. 1:30 -3:10.
S. Concurrent Session: Inexpensive Software For Small CPA Firms. 1:30 -3:10
6. Concurrent Session: Tax Research & Reference Services. 3:30 -5:10.
7. Concurrent Session:
Spreadsheet
Pro
rams
For(Save
CPAs.
3:30 -5:10.
Full Session
Weds..
Only:
$105
$15.)
Theirs, Aug. 4

FREESHOWORDERFORM
REGISTERFORSNOWORCONFERENCE
MAIL, FAX, BRING Fax (212) 286- 0086
PHOTOCOPY FOR MORE

New York State CPAs need
120 credits prior to Aug. 31,
1990 to renew your license.
Save $30. Register before
Aug. 1, for 2 full days and
obtain one free session
(2 CPE credits). 14 CPE
credits total for 2 days.
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Card #:
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br 1.

CPA?

Lst Name
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SHOW HOURS: Weds, Aug.8 10 -6
Thurs, Aug. 9 10 -3

ay Two

2 CPEcredits per session (6 CPE creditstotal)
10. General Session: Client Write -up, Audit, & High -End Acct. Pkgs. 8:30 - 10:10.
11. Concurrent Session: Trial Balance & Work Paper Software, 10:50- 12:30.
12. Concurrent Session: How To Run A CPA Practice On One PC. 10:50.12:30.
13. General Session: How To Develop A CPA Consulting Practice. 1:20 -3:00.
Full Session Thurs. Only: $75 (Save $15.)
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Mogul's Precision Forged
Products facility.

PROMOTIONS&
NEWPOSITIONS

Amit Chandel, Orange
County, is now corporate
controller of Dynamics
Technology Inc.
Edward Mohrbacher,
Racine - Kenosha, has been
appointed controller for
Spee -Dee Packaging
Machinery Inc. and
Sturtevant Scale.
AlenH.Hook,CMA

EISNERNAMED
CFOAT BICC

business unit of
McCormick & Co.

Stream Goodwill
Industries, Inc., in West
Palm Beach, Fla.

Michael C. Eisner,
Bergen - Rockland, has been
named chief financial
officer and director of BICC
North America. He also
will serve as chief financial
officer, senior vice
president, and a corporate
director of Cablec Corp.
BICC North America is the
North American
management company of
Cablec Corp.'s London based parent, BICC Group.

Allen H. Hook, CMA,
Cleveland East, has joined
AcroMed Corporation of
Cleveland as chief financial
and administrative officer.
He is president of the
Cleveland East chapter.

James T. Adsit, Mohawk
Valley, has been appointed
business development
officer at Marine Midland
Bank

Frank G. Basalyga,
Dallas, has been named
vice president and
treasurer of Smith
Furniture Company, Inc.
John W. Connell, Green
Mountain, has been named
president of Vermont
Creative Software in
Richford, Vermont.
W. Chris Peters,
Indianapolis, has been
promoted to controller of
the Illinois Division of
BMW Constructors.

MichaelC.Eisner

60

John Mieske, Kansas
City, was promoted to
assistant vice president —
finance and administration
at Directories America,
Inc., a subsidary of United
Telcom.

Wilbur F. Lube, Atlanta
Central, has been
appointed controller for the
newly formed
Communications Papers
Division ofGeorgia- Pacific.

Patricia DiIanni,
Massachusetts Route 128,
has been promoted to
manager of corporate
financial planning and
analysis at Genrad.

Samuel B . Firey,
Baltimore, has been
promoted to controller for
the McCormick Ingredients

John A. Bunce,
Member --at- Large, USA, is
now vice president- administration at Gulf

Kenneth W. Hofer, Mt.
Rainier, is now chief
financial officer of Globe
Machine Manufacturing
Co., Tacoma, Wash.
A J . Schreiver, Northern
Kentucky, has been
promoted to controller at
Gradison & Company. He
is president of the Northern
Kentucky chapter.
Bryon H. Volk,
Minneapolis Northstar,
was promoted to senior
project accountant at Ryan
Construction Company of
Minnesota, Inc....Leslie R.
Leith is now senior
property accountant at
Ryan Construction
Company.
Bryan Atkinson,
Oakland County, has been
promoted to assistant
regional property tax
manager at Kmart
International
Headquarters in
Troy ...Gregory
Czaplidd has been
promoted to accounting
manager of Federal

Phillip D. Wagner,
Reading past president,
has been named corporate
treasurer of Glen --Gery
Corp.
Michael L. Buettner,
Rochester, was appointed
vice president —New
Ventures for the Personal
Products Division at
Bausch & Lomb.
San
Bruce D.
Antonio, was promoted to
assistant controller at
Interlogic Trace, Inc.
Wolin

DEBORAHLYNCH,EDITOR

Brian M. Bisaccio,
Syracuse, is now vice
president of Marine
Midland Bank.
James M. Thomas, Valley
Forge, is now vice
president - internal audit at
Direct Response Group, a
division of Capital Holding
Corp.
Debra P olirer,
Westchester, is now senior
accountant at Combe Inc.
Have you or has someone
you know been promoted?
Drop us a line! Include the
member's full name and
NAA account number, the
chapter name, the company
name and the employee's
new title. Send that
information to Deborah
Lynch, NAA, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.
Please submit news about
salaried positions only.
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SOFTWARE

EQUIPMENT

Information Resources, Inc. bas
brought out CoverStory, the first
commercial expert system for the
marketing analysis of large consumer
purchase databases. CoverStory
automatically extracts key
information from large databases and
highlights possible explanatory
factors. All output is generated in
memo form with English text, graphs,
and headlines. CoverStory typically is
used to analyze large UPC scanner
databases, which may encompass as
many as 10 billion numbers. The
software works against data provided
by the leading scanner database
services. It runs under a distributed
architecture that combines both
mainframe and PC technologies.
Circle No. 28

The 3M Office Systems Division
has brought out two compact
reader - printers designed to meet the
micrographic retrieval and printing
needs of offices. Both reader - printers
feature automatic film loading. The
3M Model 7560 accepts 16mm reels
and 3M Model 7565 takes 16mm
cartridges. Otherwise, they are
identical. The compact desktop units
feature a dry toning plain paper
printing system combined with
high - quality lenses to provide clear
prints with high contrast. Other
features include 150 -sheet paper
cassette loading, film -end detector,
built -in front copy tray, 12" -square
screen, and self- diagnostics. The
units measure 20 -7/8" wide x 24-1/4"
high x 31 -1/4" deep and weigh 167
lbs.
Circle No. 30

CYMA, a division of World Wide
Technology Inc., has produced the
Professional Accounting Series
version 2.0. The CYMA Professional
Accounting Series (PAS) runs on
DOS, local area networks, and
XENIX platforms. The Series has
seven modules, including a system
manager. Version 2.0 focuses on
built -in flexibility, speed, and
increased capabilities to handle the
most complex accounting functions. It
stores repetitive routines and
executes an entire series of processes,
such as month -end closings, with a
single command. CYMA PAS version
2.0 reads transaction dates, so there
are no accounting periods to work
around. Users can create entries or
generate reports for previous or
fixture periods without disturbing
current - period data. The system
provides both standard and custom
reports with its Report Generator.
Circle No. 29
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNnmriuw 1990

Inforteat Systems, Inc. has
introduced FAX Count Tm, the latest
addition to the company's
PC- XPRT''m Cost Recovery System.
FAX Cou nt provides accurate client
ch argeback capability for all facsim ile
transm ission s. The FAX Count
term inal co ntrols outgoing
tran smissio ns by lim iting access to
th e p ho n e un til valid user and client
in fo rmatio n h as been entered into the
term in al. Th e system records the
ph on e d igits d ialed, the duration of
th e call, the exact num ber of pages
sent an d con firmed, and the ID of the
fax m ach in e that answers the call.
Th e sam e in fo rm ation is recorded for
in co ming tran sm issions. An incom ing
fax do es n ot require entry of client
data p rio r to the activation of the
ph on e line. Reports produced on the
PC -XPRT system show the city
called, the co st of the phone call based

on actual phone rates, the ID reported
by the rem ote fax, and the charges for
pages sent. FAX Count requires the
installation of a data entry keypad at
each fax m achine and a two-wire
telephone line interconnecting with
the PC -XPRT system .

Circle No. 31
Communication Intelligence
Corporation and TIA, Inc. have
introduced WRITE -ON Solomon III,
software that integrates CIC's
Handwriter Data Entry System and
TLB's Solomon III General
Accounting package for DOS- -based
personal computer systems.
WRITE-0N Solomon III consists of
four components: the General
Accounting template, the
Automatic- OneWrite template, data
entry forms, and the Solomon
External System Interface (ESI).
Users can enter commands and text
with a stylus pen on templates placed
on a digitizer tablet. The templates
display the Solomon III software
structure. Touching a command icon
with the pen causes the command to
be executed instantly. With the
Automatic- OneWrite template, users
can fill in hardcopy forms such as
invoices and credits while the system
simultaneously enters the data into
the computer. Users can move
through various Solomon III screens
without using pull -down menus and
without having to learn complex
commands and keystroke sequences.
Circle No. 32
Is this article of interest
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Your planning strategy
has just improved!
• Instant financial planning,
budgeting, modeling and analysis.
• More control, quicker decisions and
numerous options. Easy to use.
• Increase your cash flow and
R01. Used with Lotus, Excel
& SuperCalc.
• BottomlineV - 7 business financial
models & 4 budget /cash now
programs. 12,000+ installed.
Order Today!
Reg. $595
Special $399
1 -800-7 7 7 - 4 9 2 0
ILAR Systems Inc., 334 Baywood Drive
Newport Beach, CA 92660
714- 759 -8987
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L.-r., Patricia Corbe, Jacksonville: Wendy Dailey, Gainesvil"cala; Dennis
Boll, Boca Raton; Steven McMullen, Pinellas- Suncoast; and Eugene
Fielding, Savannah. See story below.

FLORIDACOMBINES
CLEWANDCEP
The Florida Council and
the Boca Raton Chapter
recently held a successful
two-day Chapter
Leadership Educational

Workshop (CLEW) in Boca
Raton, Fla. In an effort to
encourage better
attendance at CLEW
conferences, John Janus
organized this successful
combination of seminars
and relaxation at an
T
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affordable price.
The conference started
on Friday, May 18, with
two four -hour seminars
attended by 70 participants
who paid $30 for the
classes. After the sessions,
an evening of dining and
dancing followed. A buffet
dinner was served and a
three -piece Calypso band
played.
The Saturday session
began with a three -hour
CLEW conference hosted
by Patty Underwood of the
Jacksonville Chapter and
was attended by 125
participants. Lunch was
served after the seminars.
The Saturday session was
concluded by the Florida
Council board meeting.
The conference was
partly subsidized by Broad
Marketing Associates, Inc.,
which featured Epson
computers and printers.
Drawings were held for free
equipment.

EMERITUSLIFE
ASSOCIATES(ELAs)
William C. Adickes,
Member -at- Large, USA
Jeannette B. Anderson,
Polk County Florida.
Alfi ed Y. K. Au,
Hawaii.
Victor G. Baumann,
Toledo.
Arnold F. Bentley,
Elmira Area
Sam A. Dayhood, Jr.,
Member -at- Large, USA
Emanuel W. Drescher,
Bergen Rockland.
Demetra Fortunes,
New Haven.
Manuel Goldberg,
St. Louis.
Lawrence J. Holland,
Shreveport.
Roy A. Johnson,
Member-at-Large, USA
William S. Kallimanis,
Portland,
Wilson W. Ko,
Chicago.
Robert H. Lindsey,
Washington Tri- Cities.

Cary A. Marshall, III,
San Diego.
John Maslo vsky,
Calumet.
Hugh E. Mullen,
Cleveland.
H. Max Nesbitt,
Columbia.
Lucille F. Norberg,
Los Angeles.
Edward O. Pagel,
St. Paul.
John J. Radlinger,
Sangamon Valley.
James D. Ross,
Permian Basin.
Donald G. Scherrer,
Scottsdale Area.
Ivah G. Schmitz,
Western. Montana.
Richard D. Smith
Wochhester Area.
Basil F. Stoutenburg,
Scottsdale Area..
Darrell A. Thompson,
Spokane Area.
John J. Vohden,
Susquehanna Valley,
James R. Watt,
North, Central Ohio.
Curtis O. Wood,
Omaha.

INMEMORIAM
Jeffrey J. Bartlett, 44,
Oakland -East Bay, 1976.
Charles W. Church, 55,
Lansing- Jackson, 1961.
James W. McGarry, 65,
St. JosephPony Expre&s;,
1969.
John J. McManus,
Detroit, 1972. ELA
William M. Myers, 64,
Peninsula, Palo Alto, 1962.
ELA.
Frank A. Schnell, 80,
Olean. Bradford, 1978.
ELA.
Richard L. See, 67,
Elkhart Area, 1956. ELA.
Marion B. Shelly, 80,
Elkhart Area, 1975. ELA.
G.R. Walker, 72,
Chicago, 1952. ELA.
James A. Wilson, 74,
Morris- Essex, 1954. ELA.
William W. Winter, 75,
Mobile, 1956. ELA.
Thomas Witkowski, 43,
Rochester, 1982.
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The Fixed Asset Program
You've Been Asking For Is Now
Within Reach.

For over ten years, thousands of accountants and tax professionals have relied
on CPAid for excellence in computer software
and customer service. Now, based on your requests, CPAid is proud to announce the release of
its newest product, the CPAid Fixed Asset Program.
Extensive research, programming and product
testing have gone into the CPAid Fixed Asset Program to make it the best on the market today!

Comprehensiveness

• Projection module with TWO report formats to
choose from, a three -year spread of all assets or the
history of a single asset.
• Ten different report categories for asset tracking.
• Calculates both financial and taxable depreciation.
• Tremendous asset storage capacity 32,000 assets
per client (number of clients is unlimited).
• Choose between four different books in which to
enter an asset.
• Automatically determines whether the mid - quarter
convention applies.

EaseofUse

• Easy -to -use help windows, warning messages

and extensive error trapping protect the integrity of
your data.
• Allows you to preview all calculated depreciation.
• Totally compatible with our entire line of tax software to save you hours of unnecessary data re- entry.
And, with a price of only $650, the CPAid Fixed
Asset Program is well within your reach!
For more information or to purchase a demonstration version for only $55 (plus shipping & handling),
call or write today.
'For use with all IBM PCs and 100% compatibles.
1- 800 - 227 -2437
1- 216 -678 -9015
1061 Fraternity Circle
Kent, Ohio 44240

QDAiD
TrustedbyAccountingProfessionals
Since1978
A Warren, Gorham & Lamont Company

CLASSIFIED
-

OPPORTUNITIES"DOWN
UNDER"
LOOKING TO EXPAND TO
Australia? Research & Reporting
offers market studies, industry /product reports, strategy
planning, commercial negotiations, other business intelligence
PLUS an informative monthly
newsletter. Full particulars via
airmail
from
Australian
Downunder,10 Angorra Road,
Terrey Hills, Sydney, NSW,
2084 Australia.

STARTYOUROWN
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICE!
NEW CLIENT DEVELOPMENT,

streamlined accounting systems,
complete training, continuous
home office support, etc. Inquire
today. Join the fastest growing
national accounting franchising
network; over 100 offices
throughout the U.S. and Canada. PADGETT BUSINESS
SERVICES, established 1966,
1 -800 -323 -7292.
Do you enjoy practicing
accounting? Do you dream of
being in business for
yourself? Do you have the
entrepreneur spirit? Then
consider talking to one of the 60
individuals who have formed
Partnerships with us in the past
1 1/2 years. Our Partners are
successful business people.
Elwyn Hock, State Director,
LEADLEY, GUNNING &
CULP, INTERNATIONAL,
895 N. Carey Dr., Bolivar, OH
44612 216-074 -2331.

TAXFORMSFORSALE
1913 FORM MO.
Complete first tax return including instructions authentically reproduced on single 8 1/2 x 11
parchment paper. $8. We
brought it to you first in 1985;
guaranteed best quality, best
price. Deluxe Version Available
$49.95. (501) 782 -5942 Executive Marketplace, P.O. Box
3988 -MA, Fort Smith, AR
72913.

OPPORTUNITIESIN
ACCOUNTING&FINANCE
WE ARE A LEADING authority in the placement of Accounting and Financial professionals
nationwide. We are actively re64

cruiting for positions which include VP's of Finance, Controllers, Cost Accountants, Credit
Managers, Financial Analysts,
Staff Accountants and Auditors.
These positions range from
$35,000 to $130,000. If you want
an exciting growth opportunity
in many desirable locations,
please call 803-78&-W77 and
mail
your
resume
to:
F-0. 114-U -N -E Personnel
Consultants of Columbia, 108
Columbia Northeast Drive, Fortune Square, Columbia, SC
29223. You may fax your resume
to us at 803- 788 -1509. Our client companies pay our fees.

COMPUTERSOFTWARE
DEPRECIATION?f`IXED
ASSET MANAGEMENT.Over
500 users worldwide, many call
this the best program available
at
any
price. IBM -PC/
XT /AT/PS2 and compatibles.
Federal, State and Book detail
by month. All normal methods
including SL, SYD, DB, ACRS,
MACRS, and SHORT TAX
YEAR. Full screen editing of detailed records, custom reports,
sorting, splitting and merging,
variable FYE and more. Version
3.0, $195.00. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. VISA/MC accepted. SOFTLINK Suite A, 220
W. Prospect St., Ft. Collins, CO
80526. Phone (303) 224-0281.
BUSINESS PLANNING SOFT-

WAREI Create multi-year business projections quickly and easily. Preprogrammed, integrated
income statement, balance
sheet, cash flow, breakeven. Includes manual. $45, money back
guarantee. MC/VISA. To order
Business B1uePrint or for mformation call 1- 800 - 735 -5581.
CPA's & PA's- OFFICE
MANAGER SOFTWARE.
Keep track of your clients'
year -end dates, appointments to
schedule, monthly /quarterly/tax
clients, etc. Print reports & mailing labels. Version 4.0, $39.96.
TODAYS SOLUTIONS, 509
East 5th Street, Wilmington, DE
19801. (302) 571 -9544.

INFORMATIONSERVICES
Efficiency. The CPAs STATE
TAX FORMS SERVICE. Reproducible forms with instructions for all states and U.S. cit-

ies. Complete, updated, organized and indexed. Credits,
Amendments, Extensions, and
much more. Free Forms Assistance on demand. 800 -541 -7197.

tional, One Landmark Square,
Ste. 1810, Stamford, CT 06901
USA. Tel: (1) 2031964 -1481. Fax:
(1) 203/964 -8053.

CONTINUINGEDUCATION

FINANCE DIRECTOR. Columbia, TN. Requires Bachelor's
degree in Accounting or equivalent and five or more years' accounting experience, including
three years in supervision of accounting procedures, Municipal
accounting experience desirable.
Salary Range: $29,829.00 $44,( 71.02 annually. Minority
applicants encouraged to apply.
Job description on request. Submit resume, with salary history
and requirement, to Personnel
Director, City Had, 707 North
Main Street, (615(388 -4400) Columbia, TN 38401 by 1:00 p.m.,
August 1, 1990. City of Columbia. EOE.

COMPUTER CPE QUARTERLY.

Self -study
CPE
using
Computers in Accounting,
PC Magazine, PC World, others. FREE INFORMATION
PACKAGE. Also, FREE ISSUE
of CPA Computing,the monthly
PC information newsletter for
accounting professionals. Information Access Group/MA7,
17610 Midway Road, Suite
134360, Dallas, TX 75287. (817)
430 -4866.

CMAREVIEW
NEW ENGLAND CMA REVIEW

will present classes in the Boston
area starting in September 1990.
For information, call Professor
John Slipkowsky, CMA, CPA,
(508) 685 --6681.

WANTED
IFAC SEEKS DIRECTOR
GENERAL The Officers and
members of the Council of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) invite applications for the position of Director
General. In recognition of the
role of IFAC as the pre-eminent
force in the harmonization of the
worldwide accountancy profession, the role of Director General
(formerly titled Executive Director) is being changed to reflect
greater emphasis on outward- looking interface and external leadership. As spokesman
for the accounting profession,
the Director General will represent IFAC in its relations with
member bodies and external organizations worldwide, as well
as direct its management affairs.
The successful candidate must
be a professionally qualified accountant and be a recognized
leader in the profession. Excellent interpersonal and communication skills of a multi- national
nature are imperative. In addition, he or she must exhibit unusual intellectual capacity and
the highest standards of professional integrity. The Director
General must speak and write
English fluently, and be free to
travel extensively without restrictions. A professional executive search consulting firm has
been engaged to evaluate candidates during May and June,
1990. Please address all inquiries to: Janet Jones- Parker,
Partner, Ward Howell Interna-

Senior Editor, MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING. Responsibilities
include editorial planning, writing, editing, and directing the
Association's manuscript competition. Candidates ideally should
be a CMA and have experience
in management accounting and
finance as well as in writ ing/editing for magazines and/or
newspapers. Send resume to:
Ms. Gloria Mellone, NAA, 10
Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ
07645.
600+ ACCOUNTANT JOB
OPENINGS nationwide in our
weekly POSITION REPORT.
Graduate accountants, CPAs,
jobs both public and private from
entry level to CFO by region.
$39/4 wks, $99/12 wks, by mail
or computer. DAVID J. WHITE
& ASSOC., INC., 600 N.
McClurg Ct., Suite 3805A, Dept.
MA, Chicago, IL 60611.800 -9624947. VISA/MC (Computers dial
312 - 961- 0694).

HELPWANTED
CALIFORNIA AND
NATIONWIDE. We currently
represent over 100 career opportunities in Industry (Fortune
1000 plus exceptional emerging businesses) and Public Accounting (`Big 8", high quality
locals) for experienced Tax, Audit, Accounting, and Consulting
professionals. Relocation assistance available. Resumes to: Executive Resource Systems,
27281 Las Ramblas, Suite 200A,
Mission Viejo, CA 92691. (714)
367-0777.
The Advertis ers' Index
appears on page 62
thi s mon th
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Commander-FDC:
The PC -based financial consolidation software thatlets you

Consolidate wl
"th C
i f you're looking for a software
1 solution to the complex task
of collecting, consolidating and
reporting financial data for a
multidivisional, multinational
corporation, you should look at
Comshare's Commander FDC.
Unlike spreadsheets and general purpose software often used
for this task, Commander FDC
(Financial Data Consolidation)
is a PC /LAN -based software
package specifically designed to
handle the unique logistical and
accounting demands of consolidation and financial reporting,
so you can be confident about
the information it provides. It
works the way you do, with
financial schedules (income
statements, etc.) and includes
the accounting intelligence to
assure accuracy. It's a cost effective solution that puts you
in complete control both of the
consolidation process and of
this important financial data.
And it's from Comshare, the
market leader in financial consolidation and executive information systems.

Commander FDC not only supports the
financial data needs of corporate headquarters,
it can meet the information needs of your
reporting units as well. Easy to implement
and to use, it can adapt to different organizational structures, reporting requirements,
and accounting systems, even within the same
company.

Currency translations, intercompany elinwlaLions, re- statements, adjustments and journal
entries are performed simply and automatically. Not only are your books closed more
quickly, they are more accurate as well, with
built -in audit trails and data integrity
requirements.

Designed for maximum user flexibility,
Commander FDC lets you respond to change
— in your organization, in account structures,
in report formats and in budgets. It also
handles the complex task of comparative
reporting after changes have been made.

Commander FDC includes capabilities for
budget preparation and financial analysis as
well as statutory and management reporting.
In addition to printed reports, you can deliver
key financial information to executives electronically on- screen. Powerful tools for
modeling and ad -hoc investigation are also
included.

Commander FDC
K -basedSoftware for FinancWDataConsofidation
For an eye opening introduction to
Commander FDC, and information about a
Commander FDC Seminar in your area,
call Chris Kelly at Comshare, toll free:

MIQ

800- 922 -7979.
In Michigan: 313 - 991 - 4800,
In Canada: 800-741 -1780

ONuTSHAMAW.
3001South State Street, P.O. Box 1588,
Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1588
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TWOHIRINGGUIDES
THATMONEYCAN'TBUY.
FREETo financial Executives Who Believe
Hiring And Keeping The Best Employees Is One
Of Managements Most Important Functions
Hiring and keeping the best
employees is essential to suc
cessf illy competing in these
difficult times.
Recognized as an authority
on personnel issues since

1948, the Robert
Half organization
offers two
complimentary
booklets to help
you meet the challenges of the decade.
To order your FREE
guides, or for help in
finding qualified accounting financial and information systems professionals,
contact one of our over 160

Robert Half and Accountemps
offices. Or call toll free:

14004624654
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